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PREFACE
The system which is the subject of this documentation was
designed originally for execution on the Univac 1108/1110 com-
puter at the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing,
Purdue University. This volume II documented the conversion in
1978 of the EQD-LARSYS software for execution on the IBM 370/148.
In 1979, the IBM 370/148 ;;as replaced by the IBM 3031 computer,
which is thoroughly compatible with the software as altered for
execution on the IBM 370/148. Thus, no conversion of software is
required for this system to be operable on the IBM 3031 computer.
This revision primarily documents enhancements and additions to
the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For several Yeats, the Earth Observations Division (EOD) of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center (JSC) has	 research for the
development of techniques to be	 in processing remotely
sensed imagery data obtained from the multispectral scanner (MSS)
placed aboard various aircraft and satellites. one of the
earliest operational computer systems to use pattern recognition
techniques in the analysis of these data was developed at Purdue
University's Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS).
The earliest version of the LARS system (LARSYS) was converted in
1970 to a batch program for execution on the Univac 1108 EXEC 2
system at NASA/JSC.
The computer system described in th i s document originated from
this early version of LARSYS. However, since 1.970, personnel of
the Earth Observations Division, Lockheed Electronics Company,
Inc., now Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company,
Inc. (LOCKHEED), and other COD support contractors have made many
modifications and improvements to the Univac 1108 version of the
LARSYS; thus, new techniques have been developed and programmed
to perform additional functions in the interpretation of the
data.
Although the basic structure of the system remains the same, a
large portion of it has been reprogrammed. Modifications to
existing techniques and the addition of new techniques have
expanded the capabilities of the system. The current version is
called EOD version of the LARSYS ^EOD-LARSYS). In 1977, the
software was converted from Univac 1.108 Fortran to IBM Fortran IV
for execution on the IBM 370/148 computer at the LARS. The
COD-LARSYS is now operational on the IBM 3031 computer located at
LARS t Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana. It may be
accessed both on and off the JSC site by remote terminal.
The purposes of this document are to define the capabilities and
limitations of the system and to provide the user with the infor-
mation needed to execute the program and obtain the output
desired. it is assumed throughout the document that the user is
familiar with the terminology and the pattern recognition tech-
niques involved. No attempt is made to assist the user in the
analysis of data output by the system.
This COD-LARSYS User Guide is being issued in four volumes:
Volume I — System Overview (JSC-13821; LEC-12563 1 Revision A),
May 1980
Volume 11 — UQ-%-;-J. Ref e re nce Manual (J-SC-13821,t LEC-12564..
Revision A), June 1980 (this document)
Volume III — As-Built Documentation (JSC-13821; LEC-12565r
Revision A), April 1,980
Volume IV — Program Listings (JSC-13821; LEC-12566,
Revision A), November 1979
1-2
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
2.1 DESCRIPTION
The EOD-LARSYS is a processing program operational on the
IBM 3031 system at Purdue University. The system is composed of
• system monitor and a set of processors, each of which performs
• specific function in the analysis of MSS imagery data. Linkage
between processors is accomplished by the use of files in the
computer; by files on disk or tape; or, less commonly, by card
decks. The execution of a particular batch job may begin or end
with any processor, provided the appropriate files are furnished.
Two pattern recognition classification schemes are provided by
the system. One, the supervised classification algorithm known
as the maximum likelihood classifier, is embodied in the CLASSIFY
processor (ref. 1).* The other, an unsupervised classification
or clustering algorithm, is embodied in the .iterative Self-
Organizing Clustering System (ISOCLS) processor (ref. 2).
ISOCLS, along with other processors, may be used to "train" the
maximum likelihood classifier or to display the results of clas-
sification. TESTSP is provided as a more efficient version of
ISOCLS (in terms of disk space required).
Having obtained an MSS image data tape ( DATAPE ) in one of the
allowable formats (see section 3.1), the data analyst must train
the classifier. The maximum likelihood classification algorithm
is based on the assumption that the samples within a given class
are distributed according to a multivariate normal probability
density function. Such a distribution is specified completely in
terms of a mean vector and a covariance matrix, which must be
computed from known samples of the class being represented. This
implies that the data analyst must have some prior knowledge
*References are given in appendix A.
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(i.e.,  ground-verified information) of specific areas within the
MSS image. Using this ground truth, the analyst must identify
training samples for computation of statistics. The histogram
(HIST) and gray map (GRAYMAP) processors may be used to aid the
analyst.
The HIST processor provides a histogram of data values from the
MSS image for use by the GRAYMAP processor. HIST may also be
used independently to provide the analyst with information on the
distribution of data values within specific user-defined blocks
(or fields) of the image. The mean, standard deviation, and
range of data within each user-defined field are ,standard outputs
from the HIST processor for each requested channel. Histogram
plots may be obtained optionally. With the histogram informa-
tion, a file (HISFIL) is written automatically for the GRAYMAP
processor.
The GRAYMAP processor provides the analyst with a pictorial gray-
scale map of any channel of the MSS image for use in obtaining
training field coordinates. The map is labeled by sample and
scan-line numbers. From this map, the analyst may locate the
fields within the image for which he or she has ground truth.
Having identified the fields, the analyst must note the
coordinates (sample and scan-line numbers at each vertex) to
define the fields for the statistics (STAT) or ISOCLS processor.
Alternatively, the analyst may proceed using Procedure 1 method-
ology. Using an ERIPS* tape as input to the DOTDATA processor,
the analyst writes a dot data file. A dot data file contains
both type 1 and type 2 dots. Type 1 dots are used both as start-
ing vectors for the clustering processor (ISOCLS) and as labeling
Eart Resources Interactive Processing System.
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vectors for the labeling processor (LABEL). Type 2 dots are used
as a bias correction factor in computing the classification
results output by the DISPLAY processor.
The coordinates for training fields may be input to either the
STAT or the ISOCLS processor for computation of statistics for
the classifier. The dot data file is input to ISOCLS to compute
.statistics. Both processors save the statistics and training
field or dot information on a file (SAVTAP, section 4.1) for use
in other processors.
In using the STAT processor, the user must group training fields
into statistically similar subclasses. Subclasses may be grouped
further into classes. For example, three statistically similar
subclasses of spring wheat, winter wheat, and harvested wheat may
be grouped intiZ one wheat class. Statistics for each 5UpC1aSS
are maintained on the SAVTAP file, along with the class grouping.
Class groupings are maintained simply for convenience in defining
categories in the CLASSIFY processor and for performance reports
by the DISPLAY processor. The analyst may obtain the following
output for each training field and/or subclass.
• Mean vector
• Covariance matrix
• Correlation matrix (among channels)
• Histogram plots
• Spectral plots
In using the ISOCLS processor with training classes, the user
must group the training fields into classes. The clustering
process breaks the class data into statistically similar sub-
classes (clusters). Subclasses are given names by taking the
first two characters of the class name and two digits indicating
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the number of the subclass within the class. Again, the statis-
tics for each subclass are saved on the SAVTAP file for use in
other processors. ISOCLS is an iterative self-organizing clus-
tering procedure which uses the measure of absolute (L l ) distance
from a picture element (pixel) to the cluster center to determine
the similarity of pixels. At each iteration the user may obtain
a cluster summary and map. Optionally, a cluster image data file
(MAPUNT) may be output in either LARSYS II/111 or Universal for-
mat (appendixes B and C, respectively).
Under Procedure 1 1 designated other/designated unidentifiable
(DO/DU) fields are delineated by card input. ISOCLS clusters the
LACIE* segment using the starting vectors from the dot data file
to begin the clustering process. Sun angle correction is
provided. An unconditional cluster map and a set of cluster
statJ. mQt^. C  are cutput .
The cluster statistics, cluster map, and dot data file are input
to the LABEL processor. Using one of two procedures, k-nearest-
neighbor or all-of-a-kind, the cluster statistics are labeled. A
conditional or mixed cluster map may be output to be displayed
later on the Passive Microwave Imaging System/Data Analysis
Station (PMIS/DAS) or the Interactive Multispectral Image
Analysis System, Model 100 (Image 100).
By the use of the transform statistics (TRSTAT) processor, the
statistics on the SAVTAP file output- by the processor STAT or
ISOCLS may be transformed according to
µ' = Au + b
(2-1)
K' = AKA T
Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment, for which Procedure 1 was
developed.
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where
III = transformed mean vector
4
A = a matrix
U = mean vector from SAVTAP file
b = a vector
K'	 transformed covariance matrix
K = I covariance matrix from SAVTAP file
AT = transpose of ma%.rix A
The transformed statistics are output as a new file on SAVTAP.
Before proceeding to classification of the MSS image, it may be
desirable to reduce the dimensionality of the data vectors by
selecting a smaller set of channels or a linear combination of
the channels which maximizes some class separability measure.
The SELECT processor (ref. 3) provides this capability. In order
to compute the value of the separability measures, the statistics
calculated using the STAT or ISOCLS processor must be made avail-
able to the SELECT processor by card deck, tape, or disk file,
usually the last. The SELECT processor allows the analyst to
work with subsets of the statistics on the file, if he or she
desires. Subsets of the.statistics are indicated by the CHANNELS
and SUBCLASSES control cards, which are defined further in
table 10-1.
In addition, the statistics for two or more subclasses may be
grouped together and considered as one subclass. Grouping the
statistics for two or more subclasses is equivalent to going back
through the STAT processor and combining all training fields for
those subclasses being grouped into one subclass. The grouping
option is exercised via the GROUP control card defined in
table 10-1. The subsets and groupings of the statistics provided
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to the SELECT processor for computation are used only in SELECT
and are not passed on to other processors.
The SELECT processor also allows the analyst to evaluate a given
set of channels using one of three different separability
measures or to select the best set of channels (k) out of the
total channels (n) on the basis of one of these separability
measures. The three separability measures provided are
a. Weighted average interclass divergence
b. Weighted average transformed divergence
c. Weighted average Bhattacharyya distance
To select the best set of k out of n channels, the analyst may
use either the without replacement procedure or the exhaustive
search procedure. A third procedure will find k linear combina-
tions of n measurements which extremize a given separability
measure. This procedure, known as the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
procedure, outputs the linear combinations in matrix form. All
the procedures and equations for separability measures referred
to above are discussed in detail in reference 4.
After the SELECT processor has determined the subset or the
linear combination of channels which maximizes subclass separa-
bility, the supervised classification of the imagery data is
performed by the CLASSIFY processor. The options available in
SELECT for grouping and selecting subsets of the SAVTAP file are
also available in CLASSIFY. However, once the statistics for
classification have been specified, the classes and subclasses
are renumbered and referred to in the DISPLAY processor by the
new numbers.
N"
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The CLASSIFY processor allows the user to group classes pre-
viously defined by the STAT or ISOCLS processor into categories
for the sum-of-densities classification. When a category is
defined (by class names), all subclasses in each class are
assigned to the category. The density function for category r,
Pr!X), is the sum of densities for all subclasses in the cate-
gory; that is,
Mr
Pr(X) _ E Pri(X)im1
(2-2)
where
Pri = the probability density function for subclass i multiplied
by the a priori value
Mr 	the number of subclasses in category r
(Not. 	 Morev.,. a k .^	 ^^41 _M k	 cg M re ^ 4 Iran	 z section  1 16. r.^	 r .. detailed G +^uw 4+l.o nR7 L.11...: ^iYVis ^^,.^a ..,.... L.^^.	 .a:-:)
Pixel X is assigned to category r if Pr(X) > Ps(X) for all cate-
gories s, s # r. Pixel X is further assigned to subclass i if
(1) i belongs to category r and (2) Pri(X) > Prm (X) for all sub-
classes m, m 0 i, and m belongs to category r.
Obviously a one-to-one correspondence between categories and sub-
classes reduce* the above equation to
Pr (X) = Pri(X)
	
(2-3)
When this is the case, the amount of computation required for
classification can be greatly reduced by the use of thresholds.
CLASSIFY then has two procedures for classification which use
this computational reduction to advantage. The sum-of-densities
rule is used only when categories are defined by the user.
Otherwise, the classification-by-thresholding procedure detailed
in reference 4 is used.
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The CLASSIFY processor writes a file (MAPTAP, section 4.4 and
appendix D) containing the subclass number and confidence level
for each pixel classified; the training fields and statistics for
the classes and subclasses actually used in classification; and
the correspondence between categories, classes, and subclasses.
The DISPLAY processor accepts the file output by CLASSIFY and
generates a line-printer map of the classified data, along with
several performance tables. In the map, each subclass has a sym-
bol associated with it. A threshold option is provided for the
analyst to prim, no symbol (blank) for samples classified with a
confidence level less than some specified threshold value.
Performance summaries are provided on subclass, class, and cate-
gory levels for pixels within each classified field, training
field, and test field which is input to the DISPLAY processor.
The training or test, field performance summaries may be obtained
by fields and/or classes. The DISPLAY processor also provides
optional output of a classification map (MAPUNT) in either Uni-
versal or LARSYS II/III format.
I
The data transformation (DATATR) processor allows the analys e to
use the linear transformation matrix computed by SELECT to create
a new image data file (TRFORM)
	
Since thi!,, matrix is computed to
extremize subclass separability, the k linear combinations out of
n channels represented by the matrix produce better class con-
trast when the image is displayed on the PMI5/DAS. In addition,
the best linear combination of the data can be used to enhance
the image. The TRFORM file may be output in either Universal or
LARSYS II/III format.
The NDHIST processor performs an n-dimensional histogram of areas
on the MSS data file, for which the user wishes to create scatter
plots. The fields may be histogrammed on a class, subclass, or
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per-field basis. A line-printer summary of the fields, the num-
ber of data vectors in each field, and the number of unique data
vectors histogrammed is given.
Optionally, if a scatter plot of a classified or clustered aroa
is requested, a classification or cluster image data file
(MAPONT) from the DISPLAY or ISOCLS processor must be input to
NDHIST. If this option is exercised, the field or fields input
to this processor and their ot4Qr of input must be the same as
those input to CLASSIFY or -ISOCLS.
Information such as the Eield f the cluster or subclass number,
the frequency of occurrence, and the color code for each
histogrammed radiance vector is written on the n-dimensional
histogram (NHSTUN) file.
•	 The SCTRPL processor reads the NHSTUN file t and a two-axis color-
coded spectral plot (SCTRUN) is output in Universal format. The
background for the plot may be black or white.
if more than two channels were histogrammed by the NDHIST proc-
essor, the data vector is reduced to two components by
y' = BX + c
where
Y' = trans;ormed image
B = a matrix
x = a data vector
c	 a bias vector
( 2-4)
The location on the scatter plot for each vector in the NHSTUN
file is determined by its radiance values (if only two channels
were histogrammed) or by two linear combinations of radiance
values (if more than two channels were histogrammed),
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i	 The color for a pixel is assigned by
• Original radiance values
• Mean vector of the cluster or subclass to which the pixel was
assigned during clustering or classification
• Mean vector of the test or training Meld from which the pixel
was extracced
• User-defined colors
e Color extraction from a different pass when using multi-
temporal Landsat data
Optionally, for pixel color assignment, the SAVTAP file created
by the STAT or ISOCLS processor or card images containing color
codes may be input.
Optionally, a line-printer pixel frequency or log of pixel fre-
quency (base 2) plot is given. The plot is printed with up to 16
different symbols.
There are support processors to assist the analyst. DAMRG per-
forms channel or spatial merger of image data. GTTCN and GTDDM
accomplish the labeling of pixels and dots (selected pixels) on
the basis of ground truth files..
Figure 2-1 is a diagram showing the principal processing options
and paths in EOD-LARSYS.
2.2 OPERATION
The processors described here car p
 be executed in two modes, batch
or interactive. Both can be run from the direct-line terminals
of the computer facilities in building 17, or anywhere that tele-
phone contact can be established with the computer at Purdue. At
present, this includes two terminals in the Lockheed buildings in
Nassau Bay.
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For batch or interactive operations, decks of cards (or files of
card .images) need to be prepared as shown in this document. V'rom
a direct-Line terminal, an analyst issues instructions to read
decks of cards, using the card reader.
Use of the editor to prepare files of control card images from
the terminal is rather more complex, but it is much to be
preferred.
The sections that fallow give the practical steps for using EOD-
LARSYS as implemented at Purdue LARS. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
tell how to log bn and off the system. Section 2.2.4 describes
the use of the editor to create, modify, and erase card image
files. Section 2.2.5 tells how to run a program. These proc-
esses are also traced in figure 2-2.
2.2.1 TO START: LOG ON TO THE SYSTEM
To operate in either batch or interactive mode, the ust^_r must
activate a terminal and establish telephone contact betwkien term-
inal and computer. For the two dial-up terminals at Lockheed,
make certain the terminal and coupler are turned on. Then dial
the number of the multiplexer in building 17. When a high-
pitched computer noise is heard, insert the telephone in the
coupler.
From this point on, instructions for the dial-up terminals are
identical to instructions for the direct-line terminals.
To get the attention of the system, depress the N key, then the
carriage return (GR). Appearance of the carat (?) signifies that
you are in control program (CP) mode. Now log on by typing
LOGON XXXXXX YYY
where XXXXXX is a user identification number and YYY is the pass-
word. if this information is acceptable, the system will ask for
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your name. If not, you will need to make a correction or simply
try again. The system will then type a log-on message (LOGMSG),
giving certain information regarding system operation.
At this point, if you plan to run interactively, you should type
.4
DEF STOR 1M
This will allocate I megabyte of virtual memory for the job you
are about to run. Without this, the program will not be able to
operate for lack of space in the computer. (For batch opera-
tions, storage has been previously defined.) Now type
IPL LARSYSPI (CR)
The system will respond with
ECD LARSYS READY
signifying I-	 -	 Js .4---m
  
gnif that you h a ve successfull y logged on to the y st 	 and
are ready to begin. Control now lies with the IBM CMS 3031 and
with the JSC disk attached. To start the prompter, type
EODLARSYS
This calls the EOD-LARSYS program. From here, follow instruc-
tions in section 2.2.4 or 2.2.5. The first part of figure 2-2
shows this entire sequence, together with all responses by the
system.
2.2.2 TO STOP: LOG OFF THE SYSTEM
To stop using the system, the user must log off
	
To do this,
depress the BREAV, key, and then type
LOG (CR)
in batch processing, this is normally done after the terminal
displays the READY message (if done earlier, the job may be
lost), In interactive operations, it can be done at any time.
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2.2.3 CARDS OR CARD IMAGES
EOD-LARSYS can be run either with physical cards, submitted to a
card reader, or as files of card images. These cards and card
images are the control cards described in this document. The
physical cards must be used with the card reader adjacent to the
direct-line terminals in building 17. Card images can be used
from any location.
When physical cards are used, the foregoing instructions are suf-
ficient. The cards are fed to the card reader when indicated by
the program. Output must be directed to HOUSTON. When cards are
used, operations are normally run as batch, usually overnight.
Figure 2-2 gives a complete set of computer messages and
responses for such a job.
E
must know how to
A file is a col-
is identified by
The filename is
be read by Fortran
If physical cards are not to be used, the user
create, modify, and destroy card image files.
lection of data stored on disk or tape. A fil
three attributes — file name, type, and mode.
specified by up to eight characters. Files to
programs should have filetypes of the form
FTn
 Fm
where n is the Fortran unit number (00-99) and m the relative
file number (000-999). If there is only one file for a partic-
ular unit, the filetype is arbitrary; e.g., CC. Filemode, for a
file on the user's permanent disk, is An, where n is defaulted
to 1
To use EOD-LARSYS in the interactive mode, the user should create
a control card file on disk. This is done using the editor, as
described in the next section.
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2.2.4 USING THE EDITOR TO CREATE, MODIFY, AND ERASE PILES
After typing EODLARSYS, you may edit a :file by responding EDIT to
the next prompt. (You may also call EDIT directly from CMS 370.)
EDIT here means that you can create a new file, or modify an
existing one, or delete one. Several options are described
below.
To create a new file, type I (CR), for input. At this point you
can type out the card images, much as though you were preparing
cards on a keypunch device. After furnishing the name of the 	 I 1
file (such as BARLEY CC), you might type the following:
FORMAT	 1	 (CR)
$ISOCL,S	 INPUT/UNIT=II,FILE=1
	 (CR)
DATA	 (CR)
$EXIT
	 (CR)
(CR)
To stop furnishing text, type two carriage returns in a row.
To change an existing file, you go into the EDIT mode in the same
way. You can print out the entire file on the console by typing
TOP
T*	 (For TYPE *)
TOP
The last TOP returns you to the top of the file.
If you type a wrong character, you may erase it by typing @. For
example, to finish typing CAROLYN after you started with CARIL,
you will have the following line of text on your screen:
CARIL@@OLYN
Notice that the BACKSPACE key will not function properly for this
use. To erase the whole line, type [ (CR) at .any time.
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The simplest way to locate a line to be changed, or a place to
insert more lines, is by typing
N (CR)
until that line appears. N stands for NEXT. At this point you
might insert more lines by typing
I (CR)
for input and then the lines to be inserted. Or, you might
change characters by typing
C /XXX/YY/
where XXX is the incorrect string of characters and YY is the
string to replace it. You might also simply delete the line by
typing
DEL
for deletion.
To erase a file, enter
ERASE (filename) (filetype) (filemode) (CR)
At the end of an editing session, you should type FILE to store
the modified file. If you neglect to do this, your changes will
be lost.
More details on editing can be found in the "IBM Virtual Machine
Facility 1370: CMS Command and Macro Reference."
2.2.5 TO RUN A PROGRAM
Before running a program, you must define the complete set of
EOD-LARSYS control cards. You can ;punch the cards physically,
or (preferably) you can prepare a file of card images as just
desc:. ibed .
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You may execute in two ways: interactive or batch. The inter-
active way allows you to sit a. Li.e terminal, run a program, and
receive the results on the terminal (or, in building 17, on the
line printer). In batch, you submit a job and receive the
results later on the line printer.
To run a program, type the location of the cards or card images
when prompted (READER or DISK). If on disk, the system will ask
for the filename. Although the name will appear with "CC" after
it, you will not need to type more than the name.
The system will then ask if you wish to run interactively or
batch,
The system will ask where to furnish the printer output. You
will reply HOUSTON to this question if results are to be written
to the line printers in building 17, the normal case. in certain
cases it may be reasonable to write to the terminal screen; write
TERMINAL for this case.
Type in the data tape number when requested. The tapes must be
physically 'Located in "Flexlab 2, 11 the computer room at LARS.
The system will then ask whether to save various intermediate
results on file or tape. Since the questions are asked even when
the intermediate results will not be produced, the normal
response is N (CR). Respond as appropriate.
2.2.6 NOTES ON PROCEDURES FOR MINISCAN
After you have entered the IPL LARSYSPI command, you may enter
EODSCAN instead of EODLARSYS. This command will bring in a
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module that can be used to scan the control card file for
possible additional options. These new options are as follows:
1. Whenever the DATA card occurs l in the control card image file,
you may choose to use one of three new formats:
a. If the data are known to the LARS data base by segment/
acquisition, you may use one of the following formats:
DATA	 UNIT=VV,,SEG=XXXX, ACQ=YYY
DATA	 INPUT/UNIT=VV, SEG=XXXX, ACQ=YYY
SEG may be abbreviated S. ACQ may be abbreviated A.
The three keys may be in any order.
b. For any data set on tape (.for example, a merged data
*	 set), you may use one of the following formats:
DATA	 UNIT=VV, FILE =XX, TAPE=YYY
DATA	 INPUT/UNIT=VV, FILE=XX, TAPE=YYY
TAPE may be abbreviated T, and the three keys may be
in any order.
C, If the data set desired is on a disk file, you may use
one of the following formats:
DATA	 UNIT=XX,NAME='FILENAME FILETYPE FILEMODE'
DATA
	
INPUT/UNIT=XX,NAME='FILENAME FILETYPE FILEMODE'
NAME may be abbreviated N. The two keys may be in
either order. The single quotation marks are required
around the name DATA.
d. The currently existing options are still acceptable.
2. Whenever any card that uses one of the following formats
DATA	 UNIT=, FILE=
DATA	 INPUT/UNIT=, FILE=
DATA	 OUTPUT/UNIT-=, FILE
is in the control card file, then you may use only
format type lb or lc.
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3. The READ control card image in processor GTTCN may be coded
using format la, lb, or lc.
If you choose to use one of the new formats for your DATA card
type, then when the prompting EXEC asks if the job requires an
MSS tape, you should answer NO.
All, other options currently available under EODLARSYS are still
valid with EODSCAN.
2.2.7 TROUBLESHOOTING
It is not feasible to furnish responses to all problems that may
occur. The following are the principal ones that have occurred
in the past.
S .^ r. e L1lmea, line	 small jumble  o F	 LL	 to 'De
printed, and the system will return to C p status (shown by the
carat). When this happens, type B (CR) to begin again.
If the diagnostic READ ERROR appears, merely touch the CR key and
the system may recover.
If the system is not responding properly to typed commands, the
telephone connection may have been broken. When this happens at
remote terminals, the carrier light will not be lit. When this
happens, start over by logging on. if you were editing, check to
see the status of your files. If more than 15 minutes elapses,
you may lose all edits.
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RESULTS UNSATIVACTORY
. P1. TYPE 2 CO TS. CO TO C
PI, TYPE I DOTS. TO TO A
ANALYST AIDS. ;0 TO 0
A ESUL T S P,ATISFACTORY^
CO TO A. 0, C DR ENO
i
AYS
U$TER NAP [ISJCLS)
aED ;A ONOI T IONAL CLUCTEA MAP I,LABEL,-
ASSIFICATICN MAP EOISPLAY)
ATTER PLOT i"SCTRpI!
!A.E TAPE (DATATA ;A DIRECT)
Key Ca decision Points I '"rough l-.
1 a. Compute hiatograms and p r i nt pic tori a l gray-scale
map of data from any channel, using MIST and
ORAYMAP.
h, Print p ictor i al gray-SCAIII map only , using CRAYMAP.
C. Compute training field statistics and write SAYTAP
fits, using STAT.
3 a. Croup training fields into classes, using ISCCLS.
b. Omit Clustering.
3 A. 001abet training field Statistics,
b. Omt- labeling.
4 a. Oetermine subset or linear combination of channels
that maximizes SubclasS Sdparab,litY, using ,ELECT.
b, Transform training field statistics. using rRSTAT.
S a. Create new image data tape, applying linear
transformation mat r ix computed by SELECT, using
gATATR.
b. Perform suncevised Classification of image
using CLASSIFY,
b a• Relabel previously labeled statisti GS file
SAYTAP, using LABEL.
b. Proceed t0 Clas9iftC6U.,n, using CLASSIFY.
G. 4Se statistics fil e SAYTAP to provide starting
cluster mean vectors for ISOM,
a. Aolabol fato +n ,Tot data r ile, using LAOEL^
V 0.4play dots. using DISPLAY.
c. ;lustor -,ago. using ISOCLS.
8 a. Compute-die ensianal histogram of sa t e ;tad
data areas, using NDRtST, ynd scatter plot.
using SCTAPL.
b, Proceed to labeling, using LABEL
9 a. Compute A-dieansional histogram of selected
data areas, using MONIST, and Scatter plot,
using SCTAPL.
b	 Proceed to Classification, using CLASSIFY.
c. Evaluate discriminatory ca pability of channels,
using SELECT.
10 a. Proceed to ciiissification, using CLASSIFY.
b. Proceed to classification su.vary, using DISPLAY,
it a. Cumpute n-dimensional histrgram of selected
data areas, using NOMIST, and Scatter plat,
using SCTRP4.
b.Oisola y image an dis p la y '".Cation and print
12 a. Results unsate;factory (see annotation an
flowchart).
b. Results 4at,sfactory (see annotation rn
flowchart).
Figure 2-1.— Concluded.
i0 "'NAL PAGE." k,.
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01F 1 .'XjR QtTAL .I
E ..
LOGON
>LOGON JSC700 SUE
ENTER NAME: >GIDDINGS
LOGMSG » 03:03:47 EST SATURDAY 05/05/79
* NEXT SCHEDULED SHUTDOWN IS SATURDAY 5/5 AT 17:00
LOGO! AT 10:29:41 EST SATURDAY 05/05/79
>IPL LARSYSPI
EDO LARSYS READY,
DEV 19C DOES NOT EXIST
Y (19C) R/0
R:	 T = 0.17/0.27 10:30:07
>EODLARSYS
Question 1. ARE THE EOD-LARSYS INPUT CARDS IN THE CARD READER,
ON DISK, OR DO YOU WISH TO CREATE OR MODIFY THEM,
OR DO YOU WISH TO GET A STANDARD SET FROM THE
EOD-LARSYS SYSTEM DISK?	 (READER, DISK, EDIT,
OR GET)
possible responses
A. READER (Default)
Implies EOD-LARSYS input cards are in your card reader.
E. DISK OFILENAME (Will ask for filename, if not given.)
WHAT IS THE FILENAME OF THE EOD-LARSYS INPUT CARDS?
FILENAME
Implies EOD-LARSYS input cards are in disk file
"FILENAME CC."
C. EDIT OFILENAME
WHAT IS THE FILENAME OF THE EOD-LARSYS INPUT CARDS THAT
YOU WISH TO CREATE OR MODIFY?
FILENAME
EDIT
EDIT commands
EDIT
FILE
Implies EOD-LARSYS input cards will be edited on disk,
or will be creates on the disk via edit.
D. GET C>FILENAME (Will ask for filename, if not given.)
Figure 2-2.- EOD-LARSYS queries and responses.
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Possible errors
E00001 FILE 'FILENAME' CC A NOT FOUND
Thin error occurs when question l is answered by
"DISK FILENAME" and the specified file does not
exist. (if this error occurs, question 1 is
reissued.)
Question 2. DO YOU WISH TO RUN INTERACTIVELY AT THE TERMINAL
OR HAVE YOUR EOD-LARSYS JOB SENT TO A BATCH
MACHINE? (INTER OR BATCH)
Possible responses
A. 'INTER (Default)
implies you wish to run interactively.
S • BAT CH
Implies SOD--LARSYS input cards will be scant to a
batch machine for processing.
NOTE: Tz a batch job is to by run and the user specified
"READER" for question 1 1 the .Following error may occur.
E00002 THERE WERE NO CARDS IN YOUR CARD READER.
READ THEM IN AND THEN TYPE 'READY'
(Default response here is READY.)
Question 3. AT WHICH SITE 00 YOU WISH TO RECEIVE THE PRINTER
OUTPUT (AND OPTIONALLY PRINT STATUS)?
Possible responses
.
SITE 0 HOLD/NOHOLD; (Default site is where command;
e.g., HOUSTON HOLD
	
default print status is HOLD.)
Possible errors
E0003A 'SITE' IS NOT A VALID PRINT SITE
(if this error occurs, question 3 is reissued.)
E0003B 'STATUS' IS NOT A VALID HOLD STATUS
PLEASE ENTER HOLD OR NOHOLD
Figure 2-2. Continued.	 4
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Question 4, WILL YOUR EOD-LARSYS JOB BE USING A MSS DATA TAPE?
(YES OR NO)
Possible responses
A	 YES (Default)
The above question will not be asked if the user is
going to run batch since a tape is required for
batch. However, the following line will be typed
for either interactive or batch mode.
TYPE IN MSS DATA TAPE NUMBER
Possible response
NNNN;
e.g., 1,267
B. ro
Implies a MSS data tape is not needed for this job.
Question 5. DO YOU WISH TO SAVE ANY INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
PRODUCED BY EOD-LARSYS, OR USE ANY PREVIOUSLY
SAVED ONES? (YES OR NO)
Possible responses
A. NO (Default)
Implies intermediate results will be written to a
temporary disk and will not be available after the
job finishes execution.
B. YES
The following question will then be asked about each of
the intermediate results,
CLASSIFICATION MAP
	 (NO, SAVE )
 OR USE)
Possible responses
A. NO (Default)
Implies you do not wish to save the classifica-
tion map or use a previously generated map.
B. SAVE 0F11LENAME
Implies you want the classification map stored
on your permanent disk.
Figure 2-2.- Continued.
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Cp USE 0FILE.NAME
Implies you want a classification map that is
stored on your permanent disk to be used.
N-DIMENSIONAL HISTOGRAM	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
TRAINING STATISTICS	 (N0, SAVE, OR USE)
HISTOGRAM	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
DOT DATA	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
STATISTICS	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
THE FOLLOWING INTERMEDIATE RESULTS MAY BE SAVED ON OR
USED FROM EITHER YOUR PERMANENT DISK OR A TAPE.
SCATTER PLOT	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
Possible responses
A. NO (Default)
B. SAVE 0FILENAME
Implies the scatter plot will be saved on your
permanent disk.
C. SAVE OWN
Implies the scatter plot will be saved on
tape NNNN file MM, where the default file
number is 1.
D. USE 0 FILENAME
Implies the previously saved scatter plot is on
your permanent disk.
E. USE 0NNNN
Implies the previously saved scatter plot is on
tape NNNN file MM, where the default file number
is 1.
TRANSFORMED MSS
	 DATA (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
CLUSTER MAP (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
Figure 2-2.-  Continued .
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If the user is qoinq to run hio oc her job batch, the
following mossaqe is printed and only the following
questions will be asked since Wtocmodiate results may
only be saved on or U606 from tape.
THE FOLLOWING INTERMEDIATE RESULTS MAY BE USED rROM
ANVOR SAVED ON TAPE.
.1ml
SCATTER PLOT
	 (NO, SAVE, OR USE)
TRANSFORMED MSS DATA (NO, SAVE, OR USE
CLUSTER MAP
	 (NO, SAM OR USE)
The Only valid responses for batch pvocos8ing are A t Ct
aml E IiStod under "SCATTER PLOT" above.
Possible orcors
EOOO5A TYPE IS NOT PERMITTED FOR THIS DATA SET
POSSiblo orrOrS 100 USE 41VILENAME
K0006B 'FILENAME' DOES NOT EXIST ON YOUR A-DISK
Possible orrors for SAVE KAPILENAME
E00050 SAVE IS NOT A VALID OPTrON SINCE YOU 00 NOT
HAVE AN A-DISK THAT CAN BE WRITTEN ON*
C00050 THERE IS NOT ENOU6H SPACE ON TOUR A-DISK TO
SAVE 'FILENAME', TYPE A SERIES OF CMS
COMMANDS TO MAKE ROOM. TYPE READY WHEN
DONE OR TYPE SKIP IF YOU 00 NOT WANT TO
MAKE ROOM.
Since filos ace not saved until aftoc the
E00-LARSYS job is completed, error E00051)
will not appear until than.
Question 6. DO YOU WANT TO RUN ANOTHER JOB? (YES OR NO)
possible rosponsos
A. YES Wfault)
Then question I in asked again and so on.
NO
An exit to CM8 is taken.
Figure 2-2.- Continued.
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V ? I
After the job has been sent to the batch machine, the following
message is typed.
YOUR JOB HAS BEEN SENT TO THE	 BATCH MACHINE
Then, question 6 is asked of the user, and so on.
Figure 2-2.- Concluded.
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3. INPUT
3.1 IMAGE TAPES
Every Processor except SELECT, TRSTAT I SCTRPL I and LABEL uses an
MSS data file (DATAPE). The assignment defaults to logical
unit 11, but the user may assign any unit available by input of
the DATIN control card. For details, see the unit assignment
chart in section 4 and the control card section for each
processor. The file may be in LARSYS 11/111 or Universal format
(defined in appendixes B and C, respectively) or in certain
Landsat formats (defined in references 5 and 6).
The control card DATA allows the user to communicate the number
of the MSS data file to be processed and the logical unit assign-
mant. This is o-ptional input to every processor that requires
MSS data. The first file of the tape will be processed unless
otherwise specified by the DATA control card. in executing the
same and/or different processors consecutively, the DATA control
card may be input only to the first processor executed if the
same file and logical unit are to be used throughout the i-Axecu-
tion. For example,
t
$HIST
DATA	 UNIT=11,FILE=2
(other control cards)
*END
(Field definition)
$END
$GRAYMAP
CHANNELS 5,6
*END
(Field definition)
$END
(File 2 of the MSS data tape
(DATAPE) assigned to unit 11
is processed by GRAYMAP as
well as HIST.)
v..
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3.2 CARDS AND CARD VMAGES
Card input to the system must be one of the types discussed
below. It should be noted that card image files are normally
used in remote processing applications. In the discussion
following, "card image" should be understood for "card .'1
3.2.1 PROCESSOR CARDS
A processor card identities the processor that is to be
executed. The system monitor routine calls the appropriate
processor, which initiates the loading of all routines used by
the processor. The processor card is always a $ symbol followed
by the processor name and must always be punched left justified
beginning in column 1. No blanks are d1l ,*wed. The $ symbol and
the first five characters are the unique processor identification
used by the system monitor routine.
Below is a list of all processor cards recognized by the system,
along with the section in which each processor is described.
$HIST
$GRAYMAP
$STAT
$ IS' OCLS
$SELECT
$CLASSIFY
$DISPLAY
$DATATR
$TRSTAT
$NDHIST
$SCTRPL
$DOTDATA
$LABEL
$DAMRG
$GTDDM
Section 6
Section 7
Section 8
section 9
Section; 10
Section 11
Section 12
Section 13
Secti*ri 14
Section 15
Section 16
Section 17
Section 18
Section 20
Section 21
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$GTTCN	 Section 22
$TESTSP	 Section 23
t $EXIT	 Execution terminates when this card is
encountered.
3.2- 12 CONTROL CARDS
Each processor has its own set of control cards which allow the
user to exercise various options in the particular processor or
to change the default value assigned to certain parameters in the
system. These cards must immediately follow a processor card.
The control cards are identified by a keyword in columns 1
through 10 of the card. Only the first four characters are used
for testing. In columns 11 through 72, the parameter values or
options are indicated. These columns are free form, blanks are
ignored (unless of legitimate parameter value) , and multiparam-
eter values or: 	 are separated by commas 	 Columns 73
through 80 of the card are not used. With the exceptions of the
FORMAT, *END, $END, and in some cases the STATFILE cards, control
cards may occur in any order. (The STATFILE control card excep-
tion is noted in the section for the appropriate processor.) it
the list of parameter values for a given keyword is too long for
one card, th,* remaining values can be input on another card with
the same keyword. (The continuation of a CATEGORY control card
is slightly different; see section 11, table 11-1.) in every
processor, the *END control card indicates the end of a set of
control cards, and the $END Cara indicates the end of the field
definition card input. The FORMAT card defines the format of the
MSS data file by a 1 or a U (Universal), a 2 or an L (LARSYS III/
III), a 3 or a B (Landsat bulk), or a 4 or an E (EROS*) in col-
umn 11 (or subsequent columns). This card precedes all others in
*Earth Resources Observation Systems Data Center at Sioux Falls,
South Dakota.
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a job setup, The user should ensure that all files written in
the run are consistent in format.
Ancillary control cards, common to all processors, can be used to
control the titles on printout sheets. As shown in table 3-1,
defaults present standard titles and the current date. An
optional COMMENT card can be used to furnish further identifica-
tion on output sheets. 	 0
3.2.3 CLASS, SUBCLASS, AND FIELD DEFINITION$
A field is a specific block of data to be extracted from the
input MSS data file and processed. it is defined by a sample
increment, a line increment, and from 1 to 10 vertices. Option-
ally, the user may associate a name with each field. The alpha-
numeric field description is located in columns 1 through G. in
columns 11 through 7 16, sample and line increments are separated
by a comma and enclosed together in parentheses. A comma sepa-
rates the increments and each of the following vertices. The
vertices must be arranged in clockwise order. Sample and line
numbers which describe a vertex are separated by a comma and
enclosed together in parentheses. The sample number must be
given first for each vertex. More than one card may be used to
describe a field. An asterisk occurring after a vertex indicates
a continuation card is to be read beginning in column 11. A ver-
tex must be completed on a card and cannot be split between two
cards. The numbers which describe the increments and vertices
must be integers.
it is the user's responsibility to ascertain that all defined
fields are within the bounds of the MSS image. in determining
which pixels belong to a particular field, the EOD-LARSYS
examines the pixel intercepts of each scan line with each side of
the field. The pixel intercept X, with the scan line L and the
I
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Scan line L
5)
side defined by vertices (Xl ry-l) c1nd (X"-IY2), is calculated by
the equation
(14 - Y) (X1_ X )
X
(Y	
+ X
Y-11
The value of X is computed as a floating-point number; however,
the actlual pixel intercept must be an integer number. Therefore,
if the fractional part of X is greater than one-half, thr pixel
intercept is the next higher integer number. if the fractional
part of X is less than one-half, the pixel intercept will be the
next lower integer number. When the fractional part of X is
exactly one-half, the integer pixel intercept depends on the
direction of movement from the point (X l jYl ) to (XjjY 2 )- If Yl
is less than Y2, the pixel intercept is the next higher integer.
if Yl is greater than Y 9 , the pixel intercept is the next lower
integer number.
After all pixel intercepts for a given scan line have been deter-
mined, the intercepts are taken in pairs and all pixels between
and including the pair 
of 
intercepts are included in the field,'
In the following example for scan line L, all pixels between and
including P, and P, are included, and all pixels between and
including P3 and P 4 are included.
(Xj r y J )	 ^ ky,	 I .
(xGtx 6 )
r_
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230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
Line 239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
The following three examples describe field definition cards and
the fields they define. In example 1, the sample and line incre-
ments are equal to 1 for field Fl, and there are four vertices.
Fl	 (111)t(412r231)1(422t230),(429,246)1(419,147)
Sample
N M -: r M %D r- W M 0	 M %D r., W M
r-4
In example 2, the field F2 has the same vertices as Fl; however,
the sample increment is 2 and the line increment is 3.
3-6
r^  q,
F2	 (2,3)t(412,231)t(422,230) ► (429t246)1(419 ► 247)
Sample
N v %0 CO a N V to 00
zJU
233
236
Line 239
242
245
In example 3 ► the sample and line increments for field W187 are
equal to 1, and there are six vertices.
W187	 (1 ► 1) ► (324r266)1(355,264)1(338,271) ►
.(330t272)j(329j269)j(326,1_ 69)
sample
IV LO to rl- CO M CD r_1 CN
 M 1^r Ln W r*- CON NN CNN CNMM('1',t,1MMMMM
264
265
266
267
Line	 268
269
270
271
272
Except for SELECT, TRSTAT, and scatter plot (SCTRPL) ► every proc-
essor accepts the input of field definition cards. Field defini-
tions are always in put, between the *END and $END control cards.
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The exact way of using these cards differs from processor to
processor, as is shown in table 3-24 In the STAT and ISOCLS
processors, fields must be associated with a class or subclass
name. In the DISPLAY processor, fields may be test fields or
designated fields. In the NDHIST processor, fields are associ-
ated with class or subclass and may be test, training, or any
user-defined field.
The fields defined in STAT and ISOCLS are called training fields,
and the data within these fields are used for computing statis-
tics, Training fields are grouped into subclasses, and subclasses
are further grouped into classes, using the STAT processor. In
ISOCLS, training fields are grouped into classes, and the
clustering procedure breaks the class data into subclasses
(clusters). To allow for these groupings, cards bearing a class
name and a subclass name are necessary.
A class name card has the keyword CLASS beginning in column 1 and
the alphanumeric name of the class left justified in columns 11
through 14 of the card. Blanks should not be embedded in the
class or subclass names.
A subclass name card has the keyword SUBCLASS beginning in
column 1 and the alphanumeric name of the class left justified in
columns 11 through 14 of the card.
In STAT, a CLASS card must immediately follow the *END control
card. The CLASS card is followed by one or more SUBCLASS cards,
each of which must be followed by one or more field definition
cards. See the example for STAT (section 8.4-4).
In ISOCLS, a CLASS card must immediately follow the *END control
card. The CLASS card is immediately followed by one or more
field definition cards. The data from the fields associated with
3-8
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a given class name are clustered as one data set. The class is
broken into subclasses (clusters) which do not have field bound-
aries. So, even though statistics are computed on a subclass
level, training fields cannot be associated with subclasses in
ISOCLS. See the example for ISOCLS (section 9.5.4).
In DISPLAY, test fields (if input) must be identified by a pre-
viously defined class or subclass name. When associated with
classes, a CLASS card should immediately follow the *END control
card. Test fields for that class should follow immediately.
When associated with subclasses, a SUBCLASS card should immedi-
ately follow the *END card, followed by the test fields for that
subclass.
of field input to DISPLAY.
f designated fields, a card
in column 1 and the keyword
column 11 must precede the
12.4.4 for sample input of
Designated fields are the other type
Fields may be DU Or DO. For input o
with the keyword DESIGNATE beginning
OTHER or UNIDENTIFIABLE beginning in
field definition cards. See section
test and designated fields.
3.2,4 SPECIAL SYSTEM FILES
The card image files described in this section are special files
normally output from one processor to be used at some future time
as input to another processor. However, if the user can obtain
all of the information needed for any of the special card image
files from some other source, such information may be input
directly to the processor if the formats described in this sec-
tion are followed.
These files are always referred to in the job setup by the con-
trol cards for the particular processor. The first card image of
each file acts as a keyword which initiates the input of the
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tile. it is not neoeGsary to input the same f ilo to more than
one processor in the sam run.
3.2.4.1 ModUl-a STAT File
The module STAT file is optional output from the STAT, ISOCLS,
and TRSTAT Processors- it contains the statistics (mean vectors
and covariance matrices) for all the subclasses input to STAT,
the statistics for the clusters computed by ISOCLS, or the trans-
formed statistics for all subclasses or clusters input to TRSTAT.
These statistics are needed in the computation of the probability
density functions in CLASSIFY and the computation of separability
measures in SELECT.
This file also contains all the training field boundaries, the
class and subclass numbers to which the training fields belong,
the class and subclass names, the number of subclasses in each
class, and the number of points in each subclass or cluster. By
defining the required training fields in STAT, the user has abso-
lute control over the data samples that will define a subclass
from the MSS data file. rtvery data sample occurring in any one
of the training fields defined by a particular subclass is used
in computing the mean vector and covariance matrix for that
subclass.	 0
In the clustering processor ISOCLS, the user has no control over
the specific samples that comprise a cluster. The processor
determines which data samples are used in computing the mean
vector and covariance matrix for each cluster. Because it is
desirable to use these cluster statistics in other processors,
the ISOCLS processor creates a file in the same format as that
used in the STAT processor. The file may be punched if desired.
Training fields are associated with classes rather than sub-
classes. Clusters are given a six-character name. The first
three characters are the first three characters of the class name
3-10
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associated with the cluster, and the last three characters are
digits. The digits for the subclasses are in sequential, order.
When the module STAT file is input to the CLASSIFY or SELECT
processor, the user may request subsets of the statistics to bo
used for classification or channel selection via the SUBCLASS and
CHANNELS control cards in both processors, Subclasses are num-
bered as they were input to STAT, and clusters are numbered as
they were created in ISOCLS. The channels are numbered as they
occur on the MSS data file. To select a subset of the statistics
in the module STAT file, the user should indicate by number the
subclasses and/or channels he or she wishes to use, (Unless the
user has previous knowledge of the number of clusters in the
module STAT file, he or she cannot accurately select a subset of
the clusters when executing ISOCLS In conjunction with another
processor.)
The first card in the module STAT file acts as a control card,
with the keyword MODULE Starting the input of the remainder of
the file. The entire file is composed of the card image types
listed below. All integers should be right justified in the
specified field, and alphanumeric characters should be left
justified in the specified field.
* Card type 1 — Keyword MODULE in columns 1 through 6.
Card type 2 _.Number  of classes, subclasses, channels, fields,
and vertices for training fields.
Columns	 Format	 Definition
	
7-10	 14	 Number of training classes from STAT or
'I LS
	
19-20	 12	 Number of training subclasses from STAT
(clusters from ISOCLS)
I
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Columns	 Format	 Definition
	
29-30	 12	 Number of channels used in computing
statistics
	
38-40
	
13	 Number of training fields input to STAT
or ISOCLS
	
49-52	 14	 Number of vertices in all the training
fields
0 Card type 3 —.Actual channels used in computing statistics.
Columns Format Definition
11-12 I2 Channel 1
13-14 I2 Channel 2
15-16 12 Channel 3
69-70 I2 Channel 30
a Card type 4 —.Training field information: The first card of
the set.* Names should not exceed four characters.
Columns
	
Format	 Definition
	
1-6
	 A4	 Field name
	
11-12	 I2	 Number of the class associated with this
i
field
Card types 4 and 5 define a training field . To complete the set
of information for one training field, one card of tyre 4 and
one or two cards of type 5 are required. The number of card
sets is determined by the number of training fields.
3-12
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Columns	 Format	 Definition
2
	
l-: u	 1'2.	 Number of the subolaso a3sociatod with this
field input to STAT (Since ISOCLS associ-
ates fields with classes, ISOCLS dummi0s
this information by setting it equal to 0.)
	
31-32	 12	 Numbou of vertices for this field,
including closure point
• Card type 5 — Vertices for the training Eiold: Up to 10 Ver-
tices plus the closure point are. allowable for each training
field, 7 vertices per c,,.ird with coordinates ordered (sample,
line) • The coordinates are listed in a clockwise mariner, with
the coordinate having the smallest sample number listed
Cirst.*
Columns Format Definition
11-15 15 Sample, number of first vertex
16-30 is Line n,,,.tbt,-r	 of' first vertex
21-25 is sample number of second vertex
'26-30 is Line number: or, second vertex
76-80 is Line number of seventh vertox
• Card type 6 — Class names, nine names per .card, left justified
in field: The numbev of cards is determitied by the number of
classes -
columns Fo U111 a t Definition
11-16 A4 MAr-character class n"Ale for first class
19-24 A4 Four-character class name for second class
3-13
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Columns	 Format	 Definition
27-32	 A4	 pour-character class name for third class
A4	 Four-character class name for ninth class
• Card type 7 — Number of subclasses in each class, 24 per card :
The number of cards is determined by the number ot, subclasses.
Columns Format Definition
9-10 12 Number of subclasses in first class
12-13 12 Number of subclasses in second class
15-16 12 Number of subclasses in third class
78-79 1-) Number of subclasses in 24 th class
Card type 8 — Subclass names, 10 per card: The number of
cards is determined by the number of subclasses.
Columns
	
Format
	
9-14	 A4
	
16-21	 A4
	
23-28	 A4
	
72-77
	 A4
Definition
Four-character subclass name [or first
subclass
Four-character subclass name for second
subclass
Four-chz
subclass
Four-chz
10 th Sul
^11
To complete the set of statistics for one subclass, the following
three types of cards are grouped together. The number of sets of
cards is determined by the number of subclasses.
(",ard type 9 — Number of points in this subclass.
Columns	 ForMlit	 Definition
13-20	 18	 Number of points in this subclass
Card type 10 — Mean vector for this subclass, five values, per
card: The number of cards is determined by the number of
channels.
.Columns Format Definition
6-20 EI5.8 Mean for first channel for this subclass
21-35 E15.8 Mean for second channel -for this subclass
36-50 F15.8 Mean for third channel for this subclass
51-65 E15-8 Mean for fourth channel far this subcl,-,Ass
66-80 E15.8 Mean for fifth channel for this subclass
Card type 11 — Covaeiance matrix for this subclass: only the
lower triangular portion of the matrix is output; the number
of values input for this matrix is equal to (number of
channels) x (number of channels + 1)/2. Five values are
written on each card image in the order indicated.
1
2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9 10
3-15
2
L ^ I- -
Columns Format Definition
6-20 E15-8 Element I of matrix
21-35 E15-8 Element 2 of matrix
36-50 E15.8 Element 3 of matrix
51-65 E15.8 Element 4 of matrix
66-80 E15.8 Element 5 of matrix
3.2.4.2 
-
B-Matrix File
The B-matrix file is an optional output of the SELECT processor
when the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure is used. The file
contains a transformation matrix which extremizes a given
separability measure for the subclasses being used. The matrix
is optimized using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure. The
linear transformation of the original measurements can be used in
the CLASSIFY, DATATR, TRSTAT, or SCTRPL processor to reduce the
dimensionality of the data and/or statistics.
The B-matrix deck, or corresponding file, is an optional input to
SELECT, CLASSIFY, and SCTRPL, and a required input to DATATR and
TRSTAT. When input to SELECT, the matrix is used to evaluate a
specific separability measure or it is used as a first guess for
the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure, depending on the user's
request. When input to CLASSIFY, classification is performed
using the linear transformation. When input to SCTRPL, the
dimension of the data from the NISS data file is reduced to two
linear combinations. The DATATR processor uses the matrix to
create a new image file with the reduced dimensionality. The
TRSTAT processor creates on SAVTAP a new file containing the
transformed statistics.
The keyword B-MATRIX on a control card indicates that the
B-matrix is being input. Since the matrix may be input on cards
3-16
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or from a disk file, the parameter CARDS or FILE must be speci-
f ied on the same card in columns 11 through 72. The entire file
is defined below by card types.
• Card type 1 — The keyword B-MATRIX in columns 1 through 10 and
CARDS or FILE in columns 11 through 72 start the input of the
file.
a Card type 2 —tine card of this type -
Columns Format Definition
6-7 12 Number of linear combinations
13-14 12 Number of channels
18-80 3012 The remainder of this card lists by
number the channels for which the matrix
was computed
	 (e.g., columns 18 through
19,	 first channel,	 etc.),	 for a maximum
of 30 channels right justified in the
field.
• Card type 3 — The number of these cards is determined by the
size of the matrix. The values are input by column as indi-
cated below, five values per card.
B(k,n),	 k = linear combinations; n --- channels
	
1	 (k + 1)	 ...	 [nk - (k	 1)]
	
2	 (k + 2)	 ...	 [nk - (k	 2)]
	
3	 (k + 3)	 ...	 [nk - (k	 3)]
	
.k	 2k	 nk
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Columns	 Format	 Def ii
	
6-20	 E15.8	 Element 1 of matrix
	21-35	 E15.8	 Element 2 of matrix
	
36-50	 E15.8	 Element 3 of matrix
	51-65	 E15.8
	
Element 4 of matrix
	
66-80
	 E15.8	 Element 5 of matrix
(Continued on next card)
3.2.4.3 Cluster Means File
The cluster means file is an optional input to the clustering
processor ISOCLS. it may be used to begin the clustering process
by estimating cluster centers (means). The means can be taken
from the module STAT file (see section 3.2.4.1) created by
TRSTAT, STAT, ISOCLS, or the user. Means may be input for up to
30 channels for each cluster center, and a subset of the channels.
to be used may be indicated on the CHANNELS control card.
The keyword MEANS in the control cards for ISOCLS indicates
initial cluster means are being input. Since the means may be
input on cards or from a disk file, the parameter CARDS or FILE
must be specified on the same card in columns 11 through 72. If
on cards, CARDS starts the input of the cluster means deck, which
must immediately follow. The format for the entire file is
indicated below.
a Card type 1
	 Control card keyword MEANS is heft justified in
columns 1 through 5. The parameter CARDS in columns 11
through 72 starts the input of the card deck.
® Card type 2 _ Number of clusters and channels.
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Columns	 Format	 Definition
	
6-10	 is	 Number o^ initial clusters for which
means are provided
	
25-30	 15	 Number of channels for which means are
provided
e Card type 3 — Actual channels used in computation of means.
Columns Format Definition
6-7 12 Channel 1
8-9 12 Channel 2
10-11 12 Channel 3
I n Channel 30
al clusters: These
cards (card type 10)
for each cluster
of cards depends on
clusters. Five
Card type 4 — Mean vectors for the initi
cards are in the same format as the mean
in the module STAT file. The first mean
always begins on a new card. The number
the number of channels and the number of
values are placed on each card.
Columns Format Definition
6-20 E15-8 Mean for channel 1
21-35 E15.8 Mean for channel 2
36-50 E15.8 Mean for channel 3
51-65 E15.8 Mean for channel 4
66-80 E15-8 Mean for channel 5
(Continued on consecutive cards of the
same format)
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TABLE 3-1.- ANCILLARY CARDS FOR ALL PROCESSORS
Keyword
HED1
HED2
DATE
CO314MENT
Parameter and
default values
Any 60 characters
beginning in column 11
Default: LYT DON B.
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
Any 60 characters
beginning in column 11
Default: HOUSTON,
TEXAS
Any 12 characters
beginning in column 11
Default; Current date
Any 60 characters
beginning in column 11
Default: No comments
printed
Function
Replaces first header line
with the indicated char-
acters in the parameter
field.
Replaces second header line
with indicated characters
in the parameter field.
Prints the indicated 12
characters in the right
corner of the head inq in
place of the current date.
Prints a comment line using
the 60 characters found in
the parameter field.
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TABLE 3•-2.- FIELDS IN THE PROCESSORS OF EOD-LARSYS
'I
RegUtred Kinds of
arlaseso fie ids fields Permitted etr;lctures
NOT Required Areas to be 'CND
histogrammed Field cards
SEND
CRAYNAP Required AteaS tt be 'ENn
dtsplayod ae Field cards
gray-04410 SEND
maps '^
$TAT Required Training 'END
fields GLASS
SUBCLASS
Field card$
CLASS (etc.) i
SEH4
i too-as Required Training •END —Wn
fields CLASS bDFSICNATE
Field cards OTNER or t
GLASS tete.) nvsjCNAT°
SENn wN1nr
Field cards
' MO {
E4ELECT None
r
,^%A;+StFY Required Araaa to be 'END #.
classified Field Cards
$END
DISPLAY dptional CTest fields d'END e.ENn 'END
automatic or designated CLASS SUNCLAS') OESMNATF IM ER
display fields Fieldcards Field cards Ft•Ild cards
of clas- CLASS	 (etc.) SUDCLASS Letc.) 1)ESIC,NATF, ?N10e
atfiui $END $END Field cards
f to We SEND
OATATR Required Areas to be 'END
trans%'ormed Field Carle
SEND
TRSTAT None
NDNt3T Required Areas to be OPTION SUSCLS OP'TVLIN CLASS 'END
histogrammed *END "END FL411A Carla
CLASS CLASS SEND
SUBCLASS ?told carin
Field cards CLASS (etc.)
' SUBCLASS	 (etc.) 'END
SEND
NCTRPL None
OOTDATA Required Dots are 'END •F,N4
treated ad TYP9 I fLACIC-
point fluids CUBS formatted
Field cards dat cards
CLASS	 (etc.) SEND
TYP4 2
CLASS
' Field cards
CLASS (etc.)
Mn
LABEL Optional Areas of the 'END
unconditional Field cards
cluster map SEND
if a procedure
is selected
OANRO Only one Rectangular 'END
field fields only Field cards
/ required SEND
unless
making
a mosaic
"ISOCLS generate+ clusters, which are subclasses.
bDesignated other or designated unidentifiable,
cCan include both.
dThis type of field decX can be used profitably if statistics were generated by STAT or ISOCLS.	 1-
*This deck should be used only if statistics were generated by STAT.
f tACIE is the acronym for the Large Area Crop Inventory Expertment, conducted at .)SC
from 1475 through 1978.
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4. FILES
The files described in this section are used internally by the
system to pass information between processors. It is the user's
responsibility to assign the necessary files for his or her par-
ticular job. In the discussion that follows, the names of the
units on which the files are written are also used to identify
the f Ues .
4.1 STATISTICS FILE (SAVTAP, UNIT 20)
The SAVTAP file must be assigned either to disk or to taper nor-
mally the former, whenever one or more of the processors STAT,
IStXLS, SELECT, CLASSIFY, DATATR, TRSTAT, NDKIST, SCTRPL, or
LABEL are executed. One file is written on unit 20 for each exe-
cution of STAT, TRSTAT, or ISOCLS or for input of a module STAT
file to some other processor. The file contains the same infor-
mation as itemized in section 3.2.4.1 for the module STAT file.
Multiple files may be written on a single unit, usually disk, and
may be accessed by using the STATFILE control card. This control
card communicates the file number for positioning the unit and
the logical unit assignment. The first file is always assumed
unless atherwise specified by the user, and the unit assignment
assumes Fortran unit 20 unless otherwise specified by the
STATFILE control card. In executing several processors consecu-
tively and referencing the same file, only one STATFILE control
card need be submitted. If different files are to be referenced
during one execution, then the file number may be changed from
one.,
 processor to the next by input of the STATFILE control card
to each processor. For example,
$STAT
STATFILE	 UNIT=20,FILE=2
(Other control cards)
,i
s:
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*END
(Class, subclass, and field definitions)
$END
$CLASSIFY
*END
(Fields to be classified)
$END
The STAT processor will write the training statistics for this
run on file 2 of the SAVTAP file (unit 20). (The system files,
their logical units, and assignments are set out in table 4-1.)
CLASSIFY Will use all of the statistics on file 2 of the tape for
classification.
The following example •'lows assignments for back-to-back execu-
-'..!on of STAT, ISOCLS, and SELECT.
$STAT
STATFILE
	 UNIT=20,FILE=2
(other control cards)
*END
(Class, subclass, and field definitions)
$END
$ISOCLS
STATFILE
	 UNIT=20,PILE=3
(Other control cards)
*END
(Class and field definitions)
$END
$SELECT
STATFILE
	 UNIT=20,FILE=2
BEST	 4
*END
$END
L_. 11i	
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STAT Will write on file 2 of unit 20, ISOCLS will write on file 3
of the same unit, and SELECT will go back to file 2 of unit 20
for the statistics computed by STAT#
4.2 B-MATRIX FILE (BMFILE, UNIT 10)
The file written to the BMFILE unit contains the transformation
matrix which corresponds to the B-matrix file (section 3.2.4.2).
The file is an optional input to SELECT, CLASSIFY, and SCTRPL and
a required input to DATATR and TRSTAT. When the card deck or
image file is input to any of these processors, this file is
automatically written. The B-matrix is computed by the SELECT
processor and is automatically output to the file when the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure is executed.
4.3 ONE-DIMENSIONAL HISTOGRAM FILE (HISFIL, UNIT 13)
On logical unit 13, , the HIST processor creates the HISFIL, which
is used by the GRAYMAP processor.
4.4 CLASSIFICATION MAP FILE (MAPTAP, UNIT 2)
The MAPTAP file (appendix D), which is output by CLASSIFY, con-
tains the statistics actually used in the classification, the
training field information, and all of the classification
results.
4.5 N-DIMENSIONAL HISTOGRAM FILE (NHSTUN, UNIT 4)
The NDHIST processor writes a file to the NHSTUN to be used as an
interface to the SCTRPL processor. The default assignment is
unit 4, but the user may assign any available unit. The NHSTUN
file format is defined in appendix E. In earlier documentation
Of EOD-LARSYS, the file written on NHSTUN, unit 4, is referred to
as the NDIM file,
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4,6 TRANSFORMED STATISTICS FILE (SAVTAP, UNIT 20)
The TRSTAT processor writes the transformed statiatics on the
SAVTAP file. (See section 4.1 for further information.)
4.7 DOT DATA FILE (DOTUNT, UNIT 19)
The DOTDATA processor writes unformatted files on the DOTUNT.
The files contain information extracted from the MSS data file,
using all or a subset of 209 possible grid points (dots) 	 The
files created on the DOTUNT are used in processors ISOCLS,
DISPLAY, and LABEL. The format of the dot data file is defined
in appendix F.
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TABLE 4-1.- DEFAULT FILE ASS:
EOD-LARSYS fil(
(classification m^
(n-dimensional hi.,
(printer results)
(output from TRSTAT)
(transformation matrix if on
separate file)
11 DATAPE (MSS data tape)
12 SCTRUN (scatter plots)
13 HISFIL (one-dimensional h'istogram)
14 TRFORM (transformed MSS data)
16 MAPUNT (mixed or conditional cluster map,
ISOCLS cluster map, or final classification
map)
19 DO-TUNT (dot data)
20 SAVTAP (statistics)
21 CRDUNT (control card
	 images)
22 RANDIO (direct access file for
pixel storage)
23	 GTRWU (LACIE-formatted dot card images)
None	 GTRDU (grounO truth images — Universal
format)
NOTE: Unit 16 is fixed at this time.
Fortran unit
	
2	 MAPTAP
	
4	 NHSTUN
	
6	 PRTUNT
	
9	 SAVTAP
	
10	 BMFILE
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5. OUTPUT
5.1 CLUSTER MAP FILE (MAPUNT, UNIT 16)
on logical unit 16, the DISPLAY processor optionally outputs a
multifile data tape (MAPUNT) containing the subclass number to
which each pixel was assigned during classification by CLASSIFY.
Also on logical unit 15, the ISOCLS processor outputs a file
containing eithe r the cluster number (OPTION CLUSTER control
card) or the mean vector to which each pixel was assigned during
clustering. A key containing the color code for each cluster is
given for the mean vectors. The color codes may be ordered
according to the cluster number or to greenness (OPTION ORDER
control card). (:3^e section 9.5.3, table 9-1, for ISOCLS control.
cards.)
The results of the classification/clustering may be displayed on
• suitable display device. The necessary -tape must be mounted on
• nine-track tape drive compatible with the device and may be
output in eithar,LARSYS II/III or Universal format. The display
may be made without color keys (appendixes B and C) or with color
keys (see appendix G for tape format). To exercise this option,
see FORMAT control card (table 9-1) for the ISOCLS processor and
section 12 (table 12-1) for the DISPLAY processor.*
one file is written on the output tape for each field classified
or clustered. In earlier documentation of EOD-LARSYS, the file
written to the MAPUNT is referred to as MAPFIL.
These data are available as input to NDHIST via seven- or nine-
track tape or disk.
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5.2 SCATTER PLOT DATA FILE (SCTRUN, UNIT 12)
The SCTRPL processor outputs two-axis color-coded spectral plots
on a multifile Universal-formatted tape. The default assignment
is unit 12, but the user may assign any available unit. (See
file assignment chart, table 4-1.) The relevant tape format is
defined in appendix H. In earlier documentation of EOD-LARSYS,
the file written to the SCTRUN is referred to as PLOTAP.
5.3 TRANSFORMED DATA FILE (TRFORM, UNIT 14)
The DATATR processor outputs a multifile image tape of trans-
formed data. The image file may be produced in either LARSYS II/
III or Universal format, defined in appendixes B and C, respec-
tively. The output is usually assigned to logical unit 14.
5.4 MERGED MSS DATA FILE (DATAPE, UNIT 11)
The DAMRG processor outputs a merged image composed from up to
six input images. Merging may be by channel, spatial relation,
or user-chosen lines.
5.5 LACIE-FORMATTED DOT FILES (GTRWU, UNIT 23)
The GTTCN and GTDDM processors produce labeled dots on the basis
of ground truth input.
Table 5-1 summarizes the input and output of EOD-LARSYS files.
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TABLE 5-1.- OVERVIEW OF
Processor Possible inputs output
HIST DATAPE HISFIL
Field cards
GRAYMAP DATAPE
HISFIL
Field cards
STAT DATAPE SAVTAP
Field cards
ISOCLS DATAPE SAVTAP
(TESTSP) WILE MAPUNT
SAVTAP
DOTUNT
Field cards
SI'VCT SAVTAP Best channels through
BMFILE common block INFORM
BMFILE
CLASSIFY DATAPE MAPTAP
BMFILE
SAVTAP
Field rards
DISPLAY DATAPE MAPUNT
DOTUNT
MAPTAP
Field card images —
aDO/DU or test fields
DATATR DATAPE TRFORM
WILE
Field cards
TRSTAT SAVTAP SAVTAP
BMFILE
NDHIST DATAPE NHSTUN	 (histogrammed
SAVTAP by class,	 subclass,
MAPUNT or	 field)
Field cards
SCTRPL NHSTUN SCTRUN
SAVTAP
BMFILE
DOTDATA DATAPE DOTUNT
Field card images for dots
LACIE-formatted dot card
images
LABEL SAVTAP MAPUNT (conditional or mixed
DOTUNT cluster map for DISPLAY)
MAPUNT MAPTAP
Field cards,	 all-of-a- SAVTAP
kind option DOTUNT
DAMRG MSS data file MSS data file
GTDDM MAPUNT LACIE-formatted
dot labels
GTTCN Ground truth images MAPUNT
a Designated other (DO) or designated unidentifiable (DU)
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6. ONE-DIMENSIONAL HISTOGRAM PROCESSOR -..HIST
The processor HIST computes individual field histograms and a
total histogram for all the fields and channels defined by the
user. An individual statistics report is printed for every field
histogrammed. The report contains a field description and the
data range, mean, standard deviation, and normalized range (mean
t3 standard deviations) for that field.
A cumulative histogram of all the fields is calculated and
written on an internal file to be read later by the GRAYMAP proc-
essor. As for the field histograms, a statistics report is
printed for the combined fields.
The input DISPLAY control card allows the user to obtain a line-
printer plot of the histograms. A histogram for each channel on
the DISPLAY card (described in table 6-1) is displayed for each
field, along with a cumulative histogram for all the fields.
6.1 INPUT FILES
An MSS data file (DATAPE) must be input. The assignment defaults
to logical unit 11; but, by input of the DATA control card, the
user may assign any available logical unit. (See table 4-1. for
file assignments and section 3.1, Image Tapes, for further infor-
mation on format.)
6.2 OUTPUT FILES
The HIST processor writes a file for the GRAYMAP processor on
logical unit 13. This file (HISFIL) contains the histogram data
for each channel requested.
6.3 SCRATCH FILES
The HIST processor does not require an additional scratch file.
71
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6.4 CARD INPUT
The forma'%-s for all system card input are defined in section 3.2.
6.4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$HIST
This card directs the system monitor routine to select the HIST
processor and causes all the routines used by the HIST processor
to be loaded into the system.
6.4.2 SPECIAL SYSTEM FILES
The HIST processor does not use any special input files.
6.4.3 CONTROL CARDS
Control cards allow the user to input various options. These
cards are identified by a keyword left justified in columns 1
through 10 of the card, with the parameter values oz additional
keywords in columns 11 through 72 (beginning in any column after
column 10). These control cards may be in any order, but they
must be the first cards after the processor card $HIST.
Table 6-1 lists all available options, along with their default
values.
6.4.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
Fields to be histogrammed are input immediately following the
*END control card. The card column format for field definitions
is given in section 3.2.2. Input of field definition cards is
terminated by the $END control card.
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6.5 CARD OUTPUT
This processor does not output any card files.
6.6 RESTRICTIONS
a. The maximum number of channels is 30.
b. The number of histograms requested to be plotted may be
limited if internal dimensions are too small for all user
requests. (For example, if the user requests 30 channels to
be histogrammed, only 14 of those histograms may be plotted;
however, all 30 will be histogrammed.)
This limitation is a function of the number of channels
requested on the CHANNELS control card. If too many channels
are indicated on the DISPLAY control card, a diagnostic is
printed but execution continues.
c, The channels on the DISPLAY card must be subset of the
channels on the CHANNELS card.
d. The data for all. channels for one scan line are unpacked into
an array dimensioned 12 000. If the number of channels times
((sample end - sample begin)/sample increment] exceeds
12 000, a diagnostic message is printed. Sample end is reset
to fit the dimensions, and execution continues.
6.7 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
The diagnostic messages and the subroutines in which they appear
are listed in appendix I.
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TABLE 6-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR HIST
Parameter and
Keyword (a)
	
default values (b)
	
Function
Required cards
CHANNELS	 ClIC2'*••Ck	 Channels to be histogrammed,
k < 30	 ClIC21 #. *,Ck , should be
integer numbers separated by
commas.
*END	 Blank	 Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END	 Blank	 Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
Optional cards
DATA	 UNIT=n,FILE=m
Default: n=ll,m=l
n is the number of the
Fortran logical unit to
which the MSS data tape
(DATAPE) has been assigned;
m-1 is the number of files
to be skipped on the unit.
For back-to-back execution
of more than one processor,
if using the same file num-
ber, only one DATA control
card need be submitted.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns I through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
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FTABLE 6-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function,
SIZE XHIGH=K K is an integer which sets
0 < K < 255 the max imum radiance value
Default: XHIGH=255 which will be histogrammed.
XHIGH becomes xmax on the
x-axis of the histogram
plot: C
SIZE XLOW=J J is an integer which sets
0 < J < XHIGH the minimum radiance value
Default; XLOW=O which will be histogrammed.
XLOW becomes xmin on the
x-axis of the histogram
plot.c
SIZE YSIZ=L L is an integer which sets
0 < L < f(x)max the height of the y-axis
Default: YSIZ=15 (Number of print lines).
Using the input YSIZ,	 the
y-axis scale for the histo-
gram clot will be determined
by the processor to be
f(x) max +	 (YSIZ-1)/YSIZ
[f(x)max denotes the largest
count in the histogram].
DISPLAY ClIC2,•••'Ck Channels for which histo-
k < 30 grams will be plotted.
Default: No plots C ltC2/ ...'C k must be subset
of the CHANNELS card.
:".ncillary.cards
HED1 1 HED2, DATE, COMMENT (see	 table	 3-1)
1.
cThe difference between XHIGH and XLOW must be at least 100.
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7. GRAY MAP PROCESSOR -- GRAYMAP
The chief purpose of GRAYMAP is to produce alphanumeric pictorial
printouts of digitized MSS data. Each data sample is eight bits,
providing 256 possible gray levels for each MSS data channel. To
allow a meaningful distinction in gray-scale tones, GRAYMAP
assigns each of the 256 levels to 1 of as many as 16 possible
symbols. These symbols may be preassigned or arbitrarily
assigned for each run. The specifications for the bin edges for
each symbol may be assigned arbitrarily by the user for each run
or computed from the hi ptogram data in order to result in equal
activity for each of the symbols. In any case, the data are sub-
sequently output in terms of symbols, and each symbol represents
a range of data values in which the corresponding data points
fall.
7.1 INPUT FILES
An MSS data file must be input
assignment defaults to logical
DATA control card, the user ma;
unit. (See table 4-1 for file
Tapes, for further information
to the GRAYMAP processor. The
unit 11; however, by input of the
I assign any available logical
assignments and section 3.1, Image
on format.)
The GRAYMAP processor requires the bin levels to be input on a
control card or computed from the histograms output by the HIST
processor on the HISFIL. When the bin levels are to be computed,
logical unit 13 may be assigned to either disk or tape or allowed
to default to disk (no assignment). If the HIST processor has
not been executed before running GRAYMAP and , bin levels have not
been input, a default histogram of every 10th line for 500 lines
and every 10th sample for 200 samples is computed, and HISFIL is
created on logical unit 13.
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Figure 7-1 shows the interaction of the HIST and GRAYMAP
processors.
7.2 OUTPUT FILES
No files are output by the GRAYMAP processor.
7.3 SCRATCH FILES
The GRAYMAP processor does not require additional scratch files.
7.4 CARD INPUT
All system card input formats referred to in this section are
defined in section 3.2.
7.4.1 PROCESSOR CARD	 1
The processor keyword,is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$GRAYMAP
This card directs the system monitor routine to select the
GRAYMAP processor and initiates loading of routines used by
GRAYMAP.
7.4.2 SPECIAL SYSTEM ?ILES
None of the special system files are required for this processor.
7.4.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 7-1 lists all available options and control cards recog-
nized by GRAYMAP, along with their default values.
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7.4.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
Fields for which gray-scale maps are desired most follow the *END
control card. See section 3.2.3 for the format of field defini-
tion cards. Field definition input is terminated by the $END
control card.
7.5 CARD OUTPUT
The GRAYMAP processor produces no card output.
•	 7.6 RESTRICTIONS
The system-related restrictiois .4,1  section 24 apply to this
processor.
The maximum number of channels allowed is 30, and the maximum
number of bin levels is 16.
7.7 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
The diagnostic messages for this processor are listed by sub-
routine in appendix I.
t
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TABLE 7-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR GRAYMAP
Parameter and
Keyword (a) ,	default values (b)	 Function
Required cards
*END	 Blank
	
Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END	 Blank	 Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
Optional cards
DATA	 UNIT=n,FILE=m n is the number of the
Default: n=ll,m=1 Fortran logical unit to
which the image data cape
has been assigned; m-1 is
the number of files to be
skipped on the unit.
	 For
back-to-back execution of
more than one processor,
	
if
using the same file number,
only one DATA control card
need be submitted.
CHANNELS	 Cl,C21••4,Ck Provides pictorial printout
k < 30 for requested channels.
Default: Graymap
for all channels on
HISFIL (created by a
previous execution
of HIST)
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
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TABLE 7-1.- Concluded.
r
F«nction
Upper bin edges for gvay-
scale levels with a range of
0 to 255 and a maximum of 16
levels; the last bin level
should always be 255.
Set of characters separated
by commas, with a maximum of
16 symbols per SYMBOLS card.
If two sets are input, the
second overprints the first.
The number of symbols input
on one card determines the
number of bin levels when
using the histograms  to set
the levels. Blank is a
legitimate character.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default value
BINLEVEL
	
Nl,N2,•**,Nk
k < 16
Default: Histograms
used to set bin
levels
SYMBOLS	 Sl,S2I* f Sk
k < 16
Default: Two sets
of 10 symbols over-
printed, resulting
in one of
$r X j 0 j 0 r * r = r •r'"r1rb
Ancillary cards
HED1 1
 HED2 1
 DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
z
IF ^^
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IMEAN VECTOR,
STANDARD
DEVIA,T ION, AND
RANGE
MSS
DATAPE
HIST
COMPUTE HISTOGRAMS FOR
REQUESTED CHANNELS AND
MEAN VECTOR, STANDARD
DEVIATION, AND RANGE
FOR EACH FIELD,.
H I S F I L
A
HISTOGRAMS
GRAYMAP
INTERPRET USER-INPUT
OPTIONS.
B
t
Figure 7-1.-- Functional diagram showing interaction of the
HIST and GRAYMAP processors.
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YES	
HAS
THE USER DEFINE
BIN LEVELS?
NO
HAS
THE HISFIL BEEN	 NO	 A
WRITTEN?
YES
SET BIN LEVELS FROM HIST-
OGRAM SO THAT EACH SYMBOL
HAS EQUAL ACTIVITY.
\
PRINT GRAYMAP FOR USER-/
DEFINED FIELDS.
ENTER NEXT
PROCESSING FUNCTION.
Figure 7-1.— Concluded.
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8. STATISTICS PROCESSOR -- STAT
The statistics processor, STAT, computes the multichannel mean,
standard deviation, covariance matrix, and correlation coeffi-
cient for each training fiaid and each training subclass defined
through user input. In a(^dition, at the user's option, histo-
grams and spectral plots may be computed for fields and
subclasses.
The STAT processor requires user input of both card images and an
MSS data file. Card image input consists of an optional number
of cards from the set of control cards defined in table 8-1 and
the training field definitions described in section 3.2.3. The
required input MSS data must encompass the areas specified by the
training field definitions. The processor is activated by a spe-
cific processor card defined in section 8.4.1. Optional func-
tions are directed by means of the input control cards or the
built-in default for any control card that is not input.
In addition to the optional printouts under the direction of the
control cards, the STAT processor creates the output file SAVTAP,
which contains the computed statistics (mean vector and covari-
ance matrix) for each training subclass. The training subclass
statistics optionally may be output on punched cards (the module
STAT. deck). Both the output statistics file SAVTAP and the out-
put module STAT file are in a format acceptable as input to other
processors in EOG-LARSYS. Figure 8-1 gives the functional flow
of the STAT processor.
The mean vector for the i th subclass is computed as follows:
ui = Xli'7
21
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.. '7pil ...,XPi	
(8-1)
8-1
1/0
where
Ni
Xpi = N	 Xpj = average value in channel p for subclass i
i j=1
p	 = channel number
P	 = largest channel number
Ni = number of samples in all training fields for subclass i
Xpj = the j th sample of the MSS data for channel p (a value
between 0 and 255)
The covariance matrix for the ith subclass is computed as
follows:
k 11 k 12	 klpi
k2li k 22 ..
K =	 k
	1 	 pqi
:
kPli	 • 	 kPPi
where
Ni	 Ni	 Ni
kpgl M N11_ 1 f, X Xg - N^
	
Xp	 X  )
q	 channel number
Closely related statistics are the standard deviation and corre-
lation coefficient for the i th subclass, which are computed as
follows:
Opi = (kppi)1/2
kpgi (8-3)
P pgi = (
k- k	 )1/ 2PPi qqi
8-2
where
Qp i = standard deviation in channel p for subclass i; p = q
p pgi = correlation coefficient between channels p and q for
subclass i
kpqi = element of the covariance matrix for subclass i; the
variance between channels p and q
8.1 INPUT FILES
An MSS data file must be input to the STAT processor. The
assignment defaults to logical unit 11; however, by input of the
DATA control card, the user may assign any available logical
unit;. (See table 4-1 for file assignments and section 3.1, image
Tapes, for further information on format.)
8.2 OUTPUT FILES
The STAT processor always outputs the statistics on the SAVTAP
file and, optionally ( by means of the 01?TION PUNCH control. card) ,
provides the module STAT file on cards. (See section 3.2.4.1 for
format of card file.)
The required output file SAVTAP will contain the class names,
`
	
	 subclass names, and the subclass statistics (mean vector and
covariance matrix) computed by the STAT processor for every sub-
class defined. The output statistics file must be assigned to
either disk or tape. The assignment defaults to logical unit 20;
however, by input of the STATFILE control card, the user may
assign any available unit. (See table 4-1 for file assignments
and table 8-'1 for control card description.)
If the STATFILE control card is used, the statistics from more
than one execution of STAT may be saved on the same tape .
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8.3 SCRATCH FILES
The STAT processor does not require the use of a separate scratch
file.
8.4 CARD INPUT
The specific card column formats for the information to be input
on the processor and control cards are given in sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2. Table 8-1 describes the complete set of keywords and
option parameters recognized and acted upon by the STAT processor.
If possible, each keyword and its option parameters are to be
completely contained on one control card. However, if more
parameters are required than can be contained on one card, the
control card may be repeated and the parameters continued on the
next control card. The parameters for a control card of ? given
type will be cumulative over all cards of that type.
The control cards follow the $STAT processor card. All options
available on the STAT processor have a default setting which is
used by the processor for those option parameters not input via
control card. The control card *END must be input to signify the
end of the set of control cards. Immediately following the *END
card, a set or sets of CLASS, SUBCLASS, and training field defi-
nition cards must be input. See section 8.4.4 for further
details on training field definitions.
8.4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$STAT
This card directs the system monitor routine to select the STAT
processor and indicates the input of STAT processor control card
images.
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8.4.2 SPECIAL SYSTEM FILES
The processor does not expect input of any of the system-
generated files described in section 3.2.4.
8.4..3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 8-1 gives the complete set of control cards which the user
may input to direct the STAT processor functions and the default
functions performed by the processor. With the exception of the
*END and $END control cards, the sequence of the control cards is
optional. The *END card must immediately follow the last control
card, if any; the CLASS, SUBCLASS, and training field definition
cards must immediately follow the *END card; and the $END card
must immediately :follow the last card of the input training field
definitions .
8.444 CLASS, SUBCLASS, AND FIELD DEFINIT-TONS
All CLASS, SUBCLASS, and field definition cards occur between the
*"END and $END control cards. The formats for these cards are
given in section 3.2.3. Training fields are grouped into statis-
tically similar subclasses, and subclasses are further grouped
into classes.
A training class is defined to the processor by one card contain-
ing the keyword CLASS in columns 1 through 10. The user-
determined alphanumeric name to be assigned to the class begins
in column 11 and may contain a maximum of four characters
(through column 14). At least one CLASS card must be input.
A CLASS card must be followed by at least one subclass grouping.
A subclass grouping is on a SUBCLASS card followed immediately by
one or more field definition cards. All fields defined by field
definition cards following the SUBCLASS card will contribute a
cumulative sample set from which the training subclass statistics
t
I
d
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will be computed for the named subclass. The set of cards _ one
SUBCLASS card followed by one or more field definition cards _
generates the statistics for one training subclass. The number
of training fields to be defined for one given subclass is not
restricted. The following example shows the grouping of
subclasses into classes.
-- $STAT
(Control cards)
$END
Classes Subclasses CLASS CLASSI
SUBCLASS SUB 11 (of CLASSI)
1 (Fields)
1
SUBCLASS SUB 12 (of CLASSI)
2 (Fields)
CLASS CLASS2
SUBCLASS SUB 21 (of CLASS2)
2
3 (Fields)
CLASS CLASS3
SUBCLASS' SUB 31 (of CLASS3)
4 ' (Fields)
SUBCLASS SUB 32 (of CLASS3)
3
5 (Fields)
SUBCLASS SUB 33 (of CLASS3)
$ (Fields)
$END
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8.5 CARD OUTPUT
The STAT processor will optionally output on punched cards the
module STAT file ( section 3 .2.4 .l) . The module STAT file con-
tains the training field vertices, the subclass names, the sub-
class numbers, the association of training fields with each
subclass and class, and the computed statistics for each training
subclass.
The module STAT file is output by the processor on cards only
when specified by user input of the OPTION PUNCH control card.
8.6 RESTRICTIONS
The system-related restrictions in section 24 apply to the STAT
processor.
In addition, a Bore storage limitation is associated with the
total storage required by the training subclass statistics and
the various options (i.e., producing histograms and spectral
plots). The upper limit on core storage available for all
requirements generated by the input to the STAT processor is
10 600 locations. Each subclass covariance matrix requires
approximately 1/2(number of channels) 2 locations; each subclass
mean vector requires locations equal to the number of channels;
and each training field requires seven locations. If a large
number of subclasses, channels, and training fields in combina-
tion with one or more of the options available by means of the
OPTION control cards causes the core storage limits to be
exceeded, the STAT processor prints a diagnostic message request-
ing the user to decrease options, after which it halts (see
section 8.7).
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The following formulas determine the maximum number of .fields
that can be input for a case without any histograms (eq. 8-4) and
another case with subclass histograms (eq. 8-5).
NOFLO » 10 600 - 5NOSPEC + 7MAXSUB + (
	 S5 NOFEAT + 1)NOFEAT + 401 	 (8-4)
where
NOSPEC = number of subclasses grouped together (maximum of 20)
	
.
MAXSUB = maximum number of subclasses
NOFEAT number of channels
NOFLD » 10 600 - ISNOSPEC + 7MAXSUB + ( 	 t-'  NOFEAT + i)NOFEAT + 40 + XSIZ(NOHIST + 1)
(8-5)
If fields and subclasses , need to be histogrammed, the term
XSIZ(NOHIST 1 . 1) should be added to the numerator of equation (8-4),
where XSI2 = range of histogram (maximum of 101) and NOHIST = number
of channels histogrammed.
8.7 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
The diagnostic messages provided by the STAT processor are listed
in appendix I, along with the probable cause and remedy of the
condition which prompted the message. During statistical com-
putations, other messages also may be output by utility routines
common to both STAT and other processors in EOD-LARSYS. See the
system-related messages in appendix I for additional messages
obtained from a STAT execution.
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TABLE 8-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR STAT
Parameter and	 t
Keyword	 (a) default values	 (b) Function
Required cards
CHANNELS NlrN2'##•,Nk N's are the integer channel
1 < k < 30 numbers used by the proc-
Default;	 k=30 ,;	 how- essor in computing training
ever, unless the MSS subclass and training field
data file	 (DATAPE) statistics.	 The channel
has exactly 30 chan- numbers must be from the set
nels,
	 the default of channels available on the
must not be taken. MSS DATAPE file.
*END Blank Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END Blank Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
Optional cards
DATA UNIT=n,FILE=m n is the number of the
Default:	 n=ll,m=l Fortran logical unit to
which the MSS data tape has
been assigned; m-1	 is the
number of files to be
skipped on the unit.
	 For
back-to-back execution of
several processors,
	 if the
same file number is used,
only one DATA control card
need be input.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past, 10).
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TABLE 8-1.- Continued,
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
OPTION MAXSUB=N Informs the processor as to
Default;	 MAXSUB=15 the maximum number of sub-
classes which will be input,
The parameter value is used
for dimensioning purposes.
This parameter must be set
by the user if the number of
subclasses he or she is
about to define will exceed
the default.	 It is advis-
able to use this option when
a large number of training
fields are to be processed
or when histograms have been
requested.
HISTO NlfN2,•••,Nk N's are integer channel
1 < k < 30 numbers for use in the
Default:	 k=30 histogram option.
	
The
channel numbers must be from
the set designated on the
CHANNELS control card.
(NOTE: This control card
does not initiate the
histogram option.)
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TABLE 8-J.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
OPTION	 HIST	 A histogram showing fre-
Default; No histograms quency distribution of
pixels (resolution ele-
ments or radiance values)
is printed out for every
training field and every
training subclass defined in
the input training field
definition deck. For each
subclass (or field), a
histogram is provided for
every channel designated on
the HISTO control card.
OPTION	 HIST=C	 A histogram printout is
Default: No histograms provided for every training
subclass defined in
the input training field
definition deck.
OPTION	 HIST=F	 A histogram printout is
Default: No histograms provided for every training
field defined in the input
training field definition
deck.
SIZE	 XHIGH=K	 K is an integer which sets
0 < K < 255	 the maximum radiance value
nefault: XHIGH = 220	 which will, be histogrammed.
XHIGH becomes xmax on the
x-axis of the histogram
plot.
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TABLE 8-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
SIZE XLOW=L L is an integer which sets
0 < L < HIGH the minimum radiance value
Default: XLOW=120 which will be histogrammed.
XLOW oecomes %min on the
x-axis of the histogram
plot.
SIZE YSIZ=J J is an integer which sets
0 < J < f(x)max the number of increments on
Default: YSIZ=14 the y•axis of the histogram
plot;	 therefore,	 it is	 the
height (number of print
lines)	 of the y-axis.	 using
the input YSIZ,	 the proc-
essor will determine the
y-axis scale for the histo-
gram plot to be f(x) max +
(YSIZ-I)/YSIZ.
SIZE XSIZ=K Sets the range which will be
Default: XHIGH - XLOW histogrammed; maximum range
is	 101.
OPTION COVAR The multichannel mean,
Default: Statistics standard deviation,	 and
are not printed. covariance matrix	 (lower
triangular portion)	 are
printed out for each train-
ing subclass and training
field defined	 in the input
training field definition
deck.
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TABLE 8-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword
OPTION
default values	 Function
COVAR=C	 The multichannel. mean,
Default: Statistics 	 standard deviation, and
are not printed.	 covariance matrix (lower
OPTION
	
COVAR=F
Default: Statistics
are not printed.
OPTION
	
NOCOVAR
triangular portion) are
printed out for each
training subclass defined
in the input training field
definition deck.
The multichannel mean,
standard deviation, and
covariance matrix (lower
triangular portion) are
printed out for each
training field defined in
the input training field
definition deck.
No training subclass or
training field statistics
are printed out.
t`	 7
i!
I
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TABLE 8-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
SPECTRAL	 Ml,M2,M3,M4
1, < tit i < 30
Default: 4 subclasses
per spectral plot;
subclasses 1, 2, 3,
and 4 on the first
plot; 5, 6, 7, and 8
on the second plot;
etc.
c1lin"i- 4 ^n
M's are the integer numbers
of up to four subclasses
that are to be plotted on
one single composite spec-
tral plot. The subclass
numbers must be obtained
from the set of subclasses
defined in the input train-
ing field definition deck.
Subclass 1 is the first
subclass defined in the
deck, and subsequent sub-
class numbers are obtained
by sequentially numbering
the subclasses as they occur
in the training field defi-
nition deck.
A spectral plot is printed
out for every training sub-
class and training field
defined in the input train-
ing field definition deck.
The plot consists of the
subclass (or field) mean
radiance value, mean stand-
ard deviation. (a) , and mean
f3a plotted versus the chan-
nel (spectral band) for
every channel designated on
the CHANNELS control card.
OPTION
	
SPECTRAL
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TABLE 8-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
OPTION SPECTRAL=C A spectral plot will be
printed out for every
subclass defined in the
input training field
definition deck.
OPTION SPECTRAL=F A spectral plot will be
Default:	 Spectral printed out for every field
plots for subclasses defined in the input train-
ing field definition deck,
SIZE SPECBAS=I I is an integer which sets
0 < I < 105 the minimum -M-liance value
Default:	 SPECBAS=75 on the y-axis of the spec-
tral plot	 (i e.,	 ymin ) .	 The
processor has a fixed y-axis
increment
	 (3)	 and a fixed
number of y-axis values
(50).	 Using	 SPECBAS,	 the
processor determines the
y-axis range to be from
Ymin=SPECBAS to Ymax=SPECBAS
+150.
STATFILE UNIT=nfFIt.E=m n is the number of the
Default:	 n=20,m=1 Fortran logical unit to
which the SAVTAP file has
been assigned; m-1 is the
number of files to be
skipped on the unit before
writl"ng SAVTAP.
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TABLE 8-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
OPTION	 PUNCH
Default: The module
STAT file is not
punched, in which case
statistics are output
on the SAVTAP file
only.
Function
The subclass mean vector and
covariance matrix for every
subclass defined by user
input will be punched on
cards in a format acceptable
as input to other processors
in the system. This punched
card dock is called the
Module STAT file.
Ancillary cards
HED1, 11ED-2 t DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
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K.
HISTMAH A FIE0
PLOT	 IN, 40
RWE$T$Q7
wS5
OUTPUT HISTOGRAM PLOT
LAST
r	 ^
CALCULATE SUBCLASS
STATISTICS
PRINTOUT	 N1	 (-
ACQuESTLD?
	
-, -_-0
YL$
PRINT  S08CLASS
$T;1T1$TI^$
Figure 8-1.-- Functional flow chart "or the
STAT processor.
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iV	 I
ST1RE SUBCLASS
STATISTICS IN yrlti°1P
C
RE
ARD PIJN "4
ELSTE08
DES
OUTPUT SUBCLASS
STATISTICS
HISTOGRAM SUBCLASS
	 I
	
{	 STATISTICS
MSS PLAT
RE^UESTEV
YES
OUTPUT SUBCLASS, MSS
N 	 001
	
NO	 LAST
A	 SUBCLASS:
YES
PRINT MSS PLOTS
EXIT STAT
Figure 8-1.— Concluded.
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9, ITERATIVE SELF-ORGANIZING CLUSTERING SYSTEM
PROCESSOR — ISOCLS
A data set to be clustered by ISOCLS consists of spectral values
from one or more user-specified fields in a certain class. With
one entry into the ISOCLS processor, any number of classes may be
defined and clustered as individual data sets. The user can
deter,"tint-, the maximum number of clusters allowed per class by
means of th y: CLUSTERS control card. However t the procedure may
find fewer clusters than the maximum allowed. if the user plans
to use the statistics generated from the clusters in later
CLASSIFY Or SELECT runs, he or she must control the number of
clusters. The SAVTAP file may contain statistics for up to 75
clusters (or subclasses), but only 60 can be used for processing
at any one time in CLASSIFY or SELECT, (Control cards are set
out in table 9-1.)
The clustering procedure used in ISOCLS (ref - 2) is an iterative
procedure which assigns each MSS data E lwinple to that cinster
whose center is the nearest (in absolute distance). At the end
of each iteration (i.e., when every sample has been assigned to a
cluster), new cluster centers are defined by computing the mean
vector for the data samples actually assigned to the cluster.
After this initial, split sequence, the iterative procedure con-
tinues with a user-specified sequence of splits and combinations.
See the SEQUEN control card. Using the STDMAX and DLMIN control
cards, the user specifies criteria for splitting a cluster or
combining clusters.
After the final iteration, the covariance matrix for each cluster
is computed and, at the user's option, is printed. All cluster
statistics for the class are saved on the scratch file until all
classes have been clustered, at which time the SAVTAP file is
written. The chaining of clusters for the final map printout is
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performed, if the user has requested this option (see CHAIN
control card, table 9-1). Statistics for the chained clusters
are not computed -
The KRN and MAP control cards allow users to control the amount
of line-printer output they receive. A , final map of the clus-
tered data is always output along with a statistical summary of
the clusters, which includes mean and standard deviation vectors,
total points assigned to Pach cluster, and interclusher
distances.
The user may either input initial cluster centers to hasten the
clustering process or allow the program to start the process by
assigning all the data to one cluster, obtaining the mean and
standard deviation, and then splitting (unsupervised mode).
initial means may be input (1) by cards (see control card MEANS
and cluster means deck, section 3.2.4.3); (2) by the SAVTAP file
(see control card STATFILE); or (3) in Procedure 1 1 from a dot
file. Input of the initial means causes a scratch file to be
written so that the means can be used repeatedly. Successive
classes may or may not use the same means to establish cluster
centers for a new class. The control card MEANS allows the user
to request cluster centers from the last class to be read from
the scratch file and used as initial centers for a now class.
Input of a new set of initial means will cause the scratch file
to be overwritten with new cluster centers.
Several additions have been made in support of Procedure I
requirements. A general description of these additions follows.
a. Optionally, starting dots (pixels) from the dot data file, or
DOTUNT, may be used to begin clustering.
b	 The analyst may identify Do and DU pixel sets (Eields) by
field card input. The pixels in these fields are not
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tacluded as inputs to the clustering algorithm. They are
assigned special cluster numbers and mean vectors for display
purposes.
c. Using the Sun angle correction table, the pixel radiance
values may be modified. (The correction table is built in.)
The radiance value modification applies only for clustering
purposes. The user may input the Sun angles by cards or
request that these angles be extracted from the header record
of a Universal-formatted MSS data tape.
The clustering algorithm in ISOCLS is detailed step by stop in
the following subsections. This entire procedure is repeated for
each class (or data set).
See the functional flow chart for ISOCLS (fig. 9-1).
9.1 PROCEDURES
9.1.1 NOTATION
Fortran
Symbol	 name	 Definition
CLDij	 CLD(IIJ)	 Intercluster distance between clusters i
and j.
d[X,,p ( "]	 DIST	 Distance from the data point k to the
center of cluster i.
DLMIN	 DLMIN	 Threshold value for combining clusters.
ISTOP	 ISTOP	 Maximum number of initial split
iterations.
CHNTHS	 CHNTHS	 Chaining threshold value.
LNCAT	 LNCAT or	 Number of existing clusters at a given
INCAT	 time.
N(i)	 NM	 Total number of data points assinged to
cluster i.
F
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Fortran
(—)I name Definition
SEQUEN *SEQLIEN Uloer-specified sequence of split and
combine iterations,
NMIN NMIN minim= number of data points allowed
per cluster both for the initial split
iterations and Cor the first through
(NOSEQ-I) th SEQUEN iterations.
PAIN PIMIN just before exiting ISOCLS, clusters
having fewer than PMIN+NOFrMT pixels are
deleted.
NOSEQ NOSEQ Maximum number of SEQUEN iterations.
ISEQ, ISEQ Number of SEQUEN iterations at a given
time .
NOFEAT NOPEAT Number of coordinates	 (channels)	 in a
data vector,
STDMAX STDMAX Threshold value for splitting clusters.
Xk C(IrK) Data vector k,	 C(ItK)=
(X.L rX21 ... "XNOFEAT)k
%IEANS(JI) Mean of the jth channel of the
i th cluster.
Y^i)
3
AVP(JjI) Temporary summing variable for the cal-
culation of the standard deviation of
the jth channel of the ith cluster.
0 AMN(JII) Summing variable for computation of
new means.
	 After all data have been
assigned to clusters on any one itera-
tion, AMN(J,I)	 is the new moan of the
jth channel of the ith cluster.
^^ i) STDEV(Jfl) Standard deviation of the jth channel
of the ith cluster.
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9.1.2 ESTABLISHING THRESHOLD VALUES
Establish threshe^ IJ ° . ,kluez for splitting 	 1%OS"AM•AX) I com-
W	
bining clusters (MMMn,, mid deleting clusters (NMIN and PMIN).
Then begin the following iterative procedure.
9.1.3	 ITERATIVE PROCEDURE
9.1-3.1	 Classify W Calculate New Statistics
Assign each data point to a cluster and at the same time collect
the means, standard deviations, and point counts of the newly
developing cluster:,, If there are no clusters, set i = 1 and go
to iteration b. if clusters exist, begin with iteration a.
a.	 Assign the data point Xk =	 (XltX2,' 00 IXNOFEAT)k to the ith
cluster	 if 6 IX k'V1 (')] 	 < d [Xklvl(j)]	 for all	 3' 	 F 1, where
d[X, ► p ( ' ) ]	 is defined as
PIM
d [Xk' p(i) ] 
= NOT	
j 	 - P I^ i)j (9-1)
I
j= j
b. N(i)	 N(i)	 + 1 (9-2)
C. Mdi)	 N(i)	 M i)	 +	 1
3	 N(I	 j	 T(_1 	 XT	 j k (9-3)
d. 11(i)	 yj (i)	 +	 N--( 1)	 X^N--() k (9-4)
1 
1/2
e. i 11j	 ltNOFEAT (9-5)
Return to step a and repeat iterations a through e until all data
points have been classified.
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9.1-3.2 Delete Clusters
For the initial split iterations and for the first through
(NOS EQ- , l) th user-opecified SEQUEN iterations, delete all clusters
that have fewer than MMIN member:. For the NOSIN th user-
specified iteration (last user-input sequence), delete all clus-
ters that have fewer thin. PMIN members. A cluster is deleted
simply by removing tho, s;^atistics for that cluster and reducing
the number of clusters (-pacified by LNCAT) accordingly.
9.1.3.3 Test for Completion
If this is not the last iteration, proceed
is the last iteration and no clusters were
is finished. If one or more clusters were
less than PMIN members, go back to 9.1-3.1
to the clusters obtained from iteration (N,
to 9.1.3.4.	 If this
dele-,, ad, the procedure
deleted for having
and reassign the data
9.1.3.4 Determine Ty2e of Iteration
Determine whether this is to be a split iteration or a combine
iteration and proceed to the appropriate   s p.
The sequence of iterations will be as follows:
SSSS	 CcSCSC
ISTOP	 SEQUSN
and/or
PERCENT
where
S = split iteration
C = combine iteration
The beginning sequence of split iterations is terminated either
(1) when the percentage of stabilized clusters is greater than or
equal to the user-input percentage (see PERCENT control card,
table 9-1) or (2) when ISTOP iterations have been reached. After
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that point, the type of iteration (Gplit or combine) and number
Iof iterations (NOSEQ) are detevirtined by the SEQMNU 	 parameter.
1.
The initial split iterations aro. primarily intended for the auto-
matic establishment of cluster center; in the event they are not
input. The sequence is shortened considerably if initial cluster
centers are input.
4
9.1-3.5 selit Clusters
A cluster is Oplit along the jth channel (1) if the jth channel
has the maximum standard deviation for the cluster, (2) if the
standard deviation along the j th channel is greater than the
STDMAX threshold parameter, and (3) if the cluster has more than
2(NMIN+1) data points.
If conditions (1) through (3) are met, two new clusters are
created and the parent cluster is deleted. A cluster is created
merely by defining its centers (means) for each channel. If the
ith c l uster is split in the jth channel, the two new clusters
will have centers at  	 1P (i)	 1	 1a*90p(i)^U (i)
 
1	 2	 DIOFEATI' where
a will normally be ai l)
 but can be a user-input constant (see SEP
control card). on a given split iteration, if the maximum number
of clusters (CLUSTERS) has not been reached, all clusters having
a standard deviation greater than the STDMAX parameter will be
split. To ensure that the clusters with the largest standard
deviations receive the highest priority for splitting, when
2 x LNCAT is greater than CLUSTERS, the standard deviations are
ordered along the jth channel in descending order. Return to
9.1-3.1 after splitting clusters.
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9.1.3.6 Combine Clusters
Two clusters are combined if the distance between them is less
than the DLMIN threshold parameter. The distance between clus-
ters i and j is calculated as
l/2
CLD	
NOFEAT N,^ ^` ) 	 u (3 )
3	 k,= 4,	 (xk N
If CLDij < DLMIN and CLDij = MIN(CLDij) for all i = l,LNCAT and
j = 1,LNCAT for all i 0 j, clusters i and j will be merged to
form a new cluster L with means
N( i )PM + N(j)ukj)(L) -
k	 N(i) + N()
	
rk = 1,NOFHAT	 (9-7)
The clusters i and	 are deletea. The new cluster L is not eon=
sidered as a candidate for merging with any other cluster on the
iteration in which it was formed. Return to 9.1.3.1 after com-
bining clusters.
9.1.4 CHAINING
A final optional step in the clustering procedure groups all
clusters which have intercluster distances Less than the chaining
threshold (CHNTHS) to form one cluster. The chaining procedure
was adopted because the minimLun variance criterion used in the
iterative procedure above tends to group the data into spherical
.(or ellipsoidal) groupings with Gaussian distributions. This
type of grouping is certainly a natural grouping and would quite
often be completely satisfactory. However, some natural group-
ings of the data are odd shaped and cannot be approximated by
Gaussian distributions. Two examples are given in figure 9-2.
I-
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At the end of the sequence of split and combine iterations,
groupings of the type in figure 9-2 are likely to be separated
into subclusters as illustrated in figure 9-3. The (taining
algorithm allows the user to group subclusters 1, 2 1 and 3
(fig. 9-3) into one composite cluster; likewise, subclusters 4,
5 1 6, and 7 can be grouped together to form one cluster.
The algorithm scans the intercluster distance table (CLD) and
begins a chain with the first appearance of two clusters within a
distance of CHNTHS units. Once a subcluster is in the chain, all
clusters that are within CHNTHS units of the subcluster are added
to the chain. See figure 9-4.
The statistics (mean vector and covariance matrix) of a cluster
resulting from chaining are not cal ,-', ulated by the program
because, in many cases, the chained Cluster cannot be represented
by a Gaussian distribution.
There are, of course, instances where one can safely combine
those subclusters that are chained by the program into one com-
posite (Gaussian) cluster. For example, subclusters 1, 2, and 3
in figure 9-5 can judiciously be combined into one final cluster.
This is indicated by the fact that, pairwise t
 these three sub-
clusters are all close to each other. In this case, the follow-
ing 'formulas (ref. 2) can be used iteratively to compute the
composite statistics.
Assuming that two clusters (n l ,m,,C l ) and (n2,m2,C2) are to be
considered as one cluster (n,m,C), where all n, m, ir-And C are the
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numbers of points, the mean vectors, and the covariance matrices,
respectively, and mT is the transpose of in then
n = n, + n2
n,,
M	
n+ n2)m1  + n1 	 (
C
n
+
C _ C
n,n1Cl+ n 	
C+
	 n	
mJMT
+ n	 n + n,) 2	 n
 2	 1	 1 + R:11 )	 I
2_ 
M 111T _ M111 
T
n 1 + n 2 ) 2 2
9.2 INPUT FILES
An MSS data file must be input to the ISOCLS processor. The
assignment defaults to Fortran unit 11; however, by input of the
DATA control card, the user may assign any available logical
unit. (See table 4-1 for file assignments and section 3.1, image
Tapes, for further information on format.)
In support of Procedure 1, the starting dot information from the
DOTUNT file must be input to begin the cluster processing; i.e.,
furnish starting cluster centers.
9.3 OUTPUT FILES
Statistics are output by ISOCLS to the SAVTAP file (section 4.1).
The file assignment defaults to logical unit 20, but, by input of
the STATFILE control card, the user may assign any available
logical unit. (See table 4-1 for file assignments and STATFILE
control card, table 9-1, for further information.)
A cluster map tape (MAPUNT) may be g6nerated optionally for dis•
playing the results of the clustering on a suitable display
device. The FORMAT control card requests the option and names
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the desired format: of the tape. Logical unit 16 should be
assignees 	 a nine-track tape drive whom this option is exercised
(see section 5.1).
A printout of the cluster rezults consists of the following data
items by class: cluster numbers and symbols; cluster mean vec-
tors (by o l; ,nnel); cluster standard Deviations by channel; inter-
cluster	 number of pixels per.' cluster; number of
clusters,- .., ,. l d cluster map by field.
9.4 SCRATCH FILES
The program dynamically assigns random access disk storage for
scratch files . ISOCLS uses the disk storage for temporary stor-
age a g cluster statistics, the data to be Clustered, and the
classification 
of 
each pixel.
9.5 CARD INPUT
9.5.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$ISOCLS
This card directs the monitor routine to call the TSOCLS proc-
essor and causes all routines used by the ISOCLS processor to be
loaded into the system.
9.5.2 SYSTDI CARD FILES
The processor will read ia cluster means deck in the formatI
defined in section 3-2.4-3. The deck may be used to establish
cluster centers for the Clustering procedure.
9.5.3 CONTROL CARDS
Control cards allow the user to input various options. They are
identified by a keyword that is left justified in columns 1
throuk1h 10 of the card, with parameter Values or additional key-
words in columns 11 through 7 1" . These control cards may be in
any order, but they must be the first cards after the processor
Card $ISOCLS. Table 9-1 lists all available options, along with
their Parameter values.
9 .5.4 CLASS AND FIELD DEFINITIONS
A CLASS card, followed by at least one field definition card,
mu:
	 D Co	 - tS,t immediately follow the *ENE 	 card.-1. The fQrMa	 E 0V
these cards are defined in section 3.2.3.
The pixels from all fields for one class are extracted from the
sequential MSS data file (tape or disk) and stored on a direct-
access disk file. The data from all fields for one class are
clustered as one data set. The statistics for all clusters in
that class are saved on a scratch file, and the next class is
clustered. When all classes have been clustered, the statistics
are written an the SAVTAP file. The input for definition of
classes and fields is explained below.
*LAND
Wheat clustered as	 CLASS
	 WHT
one data set: FLD I
FLD 2
FLD 3
Nonwheat clustered as	 CLASS
	 MIRT
one data set.	 FLD 4
FLD 5
$END
Note that actual names may not exceed four characters.
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ISO-CU; recognizes N), ,1V fields. All the M?`W field c,1COS, (for
all classes) must be input beforo the Cields4 to be clustered.
These fields must immediately follow the *01) card. The CLASS
card follows the last Doz,4 1)0 fie-W card.
Examples:
• It D011.11DU fields are being defined:
*END
DESIGNATED	 OTHER
OTHER
DESIGNATED	 UNIDENTIFIABLE
UNIDE
CLASS	 WEST
MIT1
$END
if no W/DU fields are being defined :
*END
CLASS	 MIT
MITI
$ENT
9.6 CARD OUTPUT
A module STAT file (see section 3.2.4.1) may be punched and used
as an interface between ISOCLS and SELECT or CLASSIFY. This
option is exercised via the OPTION PUNCH control card. (Normally
however, an unEormatted statistics Ulop SAVTAPr is written to
disk Cot: subsequent use.)
9.7 RESTRICTIONS
The ISOCLS processor uses disk for a temporary scratch file.
There, are approximately 750 000 words of storage available on
this file	 The data to be clustered for one class are stored on
9-13
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this file, along with other information. To compute the maximum
number of pixels per class, use the following formula.
750 000 - 30 Inumber of number of 2 + 3 number of + 2
	 1800Maximum	 I classes 1lchannels )	 (channels
pixels	 number of ohannals + 1	 (9-9)
The maximum number of clusters per class is 60, and the maximum
number of channels is 30. The covariance matrices for all clus-
ters in one class must be stored in core at one time. They are
stored in an array dimensioned 11 500. The following formula may
be used to see if enough storage is available for the
covariances.
(number of + i
number of number of channels
-10)11 500 > clusters    	 2	 (9
9.8 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for the ISOCLS processor are presented in
appendix I.
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TABLE 9--1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR TSOCLS
Parameter and
Keyword (a)	 default values (b) 	 Function
Required cards
CHANNELS	 DATA=Cl,C2,••• rCkr
STAT=Al,A2, ... rAk
k < number of chan-
nels on SAVTAP e 30
*END	 Blank
C's are integer channel num-
bers that (1) will be used
in clustering and (2) refer
to the MSS data file. A's
are integer channel numbers
that (1) will be the starting
vectors (initial mean;) of
clusters, (2) refer to the
SAVTAP file, and (3) must be
a subset of the channels on
the SAVTAP file. The same
channels must be used through-
out one execution of ZSOCLS.
If a cluster means card file
is input, the channels on the
CHANNELS card must be a subset
of the channels in the means
card file.
Signals the end of the control
cards.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns l through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginningin any column past 10) .
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TABLE 9-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
au.2-02 —rd	 default values
$END	 Blank
Function
Signals the end of all
classes to be clustered for
this set of control cards.
The SETUP routine will be
reentered to read now con-
trol cards for the next
class until all classes
have been clustered.
DATA
CLASSES
CLUSTERS
optional cards
UNIT=n,FILE=m	 n is the number of the For-
Default: n=ll t m=l 	 tran logical unit to which
the MSS data file has been
assigned; m-1 is the number
of files to be skipped .on
the unit. For back-to-back
execution, if the same data
file is to be processed
throughout the execution,
only one DATA card need
be submitted.
N	 Number of classes to be
Default: I	 clustered.
N	 Maximum number of clusters
Default: 60	 per class; N must be < 60.
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MEANS	 CARDS
Default:
procedure
matically
this card
f ile is n,
Clustering
is auto-
begun if
or means
Dt input.
MEANS	 FILE
Default: Cluster
centers are auto-
matically established
if this card or the
means file is not
input.
TABLE 9-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Kew
	
default values
OPTION	 CLUSTER
Default: The output
cluster MAPUNT file
will contain the
mean vector of the
cluster to which the
corresponding pixel
was assigned.
Function
The output cluster MAPUNT
file will contain the clus-
ter number to which the
corresponding pixel was
assigned. When selecting
this option, the FORMAT
control card must be input
also.
initializes input of the
cluster means d:^ck. This
deck is used to establish
cluster centers for the
clustering procedure.
Indicates that means for
initial clusters have been
input previously from cards
and stored on file. The
same initial means are to
be used again to repeat the
process for a new data set.
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TABLE 9-J.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
STATFILE INPUT/UNIT=n,FILE=mf n is the number of the For-
OUTPUT/UNIT m IrFILE = s tran logical unit to which
Default:	 No defaults the SAVTAP file containing
for INPUT;	 4=20,s=1 the initial means has been
for OUTPUT assigned; m-1 is the number
of files to be skipped on
the unit;	 4 is the number
of the Fortran logical unit
to which the SAVTAP file
containing the generated
statistics will be output;
s-1 is the number of files
to skip before writing the
cluster statistics .
SUBCLASSES Cl,C2t"',Ck C's are integer subclass or
k < 60 cluster numbers that
Default:
	 All sub- (1) will be used in comput-
classes/clusters on ing the initial means,
SAVTAP file will be (2)	 refer to the SAVTAP
used in starting, the file,	 and	 (3)	 must be a
clustering. subset of the subclasses or
clusters on the SAVTAP file.
MODULE Blank Causes the reading of the
module STAT deck that imme-,
diately follows this card.
ISTOP	 N	 A maximum of N iterations is
Default: 10
	 performed in the initial
split sequence.
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TABLE 9-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
SEQUEN	 AA#*#A
Default: SC
STDMAX	 X
Default: 4.5
SEP	 X
Default: Maximum of
the channel standard
deviations in the
cluster
PERCENT
	 N
Default: 80
DLMIN	 X
Default: 3.2
Function
The A's represent the
sequence of S and C char,
acters used for iteration
control after the initial
split sequence. A maximum
of 19 characters may be
input.
on a split iteration, splits
any cluster whose maximum
standard deviation is
gn -r-n-n ter than X ;.snits.
When splitting a cluster,
separates the new clusters
by a distance of X units.
If the number of clusters
flagged for splitting
divided by the total number
of clusters is less than
or equal to 100-N, then100
splitting stops.
on a combine iteration, com-
bines any two clusters whose
means are closer than X
units.
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TABLE 9-1.- Continued.
-I
I
CHAIN	 CHNTHS
Default: Chaining
not performed
KRN	 N
Default: 20
MAP	 N
Default; 20
Function
Deletes any cluster with
fewer then N members on the
first through next-to-last
iteration.
Deletes any cluster with
fewer than N members on the
last iteration.
Prints the covariance matrix
for each cluster.
Prints a measure of the
scattering of the clusters
after each iteration.
Chains all clusters within
CHNTHS units of each other
to form one clustel:. Chain-
ing affects only the final
map printout and MAPUNT
ii1e.
Prints out a summary of the
clusters at every Nth
iteration.
Prints out a map of the
cluster data along with the
summary for every N th itera-
tion. A final cluster snap
is printed regardless of
this parameter .
Parameter and
1e word
	
default values
N M I N
	
N
PMIN
	
N
OPTION
	
STATS
OPTION
	
RCOMP
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TABLE 9-1.-- Con tinued.
Keyword
FORMAT
Parameter and
default values
UNIVERSAL
Default: Output
MAPUNT file is not
generated.
Function
Generates the output cluster
MAPUNT file in Universal
format.
FORMAT
	
LARSYS
Default: Output
MAPUNT file is not
generated.
SYMBOLS	 Sl,S2,S3"04
Default
	 1,2,•••r4t
A,B,... ,Z i
--, 1 r- j/j-i
'^'I) / (l ^ r & I l l i ^? !^/
comma,period,blank
OPTION
	
ORDER
Default: The color
keys will be ordered
according to cluster
number.
OPTION
	 PUNCH
Generates the output cluster
MAPUNT file in LARSYS
format.
Symbols used to identify
clusters in the printout.
The color keys on the MAPUNT
file will be ordered accord-
ing to greenness.
Punches the means and covar-
iance matrix for each clus-
ter in the module STAT deck
format.
t
r
Special cares, for Procodure 1
DOTFIL	 INPUT/UNIT-n,FILE=m
	 Defines the Fortran unit
Default: Self-
	 number n and file number m
starting
	 of the dot data file
(DOTUNT) which contains
the starting vectors.
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TABLE 9-1.- Concluded.
Function
These integer numbers sepa-
rated by commas specify the
dots to be used as starting
vectors.
Sun angles are extracted
from the Universal-formatted
MSS data tape.
{nj } are the sun angles to
be used in computing the Sun
angle corrections for use in
the clustering algorithm. A
Sun angle must be input for
each acquisition whose chan-
nels appear on the CHANNELS
control card.
Parameter and
Keyword
	
default values
DOTS
	
nlrn2?'*,rn60
Default: Dots Will
not be used for
starting vectors.
SUNANG	 TAPE
Default: No Sun
angle correction
applied
SUNANG	 nln2,*O*,n i
jnj j are integer
numbers, j < 8
Default: No Sun
angle correction
applied
Ancillary cards
HED1, HED2, DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
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PARAMETER 440
%EVALLT VALUES
AFAR PARAMETER YAL^ '^F$
AND SET '(FAULTS
MSS
OAYA Pr
AW DATA t:Oft ONE CLASS
INC1.01"
ST-11111 CLASS OW
DETERMINE CLUSTERS FOR THIS
CLAW	 COMPUTE. mzARS. STAND-
ARD 'OLVIATIONS. ANO iNUR-
CLUSTER OIVANM.
	 APPL It SUN
ANGLE QORMITION IF UqIASTED
is
NO
10WAININQ1
YE S
F FIND CLUSTER CHAINS
PRINT' SUMMARY
PRINT F INAL CLUSTER
SUMMARY AND MAP
MAPbNT ^ I L 
0> 
NO	 3
"PtINT
OUTPUT ONL PILE
POR EACH FIELD
COMPUTE
MATRICES
PRINTOUT	 NO
REQUESTED'?
YES
MATRICES
PRINT COVARIANCE
FigUre 9-J.— Functional flow chart for the ISOCLS processor.
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SEND CARD READ?
Yes
NO _ F3
0
SAVE STATISTICS FOR ALL
CLUSTERS IN THIS CLASS ON
SCRATCH FILE
LAST CLASS
PROCESJe,L)l
YES
OUTPUT
STATISTICS
FOR ALL
CLASSES
EXIT
ISOCLS
A
Figure 9-1.— Concluded.
i
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B
B
B
B
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B
<
 A A
AAA 
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AA A A
A A A A
L A ^?A A^/
(a) The boomerang-shaped
	 (b) The donut-shaped
cluster.
	 cluster.
Figure 9-2. — Odd-shaped clusters.
(a) Subclustering of the
	 (b) Subclustering of theboomerang-shaped cluster.
	 donut-shaped cluster.
Figure 9-3. — Breaking up of the clusters into subclusters.
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Figure 9-4.—Example of chaining.
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(a) Cluster structure.
j	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1 I	 0.0 7.5	 6.2 3.2 11.8
2 7.5 0.0	 3.1 5.6 3.0
3 6.2 3.1	 0.0 3.1 6.3	 CHNTHS = 3.2
4 3.2 5.6	 3.1 0.0 9.7
5 11.8 3.0	 6.3 9.7 0.0
(b) Intercluster distance table.
Figure 9-5.— Example in which chained subclusters can
judiciously be combined into one composite cluster.
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10. FEATURE SELECTION PROCESSOR.-..SELECT
The feature selection processor, SELECT, provides a means of
measuring the relative importance of the individual channels and
obtaining the set of channels that provides the best discrimina-
tion between subclasses. The processor allows the user to choose
one of the following three criteria for measuring the separabil-
ity of the subclasses for a set of channels or for linear combi-
nations of the channels.
e Weighted average interclass divergence
e Weighted average transformed divergence
® Weighted average Bhattacharyya distance
Either the exhaustive search or the without replacement procedure
can be used with one of the above criteria to select a "best" set
of channels. The exhaustive search procedure determines the best
set of k but of n channels by computing the separability measure
for every possible combination of k channels. This results in
n!/k!(n - k)! computations of the separability measure. The com-
puter time required for this procedure is prohibitive for a large
n. In such cases, the without replacement procedure can be used.
The without replacement procedure determines the best k out of n
channels in the following manner. First, the single channel that
extremizes the separability measure is selected. Each of the
remaining (n - 1) channels is paired with the best single channel
to select the best pair of channels. The best triplet is deter-
mined by combining the remaining (n - 2) channels with the best
pair. The process continues until the best set of k channels has
been selected. The number of times the separability measure must
be computed is n + (n - 1) + (n - 2) + • • • (n - k + 1) .
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A third procedure, the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure, is a
powerful iterative descent'method for finding a local minimum of
a function of several variables. The procedure is discussed in
reference 7. How the procedure applies to the problem of channel
selection or dimensionality reduction is discussed in reference 8.
In SELECT, the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure computes a k-by-n
linear transformation matrix that extremizes a given separability
measure. This matrix, referred to as the B-matrix, is saved on
the BMFILE (section 4.2) and optionally is punched on cards
(B-matrix deck, section 3.2.4.2) for later input into the
CLASSIFY, DATATR, TRSTAT, or SCTRPL processors.
An initial guess for the B-matrix must be provided for the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell routines, and this guess may be input via
the B-matrix on card deck or BMFILE. If the initial guess is not
provided by the user, SELECT will execute the without replacement
procedure first to obtain a best set of channels, which it will
use as a first-guess B-matrix for the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
procedure.
in addition to selecting a best set of channels and/or linear
combinations, the processor will evaluate any one of the three
separability measures for a specified linear combination of the
channels. The linear combination must be input via the B-matrix
deck or the BMFILE. This option is the fourth procedure referred
to by the PROCEDURE control card.
The processor can also evaluate any of the separability measures
for specified sets of channels. This request is made using the
EVALUATE and PROCEDURE control cards. This is the fifth option
referred to by the PROCEDURE control card.
The best subset of passes (Landsat acquisitions) from a set of
i
passes can also be determined using the sixth procedure option.
For Procedure 1 applications, the SELECT processor provides an
option, CLSWT, to weight subclass pairs automatically. The proc-
essor determines the class-subclass correspondence (after any
grouping of subclasses by use of the GROUP control card) and
assigns a weight of 1.0 to each subclass pair representing two
different classes. Pairs of subclasses from within one class are
given a weight of 0.0. The APRIORI control card can be used to
modify these weights with factors computed from the number of
pixels in each cluster,
See the functional flow chart for the SELECT processor
(fig. 10-1) .
10.1 INPUT FILES
The SELECT processor requires the statistics output from either
STAT or ISOCLS. Both STAT and ISOCLS write the SAVTAP file and
optionally punch the module STAT file on cards (see section
3.2.4.1 for format) which may be used as input to SELECT.
.10.2 OUTPUT FILES
The BMFILE is output by SELECT when the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
procedure is used (see appendix J for sample execution). The
file is written on logical unit 10.
The corresponding B-matrix card file is punched if the OPTION
PUNCH control card is included in the deck setup.
10.3 SCRATCH FILES
Disk files are used as scratch files in SELECT. No assignment is
necessary.
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10.4 CARD INPUT
All system card input formats referred to in this section are
defined in section 3.
10.4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$SELECT
This card directs the system monitor routine to execute SELECT
and initiates loading of routines used by SELECT.
10.4.2 SYSTEM CARD FILES
The processor will read and process the module STAT file and the
B-matrix file.
10.4.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 10-1 lists the control cards that are recognized by SELECT.
10.4.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
Field definitions do not apply to the SELECT processor.
10.5 CARD OUTPUT
SELECT outputs the B-matrix file on cards as an option (see con-
trol card OPTION PUNCH). This is optional output only when the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure is executed.
10.6 RESTRICTIONS
The system-related
 restrictions in section 24 apply to the SELECT
processor.
c
6
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ITwo large arrays are dimensioned in SELECT and used for the vari-
able dimensioning of several smaller arrays. Storage require-
ments of one array are a function of the number ^of subclasses and
channels requested. That is,
mber of (nu 0 0	 number of	 number	 number oft	 chtralsf +	 +	 t(number + 3channels	 subQlasses	 of bes of best	 )I:subclasses
+ [number of(nu=er of + 3	 10 600subclasses subclasses
(10-1)
Storage requirements 
of 
the other array are dependent on the pro-
cedure and criterion being used. The Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
procedure requires much more storage than the other procedures,
and the weighted average interclass divergence requires more
storage than the other criteria.
10.7 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for the SELECT processor are listed by sub-
routine in appendix I.
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TABLE 10-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR SELECT
Parameter and
Keyword	 (a) default values	 (b)	 Function
Required cards
BEST Nl,N2,•..,Nk	 Find	 the best set of
N 1 ,N 2 , ... ,Nk channels	 if	 the
exhaustive search or the
without replacement pro-
cedure is indicated. 	 If the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell pro-
cedure is indicated,	 the
best N 11 N 21 00• ,Nk linear
combinations of the channels
are found.	 N1rN?, .. • ,Nk are
integers separated by commas.
o
A request can be made for a
maximum of 10 best in one call
to SELECT.
*END Blank	 Signals the end of the control
cards.
$END Blank	 Signals the end of all ^ard
input for this processor.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
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TABLE 10-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
	
FunQtion
02tional cards
CHANNELS	 ClIC2t#*#'Ck
k < number of chan-
nels on SAVTAP < 30
Default: All chan-
nels on the SAVTAP
file
Seiects the best set of
channels from those indi-
cated on this, card. must be
a subset of the channels for
which statistics are input
via the SAVTAP file or the
module STAT file. Cl,C21
* • *,Ck are integers sepa-
rated by commas.
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit to which
the SAVTAP file has been
assigned; m is the number
of the file from which the
training statistics are to
be retrieved.
STATFILE
	
UNIT=n,FILE=m
Default: n=20,m-1
MODULE
(NOTE: If the module STAT
file is input, m is the
number of the file on which
the statistics are to be
stored. if m X 1, this con-
trol card must precede the
module STAT file in the
control card deck setup,.)
Blank	 Indicates that the module
STAT deck immediately fol-
lows. The SAVTAP file will
be written as this card file
is read.
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TABLE 10-1.- Continued.
Function
N=l: the exhaustive search
procedure is used; N=2: the
without reglacement proce-
dure is used; N=3: the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell pro-
cedure is used; N=4: the
user-input B-matrix is used
to :valuate the separability
measure; N=S: the evaluate
channels procedure is used;
N=S: selects best subset of
passes.
Parameter and
Keyword
	 default values
PROCEDURE
	 N
Default: Nx2
INCLUDE
	
Cl,CZ,•••,Ck	 Includes channels Cl,C2, *•0,
Default: None	 Ck in the best set; meaning-
ful only for- the without
replacement procedure.
C1,C2,...,Ck must be a sub-
set of the channels on the
CHANNELS card.
ICOUNT
	
N	 Number of iterations for the
Default: N=300	 Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
procedure.
BSPASS
	
N	 N is the number of passes
Default: None	 (Landsat acquisitions) to
be included in the best set. 	 I
NCPASS
	
N	 Number of channels per pass.
Default: N=4
i
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Parameter and
Keyword
	
default values Function
CRITERION
	
N The indicated criterion is
Default:	 N=l used to measure the separa-
bility between subclasses.
N=1 for weighted average
divergence; N=2 for weighted
transformed divergence; and
N=3 for weighted average
Bha'^.tacharyya distance.
EVALUATE	 Cl,C2,•t•,Ck Evaluates the separability
Default:	 None measure indicated on the
CRITERION card for channels
CI,C2,=--'Ck.
	
The set of
channels to be evaluated
must be	 (1) a subset of the
channels on the CHANNELS
card and
	 (2) must be on one
card.	 Several sets of chan-
nels may be ,input by using
more than one EVALUATE card.
B-MATRIX
	 CARDS Indicates that the B-matrix
Default:	 None card deck immediately fol-
lows;	 results in the evalua-
tion of the separability
measure using the linear
combinations defined by the
B-matrix if the fourth pro-
cedure is indicated.
	 If the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell pro-
cedure is indicated, the
B-matrix will be used as a
first guess.
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TABLE 10-1.- Continued.
TABLE 10-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
default valueo	 Function
FILE	 Indicates that a WIFILE has
Default: Nona been written. Depending on
the PROCHDORE card t the B-
matrix on file will be used
as 
an initial guess for the
Davidon-Fle'-tcher-Powoll pro-
cedure or in evaluating the
separability measure.
K 0_ n a d
B-MATRIX
SUBCLASSES K11K,ir—tKi
i S number of sub-
classes oil
SAVTAP < 60
Default, All sub-
classes on the
SAVTAP file
GROUP	 NAME j I,J j ...
Default: No group-
ing; individual
subclasses are used.
Provides for use of only
subclass Kj,Kj, ­ ,Xj
statistics got computation
of the separability measure.
K, rK 2 ? ... 'Ki are integers
reprosenting the subclass
numbers as they occur in the
SAVTAP file.
Groups the training sub-
classes I j Jr ... ; pools their
statistics; and assigns NME
as. the group name. NAMS may
be any six characters.
Integers IJ, ... must cor-
respond to the subclasses as
they occur in the module
STAT dock or the SAVTAP
file.
.	 I
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TABLE 10-1.- Continued.
Function,
Sets to XX weights for all
subclass pairs involving
subclass Cl; then sets to
YY the weight for subclass
pair (CI,C2); and finally
sets to ZZ the weights for
all subclass pairs not
already weighted. Sub-
class names Cl, C2, etc.,
must match a subclass name
from the module STAT file or
front 	 SAVTAP file, or a
GROUP NAME . c
 See OPTION
CLSWT for constraint.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
WEIGHTS	 Cl=xxr(Cl1C2)=YYj
OTHERS=ZZ
Default: All weights
set to 1.0 for cri-
teria 2 and 3. For
criterion 1, weights
for subclass -pair
(i,j) are Wi j =
e-Dij/16, where Dij
is the divergence for
subclass pair (i,j).
cConsider the problem of selecting the channels that best
separate wheat from nonwheat classes, where wheat is divided
into the subclasses Wl, W2, and W3r and nonwheat is divided into
the subclasses NWlr M12 t MW3, and MW4, it is desirable to set
all weights for pairs of subclasses in the same class to 0,
whereas wheat/nonwheat subclass pair weights are set to 1. This
can be accomplished by the following WEIGHTS control cards:
Wl=l., W2=1.y W3=1.; (WlrW2)=0. f (Wl,W3)=0., (W2,W3)=0.; and
OTHERS =O.
(1) Wl=l. will set weights equal to I for the following subclass
pairs: (WI,NW1), (Wl t NW2) t (WIrNW3)r (Wl,NW4), (Wl,W2), and
(Wl t W3) .
(2) W2=1. will set weights equal to I for the following subclass
pairs: (W2,NW1), (W2,NW2) f (W2,NW3)r (W2,NW4), (W2,W3), and
(W2,Wl).
(3) W3=1. will set weights equal to I for the following subclass
pairs: (W3,NW1), (W3,NW2) f (W3 f NW3) j (W3,NW4)r (W3,Wl), and
(W3jW2)-
(4) (W1 I W2)=0. l (Wl t W3)=0., and (W2,W3)=0. will reset these sub-
class pair weights equal to 0.
(5) OTHERS=O. sets all other subclass pair weights to 0; namely,
(NW1jNW2) f
 (NW1,NW3), (NW1,NW4)r (NW2,NW3), (NW2,NW4), and
(NW3,NW4).
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TABLE 10-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
OPTION	 CLSWT	 The processor determines the
class-subclass correspondence
(after any grouping of sub-
classes by use of the GROUP
control card) and assigns a
weight of 1,0 to all inter-
class subclass pairs.
Intraclass subclass pairs
are given a weight of 0.0.
(NOTE: The WEIGHTS control
card remains available to
allow the user to set weights
for specific subclass pairs.
If used, the input subclass
pair weights override the
processor-set subclass pair
weights. The WEIGHTS OTHRRS
capability is not available
when this option is exer-
cised. If input, it is
ignored by the pro-lessor.)
This card causes the weights
assigned to subclass pairs
to be modified by factors
ocimputed from the number of
pixels in each subclass.
APRIORI
	
Blank
OPTION	 STATE
Default: No
statistics printed
10-12
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Prints a summary of the
statistics for the sub -
classes and channels actu-
ally used in SELECT.
TABLE 10-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
OPTION	 RUN	 This card allows the user to
Default: Exit	 complete a run of this proc-
the processor	 essor for the case in which
the input SAVTAP file has
only one class. Such a run
is not applicable when the
fourth or ,fifth PROCEDURE
option is being taken.
Ancillary cards
HED1, IUED2, DATE, COMMENT ( see table 3-1)
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INTERPRET USER-INPUT OPTIONS,
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Figure 10-1.-- Functional flow chart for the SELECT processor.
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Figure 10-1.-- Concluded.
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ll. CLASSIFICATION PROCESSOR .— CLASSIFY
The classification processor, CLASSIFY, classifies MSS image data
on the basis of statistics (mean vectors and covariance matrices)
computed from training fields or labeled clusters.
11.1 PROCEDURES
Using the statistics for each subclass of interest, the processor
assigns each data point within the defined classification field
to a subclass. It does so by one of two procedures.
In the first procedure, the user does not define categories in
his or her input, and the standard m-class maximum likelihood
classification rule is followed. To decrease the number of times
the density function must be computed, the classification-by-
thresholding procedure proposed by Hallum and Minter (ref. 9) and
improved upon and implemented by Feiveson (ref. 10) is used. The
standard classification rule (i.e., when no categories are
defined by the user) is outlined in section 11.1.1.
In the second procedure, the user defines categories in his or
her input, and the sum-of-normal-densities classification rule is
followed, as set out in section 11.1.2.
11.1.1 STANDARD M-CLASS CLASSIFICATION
Assuming multivariate normal probability density functions and
using the maximum likelihood classification rule, the data vector
XT = (X l ,X 21 X 31 •• "XN ) is assigned to subclass i in the following
manner.
The assumed joint probability density function of X is give:, in
the following equation.
ElE	 11-1
B
I
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P (X)	 Nai	 e-0 .5Q i M	 (11-1)i	 /2
 IKiI I
where
a i = a priori probability for subclass i
N = number of channels used for classification
Ki = covariance matrix for subclass i
Qi = Gaussian quadratic form =	 ('X - pi) T K-i l (X - Wi)
X	 = data vector (XlIX2tX3?••,XN)
P i = mean vector for subclass i
Because of the exponential form of Pi and because Zn(P i ) is a
monotonically increasing function of P i , for computational pur-
poses it is convenient to define a new function V i by
Vi = Zn(P i ) = Xn(ai)	
N Zn(2n) - 2 InIK i	 2 
(X _ Pi)T K 
i '(X - 4i)
(11-2)
The data vector X is classified as belonging to subclass i if
Vi > Vj
 for all i # j, where j = 1,2,3 1
 ... n and n = number of
subclasses.
The number of times the function V i must be computed may be
reduced by the use of thresholds; i e ., real numbers yij
(independent of X) such that
Vi (X) > y ij implies vi (x) > vj(X)
and	 (11-3)
Vi(X)  > y ij implies V j (X) > Vi(X)
where i,j = 1,2,3,,••,n and i 0 j.
.	 A
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The values of y ij are computed from input statistics as part of
the initialization of processor CLASSIFY. The utility of these
thresholds is that, if V i (X) > y ij t
 
V i
 
(X) need not be computed.
Once the values for y ij have been determined t they may be used
for each observation vector X.
11.1.2 SUM-OF-NORMAL - DENSITIES CLASSIFICATION
Also assuming multivariate normal probability density functions
the category classifier classifies the data vector X T =
(X1rX21X3r••*'KN) to category r and subclass i in the following
manner*
The probability density function for each category r is computed
by the following equation.
I
M
P M	
1 (27r)
r	 ai	
e -0-5Qi(X)
r	 N/2	 1/2
	
i=	 l Kii
Mr
= F Prim
where
i	 = subclass number
r	 = category number
Mr	 = number of subclasses in category r
ai	 = a priori probability for subclass i in category r
number of channels.used for classification
Q i (X) Gaussian quadratic form =	 (X -	 wi) T Ki 1 (X - Pi)
(11-4)
I
11 - 3
1	 2^1
Having computed the probability density function for all cate-
gories, the data vector X is classified as belonging to category r
if P
r
 > Ps , for all r * s, where s = 1,2,3..---,S and S = number of
categories.
The data vector is classified as belonging to subclass i if the
probability density function for subclass i in category r is such
that Pri > Prm for all i # m, where m = 1 1 2,3 t ... Mr* In the
computation of Pr, if the value of the quadratic form Qi(X) is
smaller than -88, the computer cannot store the computed value of
,- Q i (X) . Thus, eQi (X)	 0 for Q'i (X) 5 -88. In the case of
all Psi (X) = 0 for s	 1 1 2 1 3, ... I S, the data point will not be
classified; it will be assigned to a null subclass.
When the line-printer map of the classified data is displayed,
each d4ta point is printed with the symbol representing the
legitimate subclass to which the data point belongs, and the null
subclass is printed with the blank symbol. Figure 11-1 gives the
functional flow of the CLASSIFY processor.
11-1.3 PROCEDURE 1
For Procedure 1 applications, the CLASSIFY processor allows the
option of obtaining subclass a priori values from subclass popu-
lation data in the input statistics file, SAVT9P. It also allows
the system to use the class names from SAVTAP as the assigned
category names.
Both options are in addition to the usual capability of the
analyst to input a priori probability values at the subclass,
class, or category level via the APRIORI control card and to
input category names via the CATEGORY control card.
1	 4
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11.2 INPUT .FILES
An MSS data file must be input to the CLASSIFY ptocessor. The
assignment defaults to logical unit 11; however, by input of the
DATA control card, the user may assign any available logical
unit. (See table 4-1 for file assignments and section 3.1 1 Image
Tapes, for further information on format.)
11.3 OUTPUT FILES
The classification results are output on the MAPTAP file (see
appendix D), which is defaulted to logical unit 2. In the event
of card input of the module STAT file, the statistics will be
output on the SAVTAP file (see section 4.1).
11.4 SCRATCH FILES
The processor; requires no scratch file.
11.5 CARD INPUT
All required input card types are described below.
11.5.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified beginning in column 1,
thus,
$CLASSIFY
.
This card directs the system monitor routine to load all routines
used by the CLASSIFY processor.
11.5.2 SPECIAL SYSTEM FILES
The training statistics may be input by means of the module STAT
file. The B--transformation matrix may be input by means of the
	 `# ,
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B-matrix file, The EOD-LARSYS deck formats are described in sec-
tion 3.2. The use of card input is an option; normally, card
image files are used.
11.5.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 11--1 describes the complete set of control cards recognized
by the CLASSIFY processor. ordering of the sequence of processor
control cards is unnecessary, with the exceptions that (1) the
*END card must follow the last processor control. card, (2) the
$END card must follow the last field definition card for an area
to be classified, and (3) the STATFILE control card must precede
the input of the module STAT file in some cases.
11.5.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
An area to Qe classified is defJ ned for the class JIAica'%-.ion proc-
essor by a field definition card (described in section 3.2.3),
which contains the scan line and sample coordinates for the area
over which classification is to be performed. At least one field
definition card must be in the run deck immediately following the
*END control card. As many field definition cards as there are
areas to be classified may be input. The processor will ,lassify
each field in the order in which it is identified. it will print
on the line printer the first 110 samples of the classification
map. And, for each field classified, it will print any optional
output prescribed by the control cards. The scan line and sample
coordinates specified on the field definition card must be
available on the input MSS data file.
11.6 CARD OUTPUT
The classification processor outputs no punched cards.
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11 .7 RESTRICTIONS
The system-related restrictions described in section 24, along
with the following, apply to the CLASSIFY processor,
The category, class, and subclass relationship is as follows:
	
number of < number of < number of < 60	 (11-5)categories - classes - subclasses -
	The size of the B-matrix cannot exceed 450 locations: 	 #
number of linearV number of channels 
< 450	 (11-6)combinations ) tt	 in B-matrix
The channels used in computing the B-matrix automatically replace
the channels, if any, on the CHANNELS control card.
The difference between the largest sample number of the classifi-
cation field and the smallest sample number of the classification
field cannot exceed 1000.
Beginning with the smallest sample number of the classification
field, only the next 110 samples are displayed on the line-
printer map output by CLASSIFY, but the entire classified field
is displayed on the line-printer map output by DISPLAY.
When applying the category classifier option, 12 500 storage
locations are reserved by the data such that
	
(points per scan line)(number of channels) < 12 500	 (11-7)
11-7
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When applying the standard classifier option, the table computed
for the class-pair thresholding procedure shares this storage of
12 SOC locations reserved for the data such that
1	
number of
	
2)number of	 ) (subclasses	 + number of
[(subclasses	 2	 subclasses]
+ (points per scan line) number of < 12 500
	 (11-8)(channels ) -
11.8 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
The diagnostic messages and the routines in which t ..' appear are
listed in appendix I.
. i
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TABLE 11-I.- CONTROL CARDS FCR CLASSIFY
Parameter and
Keyword (a) default values	 (b) Function
Required cards
MAPTAP OUTPUT/UNIT=ntFILE=m Unit and file number of
(usually n=2 t m=1) classi^ication map.	 This
must be the first card afte^
$CLASSIFY.
*END Blank Signals the end of the con-
trol cards.
$END Blank Signals the end of all card
input for this processor,
Optional cards
DATA UNIT=n,FILE=m n is the number of the For-
Default:	 n-11,m=1 Iran logical unit to which
the MSS data file has been
assigned;	 m-1 is the num-
ber of files to be skipped
on the unit.	 For back-to-
back execution of several
processors,	 if using	 the
same file number, only one
DATA control card need be
input.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
11-9
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ITABLE 11-1.- Continued.
r
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
CHANNELS	 STAT=Nl,N2, ... ,Nk,
DATA=Ml ,M 2 " "fMk
k < 30
Default:	 (1) if
executed back to
back with SELECT,
the channels selected
by , the SELECT proc-
essor are used.
(2) If a B-matrix is
input, the channels
resulting from the
matrix applicaf on
are used. (3) other-
wise, all channels
in the training sta-
tistics are used.
STATFILE	 UNIT=n,FILE=m
Default: n=20,m=1
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Function
Nl,N2t ... INk are the chan-
nel numbers (integers) from
the SAVTAP file to be used
in classification;
M1,M2,...,Mk are the channel
numbers (integers) from the
MSS data file (DATAPE). The
number of channels selected
from SAVTAP and DATAPE must
be equal.
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit to which
the SAVTAP file has been
assigned; m-1 is the number
of files to be skipped on
the unity
(NOTE: If the module STAT
file is input, m is the
number of the file for
storing the statistics.
If m ^ 1, this control card
^::ast precede the module STAT
deck in the control card
file setup.)
F
E
i	
^.C,
^^.,^ ^ -•.ter ^^.z 	 . ^. _.
TABLE 11-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
SUBCLASSES Kl,K2,•••,Ki Provides for use of only
i < number of subclass	 Kl,K2,,••,Ki	 sta-
subclasses on tistics to classify the
SAVTAP < 60 unknown data points.
Default:	 All sub- Kl,K21•	 ,Ki are	 integers
classes on the representing the subclass
SAVTAP file numbers as they occur in
the SAVTAP file. 
MODULE Blank Indicates to the processor
that the training subclass
statistics will be input on
cards.	 The module STAT file
must immediately follow this
control card.
B--MATRIX CARDS or FILE Informs the processor that
Default:	 No trans- the B-matrix transformation
formation of training is to be input and applied
subclass covariance to the training subclass
matrices statistics before classifi-
cation.	 If FILE is placed
in the parameter field,	 the
mode of B-matrix input will
be from BMFILE;
	 if CARDS is
specified,	 the B-matrix card
deck must immediately follow
this control card. 	 The
channels resulting from the
B-matrix transformation will
be the channels used by the
processor in classification.
11-11
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TABLE 11-1.- Continued.
ol Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
GROUP SUBNAM,Kl,K2,•••,Ki Ki's are integer subclass
` i < number of numbers taken from the set
subclasses on of available training sub-
F SAVTAP < 60 classes.	 The processor
Default:	 No group- creates a new training
ing of subclasses subclass by combining the
statistics of the training
subclasses listed.	 The set
of training subclasses to be
used is renumbered by the
d processor.	 SUBNAM may be
from one to four characters;
! it becomes the name of the
new training subclass.
APRIORI Al,A2,'••,AM A priori probability values
or may be input by subclass,
N*Al,K*AN+l,•••,AM class, or category.	 N or K
M < 60 is the number of times the
Default:	 if execut- value is repeated, and the
ing the standard Ai's are decimal numbers
classifier,
	
each M
subclass is given an such that	 Ai = 1.0.
equal a priori value. M = number of training sub-
If executing the classes,	 training classes,
category classifier, or categories.	 if	 input by
each category is class or category,	 the setup
given an equal routine will distribute
a priori value which the a priori values among
is divided equally the subclasses in the
among the subclasses following manner.
in that category.
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ITABLE 11-1.- Continued.
Function
class a priori
By class = values
number of sub-
classes in that
class
category
By categorya priori values
number of  sub-
classes in that
category
The order in which the
a priori probability values,
A i , are input must be the
order in which the cate-
gories, classes, or sub-
classes were defined.
The subclass a priori prob-
ability values are computed
using subclass or cluster
point populations from the
statistics file, SAVTAP.
Informs the processor that
the CATEGORY classifier
option will be taken and
defines a category name
(CATNAM) and the class names
(NAMEi's) included in this
category. All subclasses
for a class are assigned to
this category. CATNAM and
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
APRIORI
	
FILE
Default: Subclass
a priori values will
not be computed from
the statistics file,
SAVTAP .
CATEGORY	 CATNAM/NAMEI,NAME2,•••
Default: If no
categories are defined,
the standard m-class
classifier is applied.
I
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TABLE 11-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword
	
default values	 PiinnFinn
NAME i may be up to four
characters, and NAMEi must
match a class name on the
SAVTAP file. A slash (/)
separates the category name
from the class name.
(NOTE: (1) Every class will
be assigned to a category
unless the class was elimi-
nated by omitting all of its
subclasses using the SUB-
CLASSES control card. (2) At
least two categories must be
defined. (3) Continuation
of the list of class names
in the category on another
card is indicated by an
asterisk after the last
class name on that card.
The next card should con-
tinue the list of class
names in columns 11-72.)
CATEGORY	 FILE
Default: No cate-
gories are defined,
and the standard
classifier will be
applied.
Initiates the assigning of
the category names using the
class names from the input
statistics file, SAVTAP, and
invokes the category
classifier.
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TABLE 11-l.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
OPTION	 STATS
Default; No train-
ing subclass sta-
tistics printout
Function
Training statistics will be
printed out for each sub-
class, reflecting the
B-matrix transformation, if
any, and the Cholesky factor-
ization of the covariance
matrices.
Ancillary cards
HED1 1 HED2 1 DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
11-1.5
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a
DATAPE ,	
\ FILEAP	 WILE
CLASSIFY
INTERPRET USER-INPUT OPTIONS.
SELECT REQUESTED SUBSET OF STATISTICS
FROM SAVTA? FILE, PERFORM THE UNBAR
TRANSFORMATION ON STATISTICS IF
B-MATRIX IS INPUT. 1BTAIN CHOL£SKY
OECOMPOSITION OF ZOVARIANCE MATRICES
OETBRMINE A PRIOR PROBABILITY FOR
EACH SUBCLASS EITHER FROM USER INPUT
+^R 'R9M ;IIRI'F,ASS PIYI'i. R;1Pi?LAYIlIN.
CATEGORIES
NO	 DEFINED EITHER	 YES
BY USER OR BY CLASSES
FROM SAVTAP4
COMPUTE TABLE OF THRESHOLDS	 FOR EACH P IXEL, PIXEL X BELONGS TO
(yq) FOR ALL SUBCLASS	 CATEGORY r IF'
PAIRS I AND j	
Pr	 P s FOR ALL r A s, s o 1.+-,,S
Mr
SET 1 . I OR SUBCLASS TO WHICH	 WHEAE P,(RI	 u P iX)
LAST PIXEL WAS ASSIGNED	
r	 i-I r^
P ' POSTERIOR SUM-OF-DENSITIES
A	
r	
DISTRIBUTION
_	 Mr - NUMBER OF SUBCLASSES IN CATEGORY r
COMPUTE DENSITY FUNCTION PI
FOR PIXEL X, SUBCLASS I	 AND X BELONGSTO SUBCLASS i IF
Pri . I'm FOR ALL i / m, m - 1,— dir
SET i TO A NUMBER LESS THAN
THE NUMBER OF SUBCLASSES r+ I
AND ri TO SOME PREVIOUS j
ALREADY TESTED
(MAPTAP
D
C
Figure 11--1. — Functional flow chart for the CLASSIFY processor.
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Figure 11-1.— Concluded.
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12. DISPLAY OF CLASSIFICATION RESULTS PROCESSOR.,.,. DISPLAY
r
The DISPLAY processor reads the MAPTAP file output by CLASSIFY
and performs the following functions.
a. Provides a lane-printer map of each classified field on
MAPTAP. The training and test fields within the classified
image are outlined.
c,
b. Produces a classification summary for each classified field,
which gives a breakdown of the number of pixels classified
into, and the number of pixels thresholded from, each sub-
class, class, and category.
c. Produces (optionally) an intensive test site (ITS) classifi-
cation summary for one crop type versus all other crop types;
the user-specified crop may be a category, class, or
subclass.
d. Allows the user to designate fields to be excluded from the
classification summaries. Fields may be designated "uniden-
tifiable" or "other." Pixels within the unidentifiable
fields are counted and are not considered in the classifica-
tion summaries. Pixels within the designated "other" fields
are counted as a separate crop type regardless of how they
were classified. These pixels are included in category
"other" in the ITS report. (See section 12.4.4 for sample
input of DO/DU fields.) All pixels within the DO/DU areas
are printed with the pound (4) symbol. Also, classification
results can be overridden for fields designated as of a cer-
tain class by use of a designated [class name] card.
e. Assigns a pixel to the threshold class if thresholding is
requested and if Q i
 > t i , where
Qi = the value of the quadratic form (X - u i ) TK 1 (X - p i ) as
computed by CLASSIFY (section 11.1.1) for subclass i
µ i = mean vector for subclass i
PRECEDING P110C 
BLANK N,:)^. b ^
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1
1
1q(^
100
95
Confidence
level
alative histogram of yi
K i - covariance matrix for subclass i
ti - threshold value for subclass i
f. Allows t i to be determined in one of four ways:
o User input — The user inputs the exact threshold value.
See control cards THRESHOLD and OPTION THRESHOLD VALUE.
Chi-square option _..The  user inputs confidence levels for
each subclass on the THRESHOLD card and includes the
OPTION CHI SQUARE. The program obtains the chi-square
threshold value from an internal chi-square functional
routine.
Empirical option — 11he user inputs confidence levels for
each subclass on the THRESHOLD card and includes the
OPTION EMPIRICAL card. The program determines the
empi-rical distribution function for each sub rolass. fromU_ -
the cumulative histogram of Qi
 for correctly classified
pixels in the ground truth areas (i.e., training or test
fields), as shown in the following example.
0	 6	 t	 20
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From this curve, the user input of a 95-percent confidence
level, for subclass i would result in a threshold value of
6.0. See reference 11 for more information on the use o
empirically computed thresholds,
+ Fisher F-distribution option .— The user inputs confidence
levels for each subclass on the THRESHOLD card and
includes the OPTION FISHER card, The program obtains the
F-distribution threshold values from an internal, routine.
If a computational overflow occurs in the routine, the
threshold value for that subclass is set equal to 993.999.
g. Produces plots of the empirical distribution function when
OPTION PLOT is exercised.
h. Performs (optionally) a four-nearest-neighbors spatial fil-
tering on the classified image. This algorithm takes into
consideration that, in many instances, a pixel is probably
like its nearest neighbors. When the option is exercised via
the OPTION FILTER control card, the four nearest neighbors of
each pixel are examined. if all the neighbors are classified
the same and the pixel in question is classified differently,
then it is assumed that the pixel was classified incorrectly
and its classification is changed. In the following example,
the pixel classified as X will be changed to C. ( See
reference 12 for more information on this algorithm.)
	
Line 1
	 C
	
2	 C X C
	
3	 C
i. Outputs (optionally) the classified image (MAPUNT) onto tape
or disk in either LARSYS II/III or Universal format via the
FORMAT control card.
j. Provides classification performance summaries for ground
truth areas within the classified image. The following six
performance summaries are available to the user. The fields
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in these reports are either training fields used in the ATAT
or ISOCLS processor and transmitted to DISPLAY via the MAPTAP
file, or test fields input directly to DISPLAY (see sec-
tion 12.4.4).
•	 Field by subclass
•	 Field by class
•	 Field by category
•	 Class by subclass
Class by class
•	 Class by category
k. In Procedure 1 applications, DISPLAY is able to
1. Accept a LACIE-formatted dot file (GTUNIT, PPUNIT, or
AIUNIT).
2. Provide a dot classification performance summary by dot
categories which also includes
A tabulation ox both the uncorrected proportion and
the bias-corrected proportion of each dot category in
the total area classified.
• A confusion table which tabulates proportions for
each labeled category of bias correction (type 2)
dots. For each category, the number of dots analyst
labeled as belonging to that category and machine
classified into that and each other possible category
is compared to the total number of dots classified
into each category.
3. Provide a dot classification performance summary for each
dot on the analyst's specified file (GTUNIT, PPUNIT, or
AIUNIT).
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E.
The functions of the DISPLAY processor are such that the analyst
may either exercise the initial processor capabilities (a)
through (j) or the LACIE Procedure 1 capabilities (k). The dif-
ference between the two capabilities is in the type and format of
the classification performance tables output.
Figure 12-1 shows a function flow chart of the DISPLAY processor.
12.1 INPUT FILES
The only input file required for DISPLAY is the MAPTAP file
(section 4.4) output by CLASSIFY. This file must be assigned to
logical unit 2.
For Procedure 1, the DISPLAY processor accepts as input a LACIE--
formatted dot file (GTUNIT, PPUNIT, or AIUNIT) created by the
DOTDATA processor. The file is assigned either to logical unit 19
or to a user-specified unit.
12.2 OUTPUT FILES
The DISPLAY processor will optionally generate a tape or disk
file of the classified image on the MAPUNT for display. The con-
trol card FORMAT allows the user to exercise this option. The
tape is usually assigned to a nine-track tape drive for compati-
bility with display devices. The file assignment must be made to
logical unit 16.
For Procedure 1, the DISPLAY processor optionally provides dot
data classification performance summaries (instead of the normal
output classification summaries described under j above) if the
GTU.NIT, PPUNIT, or AIUNIT control card is input to the DISPLAY
processor.
.l
+	 1
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12,3 SCRATCH FILES
The disk provides random access storage for a scratch file V in
DISPLAY. No assignment is necessary.
12.4 CARD INPUT
All system formats referred to in this section are defined in
section 3.
12.4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor key,,4ord is left justified starting in column I; the
parameter FILE is punched starting in column ll t -hust
$DISPLAY FILE=N
This card directs the system monitor routine to select the
DISPLAY processor and initiates the loading of routines used by
DISPLAY. Parameter value N is the file number on the MAPTAP file
to be processed; if not input, default is to file 1 of MAPTAP.
12.4.2 SPECIAL SYSTEM FILES
No special files are required for the DISPLAY processor.
12.4 .3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 12-1 lists the control cards and available options for the
DISPLAY processor.
12.4.4 CLASS, SUBCLASS, AND FIELD DEFINITIONS
Both test and designated fields are optional input to DISPLAY.
If no test fields are input, the ground truth summaries will be
for training fields. When input, test fields must be identified
with a previously defined class or subclass. All test class,
subclass, and field definitions begin immediately following the
*END control card and are terminated by the $END control card.
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Formats for the CLASS, SUBCLASS, and field definition cards are
defined in section 3.2.3. The following example shows test fidld
input to DISPLAY. Note that test fields are identified by
Classes; that is, each NALMEIr NAME2, NAME3 l etc., must match the
name of a class defined in either STAT or ISOCLS and used in
CLASSIFY.
$DISPLAY
(Control cards)
*END
CLASS NAMEl
Field 1 Vertices
Field 2 Vertices
CLASS NAME2
Field 3 Vertices
Field 4 Vertices
Field 5 Vertices
CLASS NAME3
Field 6 Vertices
$END
In the following example, test fields are identified with sub-
classes, in which case each NAME1, NAME2, NAME3, eto., must match
the name of a subclass used in CLASSIFY.
$DISPLAY
(Control cards)
*END
SUBCLASS NAME1
(Test fields for subclass NAMEI)
SUBCLASS NAME2
(Test fields for subclass NAME2)
$END
Note that actual name 'must not exceed four characters.
12-7
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Designated fields are large areas within the classified area
which are unidentifiable or can be specifically identified as
being other than the crop type of interest. This type of field
input is meaningful on l y when the ITS summary report is being
generated for one specific crop type. Pixels within unidenti-
fiable areas are removed from the summaries altogether. Pixels
within the designated "other" areas are counted as other
regardless of how they were classified.
An example of input designated fields follows.
$DISPLAY
(Control cards)
*END
DESIGNATE UNIDE
(Field definitions)
DESIGNATE OTHER
(Field definitions)
$END
If Procedure 1 is to be carried out, the only kinds of fields
that should be input are DO/DU fields. Test fields should not be
input; the counterpart of test fields are the bias correction
dots on the LACIE-formatted dot file. The format of the DO/DU
field cards and the method of input are given in section 3.2.3.
Another usage of designated fields is the specification of a
class name on the DESIGNP,:?E card image. This causes the classi-
fication of pixels in subsequent field defin i tions to be over-
ridden as far as performance summaries are concerned.
The user may input any combination of the three types of
designat-ad fields.
12.5 CARD OUTPUT
No cards are output by the DISPLAY processor.
12.6 RESTRICTIONS
The system-related restrictions given in section 24 apply to this
processor.
12.7 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for this processor are presented in
appendix I.
i F
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TABLE 12-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR DISPLAY
Parameter and
Keyword (a)	 default values (b)	 Function
Required cards
MAPTAP	 II\IPUT/UNIT=n,rILE=m 	 Unit and file number of
(us , ually n=2,m=l) 	 classification map.
*END	 Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END
	
	
Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
Optional cards
SYMBOLS	 SlIS2f•••fSk Assigns	 symbols Sl,S2, 0#0	 Sk
k = number of sub- to	 subclasses	 1,2,•••,k,
classes on MAPTAP respectively.
Default:
ArBrC,Dr,,,rZ,—rJ,,1r
/1-,*1+,$,'1,=,0,blank,
comma,period,blank,/
OPTION	 OUTLINE Outlines training fields
Default:
	
Training with asterisks;	 has no
fields are not effect on test fields.
outlined. (Test fields are always
outlined with	 "+"	 symbol.)
OPTION	 NOMAP Instructs the processor not
Default:	 Map to print a map of the data;
printed only a performance Summary
is printed.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10,
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
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TABLE 12--1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
OPTION	 STAT
Default: No statis-
tics printed
Function
Prints statistics for sub-
classes used in the previous
CLASSIFY run. These statis-
tics are saved on MAPTAP,
Initiates the option of
printing the ITS summary
report for the crop indi-
cated. Name must match a
category, class, or sub-
class name used in CLASSIFY.
The total acreage in the ITS
is X; the acreage of the crop
named on the CROP control,
card is Y; and the acreage
of all other crop types in
the ITS is Z. X, Y, and Z
are floating-point numbers.
This input is meaningful
only if the CROP control
card is input.
Name of the ITS; used in
printing the heading for
the ITS summary report.
Procedure used in classifi-
cation of ITS; printed in
the heading for the ITS
summary report.
CROP
	
NAME
Default: No ITS
report
ACREAGE	 TOTAL=X,CROP=Y,
OTHER=Z
SITE	 Any 24 characters
Default: Blanks
PROCEDURE
	
Any 60 characters
Default: Blanks
12-11
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TABLE 12-l.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
ANALYST
	
Any 18 characters
Default: Blanks
THRESHOLD	 Tl,T2,•••,Tk
k = number of sub-
classes on MAPTAP
Default: No
thresholding
Function
Name of the data analyst;
printed in the heading for
the ITS summary report.
Uses the threshold values
Tl,T2,•••,Tk for subclasses
1,2,• ► • ,k, respectively;
thresholds must be positive
floating-point numbers.
One value must be specified
for each subclass on the
MAPTAP file. Thresholds
may also be specified in
the following format:
N1*Tl,N2*T21...
where N 1 and N 2 are integers
which specify how many con-
secutive times the corre-
sponding thresholds should
be used.
For the THRESHOLD VALUE
option, the numbers input
on the THRESHOLD cards are
the actual values to be
used for thresholding
( i .e ., T1 =10,02 means that
the threshold value for
subclass 1 is 10.02).
1
i
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TABLE 12-1.- Continued.
'	 Parameter and
Keyword	 default values Function
For the CHI SQUARE and
FISHER options,	 the numbers
are input on the confidence
levels	 (i.e.,	 T 1=0.99 means
that the user wants to
retain 99% or reject 1%). 
For the EMPIRICAL option,
the numbers input on these
cards are percentages.
OPTION	 THRESHOLD VALUE Uses the numbers input on
Default: c the THRESHOLD control card
for the actual threshold
values.
OPTION	 CHI SQUARE Computes thresholds from the
Default: c chi-square distribution
using the confidence levels
input on the THRESHOLD
control card.
OPTION
	 EMPIRICAL Computes the empirical
Default: c threshold values using the
percentages input on the
THRESHOLD control card.
cIf the THRESHOLD control card is input, one of the four options
(CHI SQUARE,	 FISHER,	 EMPIRICAL, or THRESHOLD VALUE) should be
i,,-.)ut also.	 If the OPTION card
	 is omitted and the THRESHOLD
card is input, chi square is assumed.
	 If more than one THRESH-
OLD option is input, only the last one read will be performed.
12-13
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TABLE 12-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
OPTION FISHER Computes thresholds from the
Default: c Fisher F-distribution using
the confidence levels input
on the THRESHOLD control
card.
OPTION PLOT Plots the empirical distri-
bution functions obtained
from the cumulative histo-
grams of Q i for each
subclass.
OPTION FILTER Performs four--nearest-
Default:	 Spatial neighbors spatial filtering
filtering is not on the classified image.
performed.
OPTION PCT Prints a performance summary
Default:	 Perform- on a per-field as well as a
ance summary printed per-class basis for ground
for classes only truth fields
	
( i .e . ,	 training
or test fields within the
classified image).
c If the THRESHOLD control card is input, one of the four options
(CHI SQUARE, FISHER, EMPIRICAL, or THRESHOLD VALUE) should be
input also. If the OPTION card is omitted and the THRESHOLD
card is input, chi square is assumed. If more than one THRESH-
OLD option is input, only the last one read will be .performed.
12-14
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TABLE 12-, 1 . - Continued
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
FORMAT	 NAME
Default: No output
classification map
is generated by
DISPLAY.
Function
If NAME=UNIVERSAL, the out-
put classification tape
(MAPUNT) will be generated
in the Universal format. If
NAME=LARSYS, the MAPUNT tape
will be generated in the
LARSYS II/III format.
Special cards, for Procedure 1 or LIST
(Label Identification from Statistical Tabulation)
Unit and file number of
ground truth dot file.
Unit and file number of
dot file labeled by the
Patterson-Pitt-Thadani
discrimination procedure
or any LACIE-formatted
labeled dot file.
GTUNIT	 UNIT=n,FILE=m
(usually n=23,m=1)
Default: None
PPUNIT	 UNIT=n,FILE=m
(usually n=27,m=1)
Default: None
r
i
f
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TABLE 12- 1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
AIUNIT UNIT=n,FILEnm Unit and file number of
(usually n= 28,m=1) AI-labeled dot file.
Default:	 None (NOTE:	 Inclusion of any
of the GTUNIT, PPUNIT, or
AIUNIT cards initiates dot
label comparison with
machine classification
results.	 In normal proc-
essing, the AIUNIT card
would be present.	 This
card replaces the DOTFIL
card previously used in
the DISPLAY processor.)
NAME One-character name Category name of the cate-
of selected category gory of interest if LIST-
Default:	 S type reports are needed.
ALPHA Fl,F2 Floating-point weighting
Default:	 0.5,0.5 factors used in bias correc-
tion reports.
Ancillary cards
HEDl, HED2, nATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
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Figure 12-1.-- Functional flow chart for the DISPLAY processor.
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13. DATA TRANSFORMATION PROCESSOR -- DATATR
13.1 PROCEDURES
The DATATR processor transforms images from the MSS data file.
The affine transformation = performed on user-defined fields
according to the following formula:
z = Bx + b	 (13-1)
where
z = a k--by-1 transformed data vector
k < 16
B = a k-.by-n input transformation matrix (see section 3.2.4.2)
n < 30
x = an n-by-1 data vector
b = a k-by-1 bias vector (see BIAS control card, table 13-1)
To determine the type of rescaling to be done on the transformed
data, the user must provide the RESCALE control card. (Control
cards are listed in table 13-1.) Otherwise, the transformed data
will be clipped at 0 and 255. To rescale the data, the following
equation is used.
Y l = 255 x IMIN i
	zip
	
(13-2)
z
	
1
where
Yi
	= rescaled transformed data point for channel i
Ri	 = range of component i [MAXi - MINi]
MAXI = maximum value for component i
r.	 MINi = minimum value for component i
Zi
	= transformed data point for channel i
	 w
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The user may obtain the parameters Ri and MINi in one of three
ways: the histogram method, the statistical method, or user
input. Figure 13-1 shows the functional flow of the DATATR
processor. The method and control cards associated with each
method are defined below.
13.1.4 HISTOGRAM (DEFAULT) METHOD
A histogram of a segment of the transformed image is performed to
find the Ri and MINi for ea i. component of the transformed data.
If the user-defined field is smaller than 2000 pixels, all pixels
are used in the histogram; otherwise, the following formula is
used to determine the line and sample increments needed to obtain
2000 points for the histogram.
where
a = increment ( integer)
M = number of samples
N = number of lines
In deriving an approximate range for the transformed data, the
user may specify a percentage of points to be excluded from the
upper and lower tails of the histogram by using the PEROUT con-
trol card. If not so specified, 2.5 percent of the points on
each end of the distribution are excluded when determining the
MAXi and MINi values of the central 95 percent of the transformed
data distribution.
Optionally, the user may specify the maximum expected data value
for each channel n of the input data vector x. Otherwise, the
maximum data value for each channel is set at 255.
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13.1.2 STATISTICAL METHOD
Activated by the RESCALE and MODULE FILE (or MODULE CARDS)
control cards, the statistical method is applied to derive an
approximate MAX I and MINi value for each component i. Using the
subclass statistics, an approximate Ri is computed using
equations (13-4) and (13-5).
Let	 ai = MAX.(a + kal)	 (13-4)
and
	
ai = 
MINj(_$i - ka' ji )	 (13-5)
where
i = 1, ••• ,m components of z
j = 1, ••• ,w subclasses
= transformed mean of the ith component of subclass j
k = an integer specified by the user (see LAM control card)
a i = standard deviation of the i th component of subclass j com-
puted fcom the transformed covariance matrix for subclass j
The approximate range of each component will be
R  = a i - d i
	i = 1, ••• ,m	 (13-6)
and	 MIN  = d i
	(13-7)
The complete transformation, including rescaling, to be performed
`	 on each pixel of the original image is
Yi = 2255 x I a i	 (BX + b i )I	 (13-8)
i
where
b i = i th element of the bias vector b
I
f'
I
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Optional. control cards that may be used in conjunction with the
statistical method are SUBCLASS, LAM, PEROUT, OPTION ORIG, and
OPTION TRANSF. Their functions, as well as those of other con-
trol cards, are described in table 13-1.
13.1.3 USER-INPUT METHOD
The usev may input his or her own scaling parameters by means of
the OPTION SCAFAC control card or use input from a previous
execution of DATATR in which the computed scaling parameters
CON i (= 255 ),MIN i were punched on cards using the OPTION PUNCH
i
control card.
The transformed or transformed and rescaled data are output in
either Universal or LARSYS II/III format. The option is con-
trolled by the FORMAT control card.
A line-printer plot of the histogram (frequency distribution of
the transformed/rescaled data) is printed. If applicable, the
MAXI and MIN i are printed.
13.2 INPUT FILES
An HISS data file must be input to the DATATR processor. The
assignment defaults to logical unit 11; however, by input of the.
DATA control card, the user may assign any available logical
unit. (See t-A hle 4-1 for file assignments and section 3.1, Image
Tapes, for further information on format.)
13.3 OUTPUT FILES
a
The transformed or transformed and rescaled data are output on
the TRFORM unit (default: 14) in either Universal or LARSYS II/
III format.
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13.4 SCRATCH FILES
The DATATR processor does not use scratch files.
13.5 CARD INPUT
All system card file input formats referred to in this section
are defined in section 3.
13.5.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The keyword for the processor card is left justified beginning in
column 1, thus,
$DATATR
This keyword directs the system monitor routine to select the
DATATR processor and initiates loading of routines used by
DATATR:
13.5.2 SPECIAL SYSTEM FILES
The B-matrix file discussed in section 3.2.4.2 must be input,to
this processor. The deck may be obtained from a previous execu-
tion of SELECT. If a statistics file is to be used, it can be
either a SAVTAP file or a module STAT deck.
13.5.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 13-1 lists the control cards and available options for the
DATATR processor.
13.5.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
See section 3.2.3 for the format of field definition cards. At
least one field definition card must immediately follow the *END
	
i
control card. An output file is created for each field defini-
tion input and is written on unit 14. Each of these fields con-
sists of a rectangular field which encompasses the vertices of
13-5
the input field. All pixels within the rectangular output field
but outside the input field are set equal to zero. The lines and
samples will be numbered consecutively from 1.
13.6 CARD OUTPUT
The DATATR processor, via the OPTION PUNCH control card, outputs
the computed scaling parameters on cards. Two pairs of scaling
parameters are punched on each card; i.e., each punched card con-
tains the scaling parameters for two components of the trans-
formed data. The cards must be used in the same order as
punched. Their formats and definitions are as follows. The num-
ber of cards is deterii ► ined by the number of components.
Columns	 Format	 Definition
	
1-6	 A6	 OPTION
	
11-17	 A7	 SCAFAC=
	
18-27	 A1,F9.3,F9.3,A1	 (CONI,MIN,) where CON 1=255/Rl , Rl is
the range of component 1, and MIN, is
the minimum value for component 1.
Parentheses must be input.
	
28-37
	
Al,F9.3,F9.3,A1
	 (CON2,MIN2) where CON 2-255/R2 , R2 is
the range of component 2, and MIN 2 is
the minimum value for component 2.
Additional pairs are recorded on
succeeding cards.
13.7 RESTRICTIONS
The system-related restrictions in section 24 apply to this
processor.
The maximum number of channels allowed is 30, and the maximum
number of components in the transformed vector is 16.
i
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13.8 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for the DATATR processor are listed by
,
subroutine in appendix 1.
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TABLE 13-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR DATATR
Parameter and
Keyword	 (a) default values	 (b) Function
Required cards
B-MATRIX CARDS or FILE CARDS indicates that the
B-matrix is on cards imme-
diately following.	 FILE
indicates that the B-matrix
is on file and initiates
input of the 6MFILE.
*END Blank Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END Blank Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
Optional cards
DATA UNIT=n,FILE=n n is the number of the For-
Default:	 n=ll,m=1 ,tran logical unit to which
the MSS data file has been
assigned; m-1 is the number
of files to be skipped on
the unit.
s
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10) .
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Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
BIAS	 b1,b21••*,bM
N*b1,KbN+lr...fbM
M < 16
Default: bi=0.0.
TABLE 13-l.- Continued.
RESCALE	 Blank
MAXPT
	 Ml,M21•••,Mk
k < 30
Default:	 255,255,...
Function
All b i 's are decimal
(floating-point) numbers,
separated by commas; they
comprise the bias vector to
be applied to the transfor-
mation of the input data
set:
z = Bx + b
N or K is the number of
times a certain b i is
repeated. M is the number
of components in the trans-
formed data set.
Initiates rescaling of the
transformed data to the
range of 0 to 255. If not
present, the data are simply
clipped at 0 and 255.
Maximum expected value of
MSS data for each channel.
M's are integers used in
deriving an approximate
range (MINi,MAXi) of the
transformed data set for
the histogram method of
rescai ing .
13-9
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TABLE 13-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
	
Function
PEROUT	 N	 An integer which specifies
Default: N= 5	 the percentage of points to
be deleted from the extremes
of the transformed data
distribution in computing an
approximate range for
rescaling. For the histo-
gram method of rescaling,
N/2 percent is deleted from
each of the tails of the
histogram, leaving the cen-
tral 95 Percent. For the
statistical method of
rescaling, N percent is
deleted from each of the
tails of the distribution,
leaving the central
90 percent.
MODULE	 CARDS
Default: If RESCALE
is input, the histo-
gram method is
assumed.
MODULE	 FILE
Default: If RESCALE
is input, the histo-
gram method is
assumed.
Initiates reading of the
module STAT file that must
immediately follow this
card; if rescaling is per-
formed, it initiates the
statistical method.
Initiates reading of the
SAVTAP file; if rescaling is
performed, it initiates the
statistical method.
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TABLE 13-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword -	default values	 Function
STATFILE	 UNIT-nIFILE=m	 n is the number of the For-
Default: n=20,m=1	 tran logical unit to which
the SAVTAP file has been
assigned; m-1 is the number
of files to be skipped on
the unit.
(NOTE: if a module STAT
file is input, m is the
number of the file on which
to store the training sta-
tistics. if m ^ 1, this
control card must precede
the module STAT deck.)
SUBCLASSES	 SJIS21••PSk	 integers which define a
k < number of	 subset of subclasses
subclasses on
	 SlIS2, 04. ' Sk from the input
SAVTAP < 60	 statistics file (SAVTAP)
Default: Statistics	 to be used in calculating
for all subclasses
	
the scaling factors and
defined are used in
	
approximating Ri.
calculating the
scaling factors.
LAM	 N	 An integer multiplied by the
Default: N=2	 standard deviations of the
input subclass statistics to
derive an approximate range
for resealing the trans-
formed data.
13-11
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TABLE 13-1	 Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
OPTION	 ORIO
Default; No statis-
tics printout
OPTION	 TRANSF
Default: No statis-
tics printout
OPTION
	
SCAFAC~(CONI,MINI)j
(CON2,MIN2)1•••1
( COlyi ,MINi)
Default.: Histogram
method of rescaling
OPTION	 PUNCH
Default: No cards
punched
Function
Initiates the printout of
the origiiajl (untransformed)
statistics for the sub-
classes input for the sta-
tistical rescaling method.
Initiates the printout of
the transformed statistics.
CON and MIN are floating-
point values separated by a
comma. Blanks between the
two values are ignored. The
scaling parameters should be
ordered according to the
transformed data vector
components.
Directs the program to punch
the scaling parameters
(CONi,MINi) on cards.
TROUT	 UNIT-n,FILE =m 	 n is the number of the For-
Default: None
	 tran logical unit assigned
to TRFORM; m-1 is the number
of files to skip before
writing TRFORM.
FORMAT	 OUTPUT=UNIVERSAL
Default: LARSYS II/
III
The transformed data will be
output in Universal format.
13-12
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TABLE 13-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
,KeKwLord	 default values
11
FORMAT	 OUTPUT=LARSYS
Default: LARSYS II/
III
Function
The transformed data will be
output in LARSYS II/III
format.
Ancillary cards
HED1 1
 HED2r DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
r?')
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Figure 13-1.- Functional fl , chart for the DATATR processor.
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14. STATISTICS TRANSFORMATION PROCESSOR .-..TRSTAT
The TRSTAT processor will read a SAVTAP file or card deck gener-
ated by STAT or ISOCLS, perform a linear transformation on the
means and covariances, and output the transformed statistics on a
new file (fig. 14-1). The equation for the linear transformation
of the means is as follows:
u" = Au + b	 (14-1)
where
P 1
 = a k-by-1 tran7formed mean vector
k < 16
A = a k-by-n matrix (see section 14.4.2)
n < 30
u = an n-by-1 mean vector
b = a k-by-1 bias vector (see card type 4, section 14.4.2)
The equation for the linear transformation of the covariances is
as follows:
K' = AKA 	 (14-2)
where
K' = a k--by-k transformed covariance matrix
K = an n-by-n covariance vector.
AT
 = an n-by-k transpose of A
14.1	 INPUT FILES
A set of statistics must be input either from the SAVTAP file or
by cards. (See STATFILE or MODULE control card, table 14-1.)
14-1
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14-2 OUTPUT FILES
The transformed statistics are output on a file in the SAVTAV,
format. (See section 4.1 and STATFILE control card.)
14.3 SCRATCH FILES
The TRSTAT processor uses no scratch files.
14.4 CARD INPUT
All system formats referred to in this section are defined in
sections 3 and 14.4.2.
3-4-4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$TRSTAT
This card directs the system monitor routine to execute the TRSTAT
processor and initiates loading of routines used by TRSTAT.
14.4.2 A--MATRIX FILE
The A-matrix file is composed of a transformation matrix and an
additive bias vector. Its format is shown below. For additional
information on the transformation matrix, see section 3.2.4.2.
Card type	 Columns Format
1-8 A8
6-7 12
13-14 12
17-80 12
Definition
Keyword A-MATRIX
Number of linear combinations
Number of channels
Actual channels used combination*
The chaannels in the B-ma-E rixdescribed ai n'section 3-2-4-2 beginin column 18.
14-2
Card ty2e	 Columns Format Definition
6-20 E15.6 Element I of A-matrix
(column 1,
	 row 1)
21-35 F115.8 Element 2 of A-matrix
(column 1, row
60-80 E15.8 Element 5 of :N-matrix (Five values
are entered on each card until the
full matrix has been entered.)
4	 6-20 E15.8 Element I of b-vector*
22 1-35 E15-8 Element 2 of b-vector
66-80 E15.8 Element 5 of b-vector (Five values
are entered on each card until the
computer vector of N linear
combinations has been entered.)
14.4.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 14-1 lists the control cards and available options for the
TRSTAT processor.
14-4.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
No field definition cards are input to TRSTAT.
14.5 CARD OUTPUT
The transformed statistics dock will be output In the same format
as the module STAT card file.
I
*Unlike the B-matrix described in section 3.2.4. 12,
 the A-`matrix_
file contains the additive vector.
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14.6 RESIRICTIONS
The SYSLem-related restrictions in section 214 apply, to this
processor.
Tile maximui,.i dimension of the A-matrix is 16 by 30 1 and the maxi-
mum number of elements in the additive fi-vek^tor is 30.
14.7 DIAGNOSTIC HVSSAGES	
I
Diagnostic messages fur the TRSTAT PVOOOSSOr are presented in
appendix I.	 1
A
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TABLE 14 • 1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR TRSTAT
Parameter and
Keyword (a)	 default values (b) 	 Function
Required cards
CHANNELS	 NIIN2'•••rNk
	
N's are integer channel num-
k - number of matrix	 begs referring to the SAVTAP
channels < 30	 file. The number of chahnels
requested from SAVTAP must be
equal to the number of chan-
nels on the A-matrix file.
A-MATRIX	 Blank	 -Initiates input of the
A-matrix and b-vector. The
A-matrix card images imme-
diately follow this card.
*END	 Blank	 Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END	 Blank	 Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
9
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10) .
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TABLE 14-l.- Continued.
Parameher and
Keyword default values Function
Optional cards
STATFILE INPUT/UNIT=nfFILE-m n is the number of the For-
OUTPUT/UNIT-t,FILES-S tran logical unit to which
Default:	 n-20,m-1, the file containing the sta-
t-20,s-1 tistics to be transformed
has been assigned; m-1 is
the number of files to be
skipped on the unit;	 4 is
the number of the Fortran
logical unit to which the
transformed statistics are
to be output; and s-1 is the
number of files to skip on
the unit before writing the
SAVTAP file.
MODULE Blank initiates input of the module
STAT deck, which immediately
follows this card.
SUBCLASSES SlrS2r•••,Sk Transforms statistics for
k < number of only subclasses	 SI ,S 2 , ... rSk-
subclasses on
SAYTAP < 60
Default:	 Statistics
for all subclasses
defined
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TABLE 14-1.- ConQluded.
Parameter and
default values	 Function
PjO fT P punches the transformed
statistio,s t 0 prints the
original statistics; and
T prints the transformed
statistics.
Keyword
OPTION
Ancillary cards
HEDl t HED2 1 DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
0
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TRSTAT
INPUT CONTROL CARDS
INPUT A-MATRIX FILE
INPUT STAT FILE
TRANSFORM MEANS
USING 8-VECTOR
TRANSFORM COVARIANCES
USING A-MATRIX
OUTPUT TRANSFORMED
STATISTICS FILE
END
Figure 14-1,-- Functional flow chart for the TRSTAT processor.
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15. N--DIMENSIONAL HISTOGRAM PROCESSOR — NDHIST
The NDHIST procefisor computes an	 histogram of areas
of the MSS data file for which the is-;­. , Iiaa requested scatter
plots. The user specifies pixel dimensions by the plotting
channels. The histogrammed pixels are output on the NHSTUN file,
which is written as an interface to the SCTPRL processor.
15.1 PROCEDURES
The number of channels (dimensions) used in histogramming is
specified by means of the CHANNELS control card defined in
table 15-1. The plotting channels are the primary input chan-
nels. The color channels are for further delineation of the
frequency in histogramming.
When n is greater the=m, Zr the SCTRPL processor must be directed
to reduce the dimensionality to 2 by means of a linear
transformation.
The order of the pixels on the output fnterface file is deter-
mined by the plotting channels. The frequency of each such pixel
is determined as % function of the color channels (if input) and
the plotting channels.
The color assignment for each scatter plot point may be set by
the NDHIST Or SCTRPL processor. If applicable, the color codes
are output on the NHSTUN file. The color codes may be set using
the following information.
a. The original radiance values of the pixel (see CHANNELS con-
trol card, table 15-1).
b. The mean vector of the cluster or subclass to which the pixel
was assigned during clustering or classification. in exer-
cising this option, the uset must input a classification or
15-1V '.
lk ^
cluster map (see MAPFIL control card, table 15-1) to this
processor. To execute the SCTRPL processor, a SAVTAP file
related to the MAPUNT must be input (see CHANNELS and
STATFILE cntrol cards, section 16, table 16-1), The sub-
class or cluster numbers assigned to the pixel during clas-
sitication or clustering are stored on the NHSTUN filar
passed to the SCTRPL processor, and used for retrieving tale
means from the SAVTAP file.
c. The mean vector of the test or training field from which the
pixel was extracted (see OPTION MEANS -.,rd, table 15-1).
d. User-defined colors (see COLOR control card, table 16-1).
e. From any pass on the MSS data file when using multitemporal
Landsat data (see CHANNELS control card, table
ThA areas selected for histoqramming are defined by test and/or
training fields. The manner in which the fields are collected or
grouped for histogramming is user controlled by input parameters.
The data vectors may be histogrammed collectively at the class,
subclass, or per-field level. The maximLun number of fields input
at any level is 200, and the maximum number of unique data vec-
tors accumulated at any level is 12 000 divided by one-fourth the
number of plotting channels.
A functional flow diagram of the NDHIST processor is given in
figure 15-1.
15.2 INPUT FILES
An MSS data file must be input to the NDHIST processor, The
assignment defaults to logical unit 11; however, by input of the
DATA control card, the user may assign any available logical
unit. (See table 4-1 for file assignments and section 3.1, Image
Tapes, for further information.) optionally, a classification or
cluster MAPUNT file may be input (see MAPFIL control card),
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15.3 OUTPUT FILES
An NHSTUN file is always output. It is an interface to the
SCTRPL processor and must be assigned to tape or disk. No file-
skipping capability is available; the first file created is
always file 1. (See HISFIL control card, table 15-1.)
15.4 SCRATCH FILES
The NDHIST processor dynamically assigns ranlom access disk
storage for the histogram counters, color codes, identification
information, and (optionally) the pixel assivnment from the
classified or clustered image file (MAPUNT).
15.5 CARD INPUT
15.5.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$NDHIST
This card directs the system monitor routine to selact the NDHIST
processor and initiates loading of all the NDHIST routines into
the system.
15.5.2 SYSTEM CARD FILES
No special system card decks are required fou the NDHIST
processor.
15-5.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 1.5-1 lists the control cards and available options for the
NDHIST processor.
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15.5.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
The field cards, which immediately follow the *END control card,
define the areas to be histogrammed, and the OPTION control card
determines the level of histogramming. The fields may be ordered
in one of four ways;
a. As input to STAT (section 8.4.4)
b. -As input to ISOCLS (section 9.5.4)
c. As input to CLASSIFY (section 11.5.4)
d. Individually, as input by the user (section 3.2.3)
For example
*END
CLASS	 WHT
SUBCLASS	 WHT1
(Field card 1)
	
1
(Field card 2)
SUBCLASS	 WHT2
( Field card 3)
CLASS	 NtWHT
SUBCLASS	 NWHI
( Field card 4)
SUBCLASS	 NWH2
(Field c<;Y:d 5)
SUBCLASS	 NWH3
(Field card 6)
(Field card 7)
$END
If the histogram is accumulated on a class basis, fields 1, 2,
and 3 are histogrammed collectively and output as data file 1;
and fields 4, 5, 6, and 7 are histogrammed collectively and
output as data file 2.
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if the histogram is accumulated on a subclass basia, tields 1
and 2 are hiahoqrammed collectively and output as klata file 1;
kield 3 is histogrammed and output. as data file 2; field 4 is
histoe3rammed and output as data tile 3; field 5 is histoqammo i
and output as data file 4; and fields 6 and 7 are histoqrammod
collectively And otttaut as data fijL% B.
if the histo(Iram is performed oil a por-field basis, each field is
histc)qramiped separately and output to a file, makinq a total of
seven data files ortiate-d -
oil a oum" I-Ative histogram, a maximum of 200 fields, maj► be- input.
Soo section 3.2..3 for format of the field dofini'.-Aon 7arO.
15.6 OARD OUTPUT
The NDHIST processor Joes not provide punched card output.
15.7 RESTRICTIONS
Tile system-rolatod restrictions in section 24 apply to this proc-
essor. Other restrictions are as follows,
a
	
A maximum of 1.6 channels may b(N histogrammod
b. A maximum oe 4 channels, may bed 	 for color cedes
C. Tile WAxiMUM of unique vectors to be histokjrammod is
11 <	 12 000ITT—F aim-66 —r —o r-6 6 —ann-FU--.) (15-1)
d. A MaXillikIIII Of 4000 Words Of Storage is allowed for storinv] the
MSS data - The equation tor computinq the maximum numbf,^r of
pixels is
n
4000
Lnumbor of ohannels(numbor of samples -Viler scan rl—ReM
( 15-21 )
15.8 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for the NDHIST processor are listed with
explanations in appendix T.
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TABLE 15-1.- CONTR0111 k:ARDS FOR MMAM"',T
Parameter and
Keyword (a)	 default values M	 Function
required cards
CHANNELS	 PLOTaNlIN,it ... iNIt
I M 16
COLORwM I t M,,
J < 4
*END	 Blank
The N's are the channel  for
determining the positio:^i
(PLOT-) of the pixels to be
output on NUSTUN. If 14 12
N, is the sample location
and N ,  the line location on
the sQatter plot. 1 41E V-2
the pixels must be trans-
formed to two components in
the SCTRPL procossor; oom-
ponent 1 wall, 	 the sam-
ple looition and component 2
the line location, The M's
are the channels for the
color codes. If the COLOR
channels are inputs the his-
togram is a function 
of 
both
the PLOT and COLOR channels;
if the COLOR channels are
omitted, the histogram is a
function of only the PLOT
channels. (See section 16
for further information.)
Signals the end of the con-
trol cards.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
'The parameter values are in card columns 11 through 721 (beginningin any column past 10).
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PIC
': ,ABLE 15-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
SEND	 Blank	 Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
ational cards
DATA	 UNIT-n,F11,E=n	 n is the number of the log-
Default: n-Ilem-1 ical unit assigned to the MSS
data file; m-1 is the number
of filoo to be skipped on the
unit.
MAPFIL UNIT=n, FILE =m n is the number of the log-
Default: N
	
..v. ica].
	
-Unj."t	 assignek-11	 to	 the
MAPUNT file; M-1 is the num-
ber of files to be skipped
on the unit.	 (The order'of
the fields to be histogrammed
must correspond to the order
of the clustered or classi-
fied, fields on the
	 input
MAPUNT file.)
HISFIL UNIT=N N is the number of the log-
Default: N-4 ioal unit assigned to the
NHSTUN file.
OPTION CLASS Fields will be histogrammed
Default: Field basis on the basis of classes.
OPTION SUBCLS Fields will be histogrammed
Default: Field basis on the basis of subclasses.
OPTION FIELD Fields will be histogrammed
on a per-field basis.
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TABLE 15-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
OPTION	 MEANS
Function
The means of each field will
be computed for the COLOR
channels on the CHANNELS card
and output on the NHSTUN
file.
Ancillary cards
HEAT, HED-1 t
 DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
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fie
J
"ATW
MIST	 HIST. t I
o,t" 330
vES
N
N
"CM
WAVO >
YES
J4
Z.j i
Ts49t R - Q"	 NT C I I C,
L
	
n number of unique vectors
A	 n number of channels	 WRI re
x	 data vector
N	 number of vectors
RETURN
Figure 15-1.— Functional flow chart for the NDHIST processor.
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16. SCATTER PLOT PROCESSOR — SCTRPL
The SCTRPL processor reads the NHSTUN file written by the NDHIST
processor, determines the location of each unique data vector on
the scatter plot, and outputs a spectral plot in Universal
format. A scatter plot is created and output for each file
stored on the NHSTUN.
The location (line and sample intersection) of each pixel on the
two-axis scatter plot will be computed using either the radiance
values or two linear combinations of radiance values. (This
option is controlled in the MUST processor by the CHANNELS
control card, table 15-1.)
If the data vector is to be transformed (see B-MATRIX control
card,, table 16 -1)r the followina equation and conditions will be
applied:
Y = Bx + a
where
y - a 2-by-1 vector
B - a 2-by-n matrix
n < 16
x - an n-by-1 vector
c - a 2-by-1 vector
(16-1)
If the transformed data are to be resealed (see SCALE control
card, table 16-1), the following equation will be applied:
(Hl i	 x- LOi)
Y i	 R	 IMINi	 Zil (16-2)
^)C'o
where
Yi
	* rescaled transformed data value for (-.hanne.1 i
Hl i 	an input parameter for the upper rescale limit for
channel i
LO i 	an input parameter for the lower rescale limit for
channel i
4
Ri	 = range fov channel i (MAXi - MINil
MAXi - maximum value for channel i
MIN, - minimum value for channel i
Z i 	= transformed data point for channel i
The scatter plot is created and output line by line. All the
pixels belQnging to %ft. linej as determined by the second coordi-
nate of the pixel, are collected; and, in the sample location
determined by the first coordinate, the color assignment and
frequency of occurrence of each pixel are output as channels 1
through nj where n is the channel number of the frequency. [See
procedures for NDHIST processor (section 15.1) for definition of
color assignments.)
The user controls the dimensions of the output file by using the
following input control cards, which are defined in greater
detail in table 16-1 (the control cards for the SCTRPL processor)
and table 15-1 (the control cards for the NDHIST processor).
I
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Keyword	 Pararr
Si""E XSI"-129
SIZE YSIvx65
SIzt. XHIGH=128
SIZE XLOW-0
SIZE YHIGH-64
SIZE YLOW=Q
CHANNELS	 PLOT=314,C(
In this case., the output file will conta3
a. 129 sample per line with a maximum c
b. 65 lines per file with a maximum elate
c. 5 channels with channels 1 through 4 containing the color
pixel (determined by channels 5, 6 1 7, and 8 on CHANNELS
control card) and channel 5 the frequency.
The position of each point on the output file is determined by
the radiance values of the plotting channels, 3 and 4.
If a MAPUNT file containing the subclass or cluster numbers has
been input to the NgHIST processor, either a SAVTAP file related
to the MAPUNT file must be input (see STATFILE control card) or
the user must input the color codes on cards (see COLOR control
card).
Optionally, a line-printer pixel-frequency scatter plot will be
output (see PIXPLT control card). The frequency of occurrence or
loci of frequency of occurrence will be represented by a symbol
(see SYMBOL control card). The location of the symbol on the
plot will be determined by the radiance value of the pixel. If
the data have been transformed, then the data must be resealed to
exercise this option.
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A functiona l. flow diagram of the SCTRVL processor is given in
figure 16-1.
16.1 I N K'T F I
-
I E S
The NHSTUN file created by NDHIST must be input. (See the HISFIL
control card and appendix E for format of the NHSTUII tape.)
The SAVTAP file created by the STAT or ISOCLS processor may be
input. (See the STATFILE control Qard and section 4.1 for a
description of the file.)
16.2 OUTPUT FILES
A multifile Universal-formatted tape or disk containing the
scatter plots (with color keys) -;ill be output. (see the scrRUN
control card and apperAix 'H for file format.)
16.3 SCRATCH FILES
The program dynamically assigns random access disk storage for
scratch files.
16.4 CARD INPUT
16-4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
The processor keyword is left justified starting in column 1,
thus,
$SCTRPL
This card directs the system monitor routine to select the SCTRPL
processor and initiates loading of all the SCTRPL routines into
	 3
the system.
16 .4 	 STRM CAIRV F I4r ES
The module $TAT and B-matrix card files may be input. See
section 3 for formats.
16.4.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 16-1 lists the aptions and control cards for the SCTRPL
processor.
16-4.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
Field definitions do not apply to this processor.
16.5 CARD OUTPUT
The SCTRPL processor does not provide punched card output.
16.6 RESTRICTIONS
In addition to the system-related 	 r ic t ions in section 24, the
following restrictions apply to this processor,
a. If the color codes for the scatter plot tape SCTRUN are to be
principal component (PC) colors, the user must ensure that
the values are positive.
b. The maximum dimension of the B-matrix is 2, by 16,- the maximum
number of elements in additive vector b is 16.
c. The m7ximum number of channels on the output tape SCTRUN is 5.
Color codes are the first n - 1 channels,- the frequency is the
nth channel.
d. The maximum number of channels selected from the SAVTAP file
is 4.
e. The maximum size of the output tape SCTR[JN is 200 samples per
scan line and 200 lines.
a ,
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16.71 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Error messages for the SCTRPL processor are listed by Gobroutine
in app^ndix 1.
0
TABLE 16-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR SCTRPL
t
Parameter and
Keyword (a) defau
'll values	 (b) Function
Required cards
*END Blank Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END Blank Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
optional cards
HISFIL UNIT=N N is the number of the logi-
Default ,
	
N=4 cal unit assigned to the
NHSTUN file.
CHANNELS N1rN21"*(NJ Statistics for,these channels
I < number of chan- will be extracted from the
nels on SAVTAP < 30 SAVTAP file; they must be a
Default:
	 First subset of channels on the
four channels from SAVTAP file.
NHSTUN file
STATFILE UNIT-npFILE=m n is the number of the logi-
Default:	 None cal unit assigned to the
SAVTAP file; m-1 is the num-
ber of files to be skipped
on the unit.
MODULE Blank Initiates the input of the
module STAT deck, which imme-
diately follows this card.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns I through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 107.
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tTABLE 16-1.- Continued.
SCALE	 XMAX=T
Default: XMP.X will
be computed from the
NHSTUN file .c
SCALE	 XMZN=T
Default: XMZN will
be computed from the
NHSTUN file .c
Sv"„ ALE	 YMAX=T
Default: YMAX will
be computed from the
NHSTUN f ile .c
Function
The B-matrix is being input
by cards.
The B-matrix is being input
by file.
Elements of the additive
vector to be used in the
transformation; the T's
are floating-point numbers.
The upper limit for the
transformation of the sample
values (x-axis).  Used when
the B-matrix is applied in
SCTRPL. T is a floating-
point number.
The lower limit for the
transformation of the sample
values (x-axis). Used when
the B-matrix is applied in
V
SCTRPL. T is a floating-
point number.
The upper limit for the
transformation of the line
values (y-axis). -used when
the B-matrix is applied in
SCTRPL. T is a floating-
point number.
Parameter and
Yeyword	 default values
B-MATRIX	 CARDS
Default: None
B-MATRIX	 FILE
Default, None
BVEC	 Tl,T2
Default: T 1=T2=0 .0
ro
c If one of the parameters XMAX. XMZN, YMAX, or YMIN is input, all
four parameters must be input.
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---------- -
.ice
XSI""-N
Default:
YSIZ-N
Default:
XHIGH-N
Default
XSIZ-101
YSI""W101
XHIGII-100
SIZE
S1
SIZE
TABLE 16-1 * - ContinveO.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
SCALF,	 YM1N*T
Default; YMIN will
be computed from the
NIISTUN filOoc
SCALE	 FILE
SCALE	 RESCALE
Default: No
rescaling 
of 
the
transformed data
Function
The lower limit for the
transformation of the line
values (Y-axis). Used when
the 8-matrix is applied in
SCTRPL. T is a floating-
point number.
The scale factors will be
computed from the NHSTUN
file.
Tile transtormed data will be
rescziled to the ranee of
XILIGHe XLOWr YHIGH I and YLOW.
(See SIZE control cards.)
The number of samples p^tr
line to place on the scatter
plot output unit; N < 200.
The number of lines to place
on the scatter plot output
unit; N < 2_00.
The upper limit of the radi-
ance values for the sample
axis (x-axis) of the scatter
Plot; N < 255.
I	 I
cif one of the parameters XMAXe XMIN, YMAX t
 or MIN is input, all
four parameters must be input.
W1
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TABLE 16-1,- Con^inued.
Parameter and
Keyword default values Function
SIZE XLOW=N The lower limit of the radi-
Default:	 XLOW-0 ance values for the sample
axis	 (x-axis) of the scatter
plot;	 0 < N < XHIGH.
SIZE YHIGH*N The upper limit of the radi-
Default:	 YHIGHn lOO ance values for the line axis
(y-axis)	 of the scatter plot;
N < 255.
SIZE YLOWleN The lower limit of the tadi-
Default:	 YLOW=0 ance values for the line axis
(y-axis) of the scatter plot;
0 < N < 1-55.
PLOTAP UNIT-N N is the number of the lugi-,
Default:	 N-1 12 cal unit assigned to the
spectral plot tape.
BCKGND N If N-0, background will be
Default:
	
N=255 black;	 if N=255, background
will be white.
COLOR (ml)F(m,))?­ r(mP) mi=nlfn2," 910,n 21 is	 the color
or -assignment for cluster 1;
L*(ml)'K*(mL+1)1 m	 l2=nn 21 * , *,n,	 is	 the color
••• f(mp) assignment for cluster 2;
P <,	 60 m P =nl,n,,***,n, is the color
Default:	 No user assignment f ,7)r cluster P.
nput of color 0 < n 	 455  and 4 < 4	 L or
codes K is the number of tiiaes a
given color assignment is
repeated.
.I
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TABLF, 16-1.- Con%^luJed.
rarameter and
A2!.Y^Word	 default values
r-'IXPI.T	 FRFQ
nefaulti No printer
plot
Function
Line-printer pixel scatter
plot of the frequency of
occurrence will be printed.
PIXVLT	 LOG	 Line-printer pixel scatter
plot of the log of frequency
of oQcuvrence will be
printed.
VIXPLT	 11 E SC A L F,
Default; No rescal-
ing. XSIZ-101,
Y8121-101; 
the 
range
for X-axis IS
XL0W+ CSI: -I; the
range for y-axis is
YLOW+YS I If,$ - 1 .
SYMBOLS
	
%SljS<)j
	 j'9k
k \ 3
Default:
The froquelicy of Occurrence
of the pixel for the line-
printer scatter plot will be
MSCalOd W ranqO^3 XMIGIII
XLOW I Y1110H, and now. xsiz
will determine the number of
bins on the x-axio; YSIZ I the
number of bins on the y-axis.
(See 8123E control cards.)
Character set separated by
commas, with a maximum of
32 0haraofters. The number
of aymbolsi"2 determines the
number 
of 
bin levels. The
first sot of symbols is
overprinto,d by the second
set. A blank is not a
legitimate character.
A n Sil _Ia Ir. V—^ LI Is
HEDIt IIFM2 t GATE;, COMMSPNT (See table 3-1)
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SCTRPL
N FILEN
 /	 I	 (S(OPTIONAL)
NO	
TRANSFORM DATA VECTORS'
YES
TRANSFORM DATA
NO
-"'C	 RESCALE DATA?
YFS
RESCALE DATA
DETERMINE X AND Y SIN LEVELS
TO WHICH THE PIXEL BELONGS
RETRIEVE COLOR CODE AND
FREQUENCY COUNTERS FOR PIXEL
OUTPUT
SCATTER
PLOT
RETURN
Figure 16-1.-- Functional flow chart for the SCTRPL processor.
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17. DOT DATA PROCESSOR — DOTDATA
17.1 PROCEDURES
' k* ._
in implementing Procedure 1 1 the DOTDATA processor was added to
the system to allow the user to label certain MSS data points
corresponding to pixels (known as dots). The main function of
this processor is to output a file containing the dots of
interest, This file is an interface for three processors,
ISOCLS ? LABEL, and DISPLAY. (Figure 17-1 shows the functional
flow of the DOTDATA processor.)
The dots ara defined by field cards. Any subset of the 409 pos-
sible grid points may be selected by the user. The dots may be
labeled as the file is created or in the LABEL processor. It is
not necessary that all the categories of interest be defined in
this processor.
This processor actually produces two files. Type 1 dots (start-
ing and labeling dots) are written on one file; type 2 dots (bias
correction dots) are written on the other file. As a result, to
change the type of a dot, the analyst must execute this processor
again.
By an OPTION control card, the user may request that the spatial
and spectral information relating to each dot on the file be
printed on the line printer.
17-2) INPUT FILES
This processor requires an MSS data file. The assignment
defaults to logical unit 11; but by input of the DATA Control
card, the user may assign any available logical unit. (See
section 3.1 for further information on format.)
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17.3 OUTPUT FILES
The unformatted WTUNT files are output as an interface for the
processors ISOCLS, LABEL, and DISPLAY. The defaul't for DOTUNT is
logical unit 19. (See appendix F for format of the tape.) The
logical unit and file number can be controlled by the DOTFIL
control card.
17.4 SCRATCH FILES
The DOTDATA processor does not require an additional scratch
file.
17.5 CARD INPUT
17.5.1 PROCESSOR CARD
Tlio nenoo qAnr kovwnrA i g lo£t iustifiad. baoinnino in column 1.
thus,
DOT DATA
This card directs the system monitor routine to select the
DOTDATA processor and causes all the routines used by it to be
loaded into the system.
17.5.2 SYSTEM CARD FILES
The rk)TDATA processor does not use any special input files.
17.5.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 17-1 lists all available options, along with their default
values.
17.5 .4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
The user defines by field card the grid points to extract from
the MSS data file. The order of the field cards determines the
order of the dots in the dot data file, DOTUNT. The analyst will
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need to know the position of the dots t^ define startinki veotovs
in ISOCLS and to label or relabel the dots in LABEL.
As the fields are defined, ttve type for each dot is defined by a
TYPE Card, By option, the analyst may label each dot, by a CLASS
card 
^ If this Card is Omitted, the unlabeled dots should be
labeled by the control card DOTLASEL or excluded from 
the 
set by
the control Card EXCLUDE in th q LASEL j)rOCOS-'-,Or -
An example of a field data set expected by this proQosvor	 ,) I
follows. All names on CLASS cards are read from columns 11
through 15.
* ENT)
TY11F 1
CLASS MIT (optional)
L AB 1 (i -	 %-%	 ^^	 %^N%	 -% —	 1%^	 ^N %v I Lv I I t IV t IV; j	 111V I IV 1 11 1 M
LAB2 (lotlo) r(lor''O) I (190 1 1-1 0) (19 dot*)
CLASS Win (optional)
LAB3 (10110)r(lor5o)r(100150) (10 dots)
TYPE 2
CLASS WHT (optional)
BIA1 (10tlO)e(lO140)1(190t4O) (19 dots)
CLASS NWHT (optional)
BIAZ (lOtlO)O(lOt7O)t(190j7Q) (19 dots)
$END
Two files are written. File I contains 38 MIT dots, followed by
10 NWHT dots; all of which are, type 1 dots . File 2 contains 1^)
WHT dots, followed by 19 MIT cots; all of whioh are type .1 dots.
If 
the CLASS cards were omitted, file I would contain 48
unlabeled type I dots. File 2 would contain 38 unlabeled type '62
dots.
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in both cases, the reference numbers for the dots in file 1
defined by the LAB1 f ield card are 1 through 19, the LAB2 Meld
card reference numbers are 20 through 38, and the LA53 reference
numbers are 38 through 48. The reference numbers for the dots in
file 2 defined by the BIA1 field card are 1 through 19; and by
the BIA1. field card, 20 through 38.
If the LACIE dot input option is selected, there are no TYPE or
CLASS card images. Each input card image has the form
	
DOT	 n
11 
1 j BA)	
i
121	 1 11.
^Z^
') I	 n N
DOT begins in column 1. The dot type (1 or 2) appears in col-
umn 5. A category name appears in columns 8 and 9 (if one
character, it should appear in column 8). in columns 11 through
80, integer dot grid numbers specify individual dots. The
correspondence is as follows:
	
Dot grid number	 Sample	 Line
	
1	 10	 10
	
2	 20	 10
	
19	 190	 10
	
20	 10	 20
	
39	 10	 30
	
209	 190	 110
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The dot cards can appear as a separate file in the format
described • above. This choice is specified by the OPTION U n
card, where n is the Fortran unit number of the file, Further
information on the LACIE-formatted dot file format can be found
in appendix K.
17.6 CARD OUTPUT
DOTDATA does not produce any card decks.
17.7 RESTRICTIONS
System restrictions, presented in section 24, apply to DOTDATA.
17.8 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for the DOTDATA processor are presented with
explanations in appendix I.
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K .
W .
UNITt*n
Default; n-20,mal
MR M xLIMI.Lri
TABLE 17-1,- CONTROL CARDS FOR DOTDATA
Parameter and
Keyword (a)	 default values (b)
	
Function
Required cards
*END
$ END
Integer numbers, separated
by commas, referring to the
channels on the mSs data.
file.
Signals the end of the
control cards.
Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
CHANNELS
	
DATA-Cl'C2'"'rCk
k < 30
optional cards
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit assigned
to the MSS data file, m-1 is
the number of files to be
skipped on the unit.
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit assigned
to the DOTUNT file output by
this processor; m-1 is the
number of files to skip on
the unit before writing the
DOTUNT file.
DOTFIL
	
OUTPUT/UNITwnrFILE=m
Default: n=19,m=1
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns I through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 7Z (beginning
in any column past 10).
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TABLE 17-1.- Concluded.
--I
Parameter and
Kevword	 default values
OPTION	 U n
(normally n-29)
Default: None
OPTION	 LACIE
OPTION	 PRINT
Default: No line-
printer output,.
Function
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit assigned
to the LACIE-formatted dot
file. When this option is
taken, the LACIE-formatted
dot file is used in lieu of
in-line dot cards.
Dot input will be in LAME
format; card images follow
the *END card,
Prints the DOTUNT file
information on the line
printer.
Ancillary cards
HEDlr HED2 1 DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
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MSS
DATAPE
$DOTDATA
SET13
READ CONTROL CARDS
nnrc
uvta
READ FIELD OR
LACIE-FORMATTED
CARDS. EXTRACT DOTS.
BUILD FILE.
DOTUNT
FILE
STOP
Figure 17-1.-- Functional flow chart for the DOTDATA processor.
i
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18. CLUSTER LABELING PROCESSOR — LABEL
ff -'
To aid the analyst in supervising th,6 labeling of the statistics
obtained from the clustering processor ISOCLS, a new technique,
the processor LABEL, was implemeqted.
Two procedures for labeling the statistics are provided — the
k-nearest-neighbor procedure and the all-of-a-kind procedure
(fig. 18-1).
The labels in the dot data file, DOTUNT t or in the previously
labeled statistics file, SAVTAP, may be changed by control card
input (table 18-1) and the updated file output again. Optionally
(1) a conditional or mixed cluster map may be output to tape;
(2) unconditional cluster map may be output in the format
U4.%J	
accept-
	
A—. ui— r%-rc! prA y	ta% #-iA"	 Antiabile wa v^w;;	 K-"rAA	 al -46- ^W--- -- ^ ... - -C, ------
information about the relabeled DOTUNT May be Output to the line
printer; and (4) the statistics of the SAVTAP file may be output
to the line printer.
PROCEDURES
A distance table containing the L l or L2 distance between each
type I dot and each cluster mean is computed.
n
Ll	 1xi - ujl
L 2
	
(xi - ui) 2
where
n = number of channels
Xi = ith element of the dot vector
Ui = ith element of the mean vector
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Using the table as input to the k-nearest-neighbor procedure or
the all-of-aw-kind procedure, the processor labels the statistics
generated during clustering.
For the k-nearest-neighbor procedure, the labels of the k label-
ing dots nearest to a given cluster are polled. The Label of the
majority of the dots will be the label of the cluster. if a tie
occurs, then k -- 1 dots are considered.
For the all-of-kind procedure, all of the labeling dots within a
cluster are polled. If all the dots are of one category, the
cluster is given the label of that category. If the cluster con-
tains labeling dots of more than one category, the label of the
majority of the dots labels the cluster. If there are no label-
ing dots within a cluster, the labeling procedure defaults to
k-nearest-neighbor.
optionally, a conditional cluster map may be output. A cluster
is tagged as conditional if the distance between the nearest
identically labeled labeling dot and the mean of the cluster is
greater than the analyst-input threshold value, t.
optionally, a mixed clttS;ter map may be output. A cluster is
tagged as mixed if the labeling dots within a cluster are of more
than one category.
Optionally, a labeled cluster map may be output in the format
acceptable to the DISPLAY irocessor,. Information used in the
thresholding procedure in DISPLAY is dummied. if thresholding of
the clustered data is desired, it can be performed by exercising
the conditional map option in this processor.
i18 .2) INPUT FIL81S
Either the statistics file (SAVTAP) from ISOCLS OV STAT or the
dot data file MOTUNT) from DOTDATA must be input. If either
labeling procedure is to be used, both of these files must be
input. The cluster map file (MAPUNT) "sually from ISOCLS must be
input it all-o-f-a-kind labeling is selected.
For complete descriptions of these files, see section 4.1,
appendix F t and section 5.1.
18.3 OUTPUT FILES
Any of the following files may L't) output.
a. Statistics file (SAVTAP) labeled by using one of, the two
labeling procedures
b. Statistics file (SAVTAP) relabeled by cQntrol' card invvit
Q. Relabeled dot data file ( C OTUNT)
d. A conditional cluster map
C". ;\ mixed cluster Mal)
E. A labeled cluster map (MAPTAV) in the format acceptable to
the DISPLAY procussor (see appendix D for this format)
The following items can be output on the line printer:
a. Summary 
of 
selected options
b. Table of Li or L2 distances
c. Summary of the labeling dots within a cluster: for the all-o1-
a--kind procedure
d. Summary of thQ k labeling dots nearest to a cluster for the
k-nt^arest-neighbor procedure
t
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v
a. Spatial and sVeotral intovmation a0o"t. tho relabelod WTTINT'
t i 1*;
f . M e a n .9 anal  c o va r i x n o. e s v) F I k I b k, I e k I o, r r o I a 1) eI e (I ) t, a t, i ti:`!
18.4 SORAW11 FILES
LABEL doe , , not re-quiro an additional wwatQh filo,
1t-5 QARD INPUT,
li"oumats for all system QaO input arty kit-,, fined in soot ion 3..1,
VROOESSOR CARD
Tho proQos8or keyword is left jkistifioki startinq in
thus t
$ LABEL
Thin oard di.I:oot~: , the sy^, tom monitor rotitint to solq^t`.L the WNBFi,
processor and initiates loadinq of all tht-) routines, noodod t o
exooute this prwot iwov.
18.5.2 SYSTEM CARD FILE$
The r.ABEr, proQesSov d000, not Viso ,miy	 input Oewks.
18.5.3 CONTROL CARDS
Table 18-1 lists all availablo option., along with their dofault
Values.
18.5.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS
A field definition card and a MAKINT file mu-o V, be input it tho
all-of-a-kind prozeduvo is selootevir a conditional Or mixed
cluster map is output, or -a DISPLAY inLorfaoo Ope is output.
This fiold cart clef ininq tho actia of the unoon0itional Olu
map (input; MAPUNT) must be identical to the field o,^:rO input to
ISO LS and used to create the unoonditional olustor map.
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18.6 CARD OUTPUT
This processor does not produce c:ards.
18.7 RESTRICTIONS
General system restrictions apply to LABEL.
18.8 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Diagnostic messages for LASEL are listed by subroutine in
appendix 1.
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STAT-AllAil ... Alt
DATA-C lI C 2 , ... ICK
Default: I = all
channels on SAVTAP
file
K -till channels
on DOTUNT file
CHANNELS
DOTFIL INPUT/ UNIT=n,FILE=mI
TABLE 18-l.- CONTROL CARDS FOR LABEL
Parameter and
Kevword (a)	 default valves (b)	 Function
Required cards
*END	 Signals the end of the
control cards.
u	 I
$ END	 Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
optional. cards
EXCLUDE
	 nlrn,)r*e*,ni
i < 250
Default: No dots
are excluded.
A's and C's are integer num-
bers, separated by commas,
referring to the channels on
the SAVTAP file and the
DOTUNT file, respectively.
n is the number of the For-
Iran unit assigned to the
input DOTUNT file; m-1 is the
number of files to be skipped
on the unit.
(n i l are integer numbers
referring to the dots on the
DOTUNT file that are to be
excluded in all calculations
(e.g. t
 dots within a DO/DU
area).
?The keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10,
bThe parameter values are
 in card columns 11 through 72 (beginningin any column past 10).
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TABLE 18-1.- Qontinued.
MODULE
Function
n is the number of the For-
tran unit assigned to the
output DOTUNT file; m-1 is
the number of files to skip
before writing the relabeled
DOTUNT file,
n is the number, of the For-
tran unit assigned to the
input SAVTAP file; m-1 is the
number of files to be skipped
on the unit.
n is the number of the For-
tran unit assigned to the
output SAVTAP file; M-1 is
the number of files to skip
before writing the newly
labeled $AVTAP file.
n is the number of the For-
tran unit assigned to the
input MAPUNT file. (If exe-
cuting back to back with
ISOCLS, n must be 16.) m-1
is the number of files to be
skipped on the unit.
Parameter and
Kelvword
	
default Values
DOTFIL
	
OUTPUT?'VNIT=n , F1LR=m
Default: None
STATFILE
	
INPUT,/,"UNIT-n, FILE-in
Default: None
STATFILE
	
OUTPUT /UNIT=ntFILE=m
Default; None
MAPFIL
	
INPUT' UNIT-ntFILE=m
Default: n=16,m=l
Blank	 Initiates the input of the
module STAT file
	
The file
must immediately follow this
card.
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TABLE 18-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword_	 default values
MAPFIL	 OUTPUT/UNIT-nrFILE-m
Default: nm16fm-1
MAPTAP	 OUTPUT/UNIT=nrFILE=m
Default: No DISPLAY
interface file will
be output.
Function
n is the number of the For-
tran unit assigned to the
output MAPUNT file; m-1 is
the number of files to skip
before writing MAPONT. (If
both types of maps are out-
put, the conditional map is
output on file m; the mixed
map, on file m+l.)
n is the number of the For-
tran unit assigned to the
output MAPTAP file. (If
executing back to back with
DISPLAY, n must be 2.) m-1
is the number of files to
skip before writing MAPTAP.
DISTANCE	 Ll	 The Ll distance between the
labeling dots and the cluster
means is used.
DISTANCE	 L2	 The L2 distance between the
Default: L,	 labeling dots and the cluster
distance	 means is used.
SUNANG	 ml,m2,•••,Mi	 {mi} are integer Sun angle
Default: No Sun	 numbers used in computing the
angle correction	 L, or L2 distance. A Sun
is applied.	 angle must be input for each
acquisition of interest. An
acquisition is assumed to be
a four-channel pass.
18-8
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TABLE 18-1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword
	
default values
SUNANG	 FILE
Default: No Sun
angle correction
is applied.
PROCED	 NAME
Default: NmK-NEAREST
NEAREST
	 K
Default: K=l
Function
Example: if the distance is
computed using 16 channels,
four Sun angles (ml , m2, M3,
and m4) must be input.
Sun angles will be extracted
from the DOTUNT file.
NAME is an alphabetic word.
NAME = K-NEAREST (Use tho k-
nearest-neiqhbor procedure.)
NAME - ALL, (Use the all-of--a-
kind procedure.)
NAME - MANUAL (Use the manual
procedure of relabeling the
DOTUNT or SAVTAP file.)
K is the number of dots to be
used in the k-nearest-
neighbor procedure. K is an
integer number < 11.
The DOTUNT file is labeled by
this card. Category name is
the label the analyst is
assigning to the dots {nj}.
DOTLABEL	 Category name,
nl,n2,* **In i
j ^ 250
Default: None
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TABLE 18--1.- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
The category name may
posed of a maximum of
characters. {n i } are
numbers, separated by
referring to the V.osi
the dot on the VOTUNT
be com-
f our
integer
comma.5 ►
tion of
file .
OPTION	 EXIT	 This card allows the user to
Default: The run	 exit the EOD-LARSYS run if
continues. any label input to the proc-
essor is not used to label at
least one cluster.
STALABEL	 Class name,	 The SAVTAP file may be manu-
nlln2r•**Inj	 ally relabeled by this card.
j < 250
	
(n i ) are the numbers of the
Default: None	 subclasses on the SAVTAP that
are to be regrouped into
another class. Class name is
the name of the class to
which subclasses {n j } are to
be reassigned. The class
name must match a name on the
SAVTAP file.
OPTION	 DOTS	 Spatial and spectral informa-
Default: Relabeled	 tion about the relabeled
DOTUNT is not
	 DOTUTNT file is printed.
printed.
OPTION	 STATS	 Means and covariances for
Default: Statistics	 labeled or relabeled statis-
not printed	 tics on the SAVTAP file are
printed.
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TABLE 18-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values	 Function
OPTION	 COND	 A conditional cluster map
Default: None
	
will be output.
THRESHOLD	 T	 T is the threshold parameter
)Default; T-25.0 used in creating the condi-
tional cluster map. T is a
floating-point number.
OPTION	 MIXED	 A mixed cluster map will be
Default: None	 output.
Ancillary cards
HED1 1 HED2 1 DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
_"q§
0
2, try
Figure 18-1.— Functional flow chart for the LABEL processor. 	 3'
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19. INCORPORATION OF RECENTLY DEVELOPED AND FUTURE PROCESSORS
The processors described in the following sections have been
developed recently. The need for multitemporal MSS data and
ground truth in applications of pattern recognition such as
Procedure I prompted their development.
Because of the wide applicability of these processors, they can
be regarded as utilities for the rest of the EOD-LARSYS#
Provisions have been made in the monitor routine to in--orporate
future processors as they become availa6le. Candidates for
incorporation include:
AMOEBA (Texas A&M clustering/classification program)
"" r Acou tC.'e-hee -A c -1 u, s t -a r i n e 1 1 t, 1 A & a i f i e, A f- i n n a I a n r i h m)
EQUPRB (EqUi-Probable Blocks classifier and distribution function
estimator)
MULBAY (Multitemporal Bayes classifier)
PCG (Principal Component Greenness transformation program)
20. DATA MERGE PROCESSOR — DAMRG
20.1 DESCRIPTION
DAMRG is a versatile processor which performs the following three
types of merge operations:
Channel merge — Specified channels from selected MSS files are:
concatenated to provide a field image with more channels.
Spatial merge — Specified fields are added to the side or
bottom of a given field to make a larger image.
Line merge _.Specified  scan lines from up to six images are
stacked to make an artificial image,
The channel merge is useful fo
images, which can then be used
1 c e% Km i i a xaA 4- 0 A 'nn"ammi-a Amf-n
that all are registered to the
reference image.or
v preparing multiple-acquisition
for temporal analysis. it can
e%4: amirmi-ml 4-ty mmm- nwe%t y 4AmA ^nity
same base, such as a map or
The spatial merge is useful for combining images of adjacent
areas to make larger mosaic images. The processor requires that
each input field have the same number of channels, but the
analyst may specify the channels from each field.
Line merging is useful for preparing certain oomposiLe images for
special purposes. Lines must all have the same length; that is
to say, they must all contain the same number of samples. The
number of channels from each MSS file must be the same, but
selection of the channels is up to the user. Certain very
restricted types of line merging could also be performed with the
spatial merge option, but line merging will handle the general
case.
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20.2 INPUT/OUTPUT
This processor can take data from up to six files and merge them
into a single file. However, only four tape drives are avail.-
able; hence, to merge six files, some of the files must be on the
same tape. Since the output data are written to disk, there is a
practical limit to the number and size of files that can be
merged.
DAMRG is different from other processors in that it allows no
defaults for DATA input cards. These cards, as well as SUNANGt
LINES, and CHANNELS cards, if needed, and field definition cards
must be present and in correct order. The number and order of
files to be merged are deduced from these cards, and the order is
preserved as other control cards are read. However, omission of
nAMA	 e,.arA will cause default tc unit 11, file 1, so
that the merged image can be used normally in subsequent
processors. Control cards used by the DAMRG processor are 'listed
in table 20-1. Diagnostic messages are presented in appendix I.
Figure 20-1 is a functional flow chart for the DAMRG processor.
t
J,
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TABLE 20-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR DAMRC
Parameter and
Keyword (a) default values	 (b) Function
Required cards
DATA INPUT/UNIT-nI,FILE-ml Fortran unit numbers and file
numbers, one card for each
file,	 in order.
CHANNELS nl, • . • ,nm Channel numbers, one card for
l each file,	 in order.
*END Blank Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END Blank Signals the end of all card
input for this process or.
optional cards
DATA OUTPUT/UNIT=n,FILE=m Unit and file numbers for
Default:	 n=ll,m=1 output.
FORMAT UNIVERSAL or Format of output data file.
LARSYS II/III
Default:	 UNIVERSAL
OPTION CHANNEL or Merging option.
SPATIAL )r PSEUDO
Default:	 CHANNEL
NCPASS N Number of channels per
Default:	 N= 4 acquisition.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
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TABLE 20-1.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword dI ^jfault values Function
NACROS N In SPATIAL option, number
Default:	 N-1 of fields to be abutted
horizontally (number across).
NLIN n	
'NUAF IL In PSEUDO option, number of
lines from each tile.
LINES n 1,04*tn I In PSEUDO option, scan line
numbers for extraction from
files .c
OPTION ANGCOR Sun angle correction applied
Default:	 No sun to output pixels.
angle correction
SUNANG nl,**,,n,, Sun angles extracted from
input cards.
SUNANG TAPE Sun angles extracted from
tape headers.
rncillzry cards
HEDI t HED2r GATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
0 1f the scan line numbers will not all fit on one card, continue
on subsequent cards, each card having LINE in columns 1 through 4.
'1 0-4
Figure 20-1.— Functional flow chart for the
DAMRG processor.
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21. GROUND TRUTH DOT LABELING PROCESSOR GTDDM
21.1 DESCRIPTION
The GTDDM processor labels the, 209 LACIE dots on the basis of the
converted ground truth file produced by the GTTCN processor (see
section 22). It is a very specialized processor, tied to the
specific dimensions of LACIE segments and the formats of LACIE
dot files.
GTDDM outputs a LACIE-formatted dot file (see appendix K) pro-
duced from the converted ground truth file. The user may indi-
cate the source of the dot types (Phase III, Transition Year, or
input). He or she may also provide a crop-code-to-category-name
transformation.
21.2 INPUT/OUTPUT
Input files are in Universal image format; pixels are represented
by code values instead of radiance values.
Transition Year crop codes are used as defaults, as shown in
table 21-1 (default for TRANS card). Other code labels can be
used in connection with the TRANS card.
The masking operation divides dots into type 1 (labeling dots)
and type 2 (bias correction dots). These types are integral to
LACIE's Procedure 1. The user may apply either the LACIE
Phase III or the LACIE Transition procedure for assigning types
(1 or 2) to dots or furnish a different set.
This processor is controlled by the control cards shown in
table 21-1. Diagnostic messages are given in appendix I.
Figure 21-1 is a functional flow chart for the GTDDM processor„
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TABLE 21-l.- CONTROL CARDS FOR GTDDM
Parameter and
Keyword	 (a) default values	 (b) Function
Required cards
*END Blank Signals the end of the
control cards.
$END Blank Signals the end of all card
input for this processor.
op tional cards
READ	 UNIT=nIFILE=m	 n is the number of the For-
Default: n-12,m-1 tran logical unit to which
the converted ground truth
fiJ.Q has been assigned; m-1
is the number of files to be
skipped on the unit.
"The keyword must be left justified in card columns I through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10).
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TABLE 21-'..- Continued.
Parameter and
Keyword default values
TRANS Category=ni,,n2
Default:
N=1,256
W=99,99
W=124,124
5=100,100
S=125,125
8=101,101
8=126,126
R=10.2,102
R=127,127
F=103.103
F=126,128
0-104,1,04
0..129,129
W=1,15
5=16,30
MASK PHASE THREE
MASK TRANSITION YEAR
MASK INPUT=nl,n2,•••,nl9
(l7 cards)
Default:
TRANSITION YEAR
Function
Crop-code-to-category-name
transformation. The category
is denoted by a letter of the
alphabet. Crop codes nl
and n 2 are assigned to this
category. Subsequent assign-
ments override previous ones.
Use the Phase III dot types
Use the Transition Year dot
types.
Input a type matrix (size
17 by 19) where n i
 = 1 or 2.
DUMP	 FILES=N	 Number of dot files to be
Default: N=1	 written.
TABLE 21-1.-- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
WRITE	 UNIT-n,FILE-m
Default: n-23,m=1
Function
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit to which
the dot files will be writ-
ten; m-1 is the number of
files to skip before writing
the dot file.
Ancillary cards
HED1, HED2, DATE, COMMENT (see table 3-1)
21-,4
. 3
`\
PRINTER
REPORT
WRITE LACIE-
FORMATTED DOT
FILE,
DOT FILE / ALL
FILES	 NO
PROCESSED?
YES
RETURN
TO
^ MONITOR
CATEGORY	 GTDDM
LABEL FILE
FROM
GTTCN
NFILE - N51LE + 1
EXTRACT CATEGORY LABELS FOR EVERY
IOTH LINE AND PIXEL. CONVERT TO
ONE-CHARACTER CROP NAME ACCORDING
TO SPECIFIED TRANSFORMATION.
ASSIGN DOT TYPE ACCORDING TO
SPECIFIED MASK. COMPUTE LACIE
nnr Wiunrnc
uv t ivurivcno .
Figure 21-1.—Functional flow chart for GTDDM.
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22. GROUND TRUTH DATA CONVERSION PROCESSOR — GTTCN
22.1 DESCRIPTION
GTTCN is a specialized processor constructed to convert artifi-
cial LACIE Accuracy Assessment images (392 samples by 351 lines)
to standard LACIE segment images (196 samples by 117 lines).
After conversion, these one-channel image files contain a ground
truth code number for each pixel. The assigned numerical, codes
are those used in LACIE to identify crops or types of ground
cover .
The input image contains six labeled pixels (two samples on each
of three lines) for every one LACIE segment pixel. The user
chooses a subset of the six to be used in the conversion, and the
processor determines the label by majority rule. For example, in
the following case,
Ground truth pixel	 (subpixel)	 Corresponding label
Ml	 M2	 30	 20
M3	 M4	 40	 30
M5	 M6	 40	 40
it all six pixels are used (the default case), the majority label
would be 40. If the user specified only pixels 1, 3, and 4 by
submitting the following card
	
LABEL
	 110,1,1,0,0
then the label chosen would be 30 (the majority of 30, 40, and
30) .
Originally developed for use in LACIE, this processor is also
useful for any application requiring ground truth. Such ground-
observed data are generally accessible at LARS.
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9-2.2 INPUT/OUTPUT
Both the incoming ground truth file and the converted file are
written in Universal format.
The cards shown in table 22-1 control this processor in the
standard way. Diagnostics are shown in appendix I. A functional
flow chart is shown in figure 22-1. The processor will normally
be used in conjunction with the ground truth dot Labeling proc-
essor (GTDDM). The GTDDM processor is described in section 21.
Codes are not documented formally, but the DACTE Transition Year
codes are given in table 21-1.
R
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TABLE 22-1.- CONTROL CARDS FOR GTTCN
Parameter and
Keywords (a)
	
default values (b)
	
Function
Required cards_
*END	 Blank	 Signals the end of the
control cards,
$END	 Blank
	
Si.gnals the end of all card
input for this processor.
optional cards
LABEL	 VECTOR=
N l1 N2 1 N 3 rN4,N5,N6
Default: Ni=l for
each
Number of files to be
converted.
n is the number of the For-
4- t^-m^  log ie Al tin  t_ t-rn wh itrh
an input tape has been
assigned; m-1 is the number
of files to be skipped on the
unit.
If Ni=l, that subpixel is
used in labeling a pixel.
If N i=0, that subpixel is
not used.
CONVERT
	
FILES=N
Default: N-1
REAL)	 UNIT=n,F1L8=m
t^l.au.LU	 s+^+a rM -a.
OPTION	 PRINT	 This card requests a listing
Default: No print	 of the crop codes for the
209 dots.
aThe keyword must be left justified in card columns 1 through 10.
bThe parameter values are in card columns 11 through 72 (beginning
in any column past 10)
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TABLE 22-l.- Concluded.
Parameter and
Keyword	 default values
WRIT:	 UNIT=nIFILE=m
Default: n=12,m=1
Function
n is the number of the For-
tran logical unit to which
the converted ground truth
file will be written; m-1 is
the number of files to skip
before writing the converted
file.
Ancillary cards
HED1 1 HED2 1 DATE, COMMENT (see gable 3-1)
GROUND	 GTTCN
TRUTH
FILE )
NFILE m NFILE + I
EXTRACT GROUND TRUTH SUSPIXELS
3 LINES AT A TIME. USE
MAJORITY RULE TO PROVIDE
CATEGORY LABEL. FOR OUTPUT PIXELS.
WRITE OUTPUT
CATEGORY LABEL
FILE IN
UNIVERSAL FORMAT.
PRINTER
REPORT	 CATEGORY.
LABELS
ALL
FILES	 NO
PROCESSED?
YES
RETURN
TO
MON I TOR
Figure 22-1.— Functional flow chart for GTTCN.
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23. EFFICIENT CLUSTERING PROCESSOR,— TESTSP
The TESTSP processor is identical to the ISOCLS processor except
that in this case the data are stored in packed form on the
direct access file t thereby reducing disk storage requirements
for this file by a factor of 4. The ISOCLS processor is
described in section 9.
23-1
24. SYSTEM RESTRICTIONS
EOD-LARSYS is limited in every processor to processing no more
than 30 channels of data. The MSS data file (DATAPE) may have
more then 30 channels, but for processing purposes a subset of
those channels must be selected via the CHANNELS control card.
A maximum of 60 categories, classes, or subclasses may be proc-
essed. However, it may not be possible to process the maximum
number of channels and subclasses in the same run. The arrays
within the system are dimensioned variably according to user
requests. The amount of storage available will not accommodate
the arrays that are dimensioned (number of subclasses) by (number
of channels) if both maximums are used. Restrictions under the
STAT, SELECT, and CLASSIFY processors allow the user to compute
approximately whether or not the numbers of channels and sub-
classes selected are acceptable. When core storage requirements
are exceeded, a diagnostic message is printed and the user must
reduce his or her requirements to get a successful execution.
Restrictions specific to individual processors are noted in the
description of each processor.
As a result of the virtual storage characteristics of the system,
arrays can be enlarged at user request by the system maintenance
group, Exploratory Investigations Section, Lockheed.
is
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APPENDIX B
LARSYS III FORMAT FOR AN MSS DATA TAPE
This is the third version of the MSS data storage format used in
Purdue's LARSYS. The only difference between the second and
third versions of the format is one word in the header record.
That difference is transparent to EOD-LARSYS.
There are four types of physical records on the MSS data tapes.
•	 They are
1. ID record — 200 4-byte words
2. Data record .long enough to hold one scan line of data
3. End-of-tape record .200 4-byte words
4. End-of-file record._. IBM Standard
An MSS data tape contains one or more data acquisitions con-
sisting of an ID record, several data records, and an end-of-file
record. After the last data record on the tape, an end-of-tape
record and two end-of-file records are written on the tape.
As used in this document, a "word" is defined to be 32 bits and a
"byte" to be 8 bits. Further details regarding the physical
records follow.
B.1 ID RECORD (200 4-BYTE WORDS)
Word	 Format	 Description
ID(l)	 I	 LARS tape number (e.g., 1, 17, 102)
ID(2)	 I	 File number on this tape
B-1
Word
ID(3)
ID(4)
ID(5)
ID(6)
ID(7-10)
ID(11)
ID(12)
ID(13)
ID(14)
ID(15)
ID(16)
ID(17-19)
Format Description
I Run number	 (8 digits aabbbbcc)
as — last 2 digits of the year data
were acquired
bbbb — running serial number for the
year data were taken
cc — uniqueness digits for runs that
would otherwise have the same run number
I Continuation code
ID(4)	 = 0 means the first line of data
follows this ID record
ID(4)	 = X means that the data following
this ID record are a continuation of an
acquisition started on tape X
I Number of data channels
	 (spectral bands)
on tape	 (30 maximum)
I Number of data samples per channel per
scan line
A(4A4) mission identification	 (16 characters)
I Month data were taken
I Day data were taken
I Year data were taken
A(lA4) Time data were taken
I Altitude of aircraft
I Ground heading of aircraft
A(3A4) Date data run was generated on this tape
(12 characters)
I All zeros (may be changed later)
B-2
Word	 Format
ID(51) R
ID(52) R
ID(53) R
ID(54) R
ID(55) R
ID(56-200)	 R
ID(51-200)	 R
Description
Lower limit in micrometers of first
spectral band on tape
Upper limit in micrometers of first
spectral band on tape
The suggested value of "CO" calibration
pulse
The suggested value of "Cl" calibration
pulse
The suggested value of "C2 11 calibration
pulse
Repeat of ID(51-55) for ID(5) channels in
order of appearance in data records
0.0 if data channels do not exist
B.2 DATA RECORD
Each data record will contain one. scan line of data from ID(5)
(see ID record) channels. The first half word (2 bytes) will be
the record number. The second half word (2 bytes) will be the
roll parameter, which is a number indicating relative roll of the
aircraft for this scan line of data. if the roll parameter is
-32 767, the data for the given line does not exist. If the roll
parameter has not been calculated, it will be set to 52 767. The
fifth byte will be the first data sample from the first channel.
The data samples are ordered channel,, sample, — sampleN;
channel2l sample2 — saniT.?leN ; and so on through ID(5) channels and
ID(6) data samples per channel. A data record (scan line) will
be ID(S) x ID(6) + 4 bytes long.
B-3
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All but the last 6 bytes in each channel will be scanner data.
The last 6 are calibration data, in order of appearance:
1. Co 11011	 or	 dark level
2. VC O Variance of Co
3. Cl Ca."Nibration source C,
4. VC1 Variance of C,
5. C2 Calibration source C2
6. VC2 Variance of C2
where
C i = calibration value i
VC i = calculated variance of calibration value i
On good data records, all 8-bit data and calibration values will
be integers in the range of 0 to 255 with no sign included in the
8 bits. A sample data value of 0 to 255 is the result of the
8-bit analog-to-digital conversion which produces the MSS data
tape.
B.3 END-OF-TAPE RECORD (200 4-BYTE WORDS)
Word	 Format	 Description
ID(l)	 I	 LARS tape number
ID(2) I	 File number on this tape
ID(3) I	 Set equal to zero
ID(4) I	 Continuation code
ID(4) = 0 means end of data
ID(4) = X means data in previous file
is continued on tape X
ID(5-50) I All zeros (may be changed later)
ID(51-200) R 0.0 (may be changed later)
B-4
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APPENDIX C
UNIVERSAL FORMAT FOR AN MSS DATA TAPE
This is an adaptation of the Universal data tape format as
defined in the Earth Resources Data Format Control Book.*
C.1 GROUND RULES
The ground rules for the Universal format as accepted by all the
processors within EOD-LARSYS are as follows;
a. 8 bits - 1 byte.
b. The header record is the first record on a tape.
C. The header record is 3060 bytes long.
d. Data following the header will be arranged by data sets,
where a data set is defined as the ancillary data and all of
the MSS data for one scan line for all active channels.
e.,
 Data sets will be recorded in variable length physical
records, not to exceed 3000 bytes of information per record.
Note, since 3000 bytes is not compatible with the word
lengths of all computers, the computer generating the tape
will add a sufficient number of fill zeros to the end of the
data to make the.record length divisible by 32, 36, 48, and
60 bits (180 bytes). Therefore, it is possible to have a
physical record length of 3050 bytes, but under no condition
will the actual data exceed 3000 bytes.
f. Data sets will be packed into consecutive physical records of
equal length. Under no condition will a data set began in
the middle of a physical record unless the data set can be
completed in that record. If two or more records are needed
1
*Vol. i f
 Revq, A. NASA JSC Technical Report PHO-TR543, Philco-
Ford Corp. o4ouston) , Mar. 1975, sec. 7.
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for the data set, the data set will be divided, but under no
condition will the data for an MSS channel begin in the
middle of a physical record unless the data for that MSS)
channel can be completed in that record. Consequently,
lengthy data sets will be divided so that the ancillary block
and MSS data from an integral number of channels will be in
one record and the remaining MSS data will follow in succeed-
ing records with an integral number of channels per record;
Fill zeros will be supplied at the ends of the records as
required to satisfy the equal length constraint noted in e.
All data in the header record and ancillary blocks will be in
binary.
h - The tape format will be as follows:
Header record
IRG*
Ancillary block 
	
Data set
MSS block
IRGt
Ancillary block) Data set
MSS block	 I
IRG
EOF
* IRG = inter-record gap. This always follows the header record,
An IRG may appear between the ancillary bleak and the MSS block
so that the recording of a data set requires, m ,-4re than one
physical record; or a physical record may c64ta.tn two or more
data sets, not separated by any IRG. See ground rules above and
data set description following for criteria determining the
placement of IRG's.
C-2
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C , 2 HEADER RECORD
Although the header record is 3060 bytes long, only a portion of
the information is pertinent to the system at this time. A
general description of the data that are unpacked by the TAPHDR
routine is as follows:
BXte	 Description
89	 Processing flag:
0 - raw data
1 w processed data from computing system
90	 Number of channels in this job
91	 Number of bits per radiance value (currently 8)
92-93	 Address (within scan) of start of MSS data
96-97	 Number of MSS elements per scan with in a
single channel
100-101	 Physical record size in bytes (must be i multiple
of 180 bytes)
102	 Number of channels per physical record
(This field refers to the second and subsequent
records within the recording of a data set.
Bytes 1785 and 1786 give' the number of channels of
data in the first record of a data set. If the
number of elements per channel is greater than
3000, this field will equal 0.)
103	 Number of physical records per scan per channel
(This field is used only when the number of
elements per channel is greater than 3000.
Otherwise it is equal to 0.)
104	 Number of records to make a complete data set
105-106	 Length of ancillary block in bytes
-I
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Byte. Description
107 Data order indicator:
0 = MSS data ordered by channel
1 o MSS data ordered by pixel
108-109 Start pixel number
(Number of the first pixel per scan on this tape
referenced to original image.	 The first pixel in
the original image is pixel 1.)
110-111 Stop pixel number
(Number of the last pixel per scan on this tape
referenced to original image.)
1778 Number of data sets per physical record
1785-1786 Number of channels in the first physical record
.a	 ^ t-
	
dataOL	 V_tle 	 set
1787-1788 Total number of bytes per scan per channel
2201-2202 Sun angle for pass 1
2203-2204 Sun angle for pass 2
2205-2206 ^,un angle for pass 3
2207-2203 Sun angle for pass 4
2254-2261 Soil line for pass 1
2262-2269 Soil line for pass 2
2270-2277 Soil line for pass 3
2278-2285 Soil line for pass 4
C.3 DATA SETS
C.3.1 ANCILLARY BLOCK
The first block of a data set is the ancillary block. The length
of the ancillary block is variable. The number of bytes is given
in the header record.
r"
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The first
number of
1<	 primarily
bytes and
word will
word (2 k,, ytes) of every record is a counter giving the
this physical record within the MSS data set. This is
intended for use in data sets that are longer than 3000
therefore require more than one 'physical record. This
always be 11 1" for the first record of a data set.
Bytes 3 through 6 will contain the current GMT at the start of
this data set recorded in tenths of a millisecond,
Bytes 7 through 70 will indicate channel status for this scan,
1 byte per channel, where LSB = 0 indicates the channel is
synchronized, and LSB = 1 indicates the channel is not in sync.
Bytes 7 and 72 contain the scan line number. This will be an
arbitrary but sequential count for each scan line that appears in
the data run.
Bytes 73 through N will be dependent on whether this job contains
.raw or processed data. (See byte 89 in the header record.) The
value of N will be given in ' bytes 105 and 106 in the header
record and will always be equal to or greater than 70. If this
job contains raw data, bytes 73 through N will contain the house-
keeping data channel from the sensor, if one is available. A job
containiag processed data will, in addition to the 70 bytes of
ancillary data already described, contain, at a minimum, the fol-
lowing pieces of information:
a. Latitude of the aircraft or of the center of the image from
EREP* or satellite, in binary
b. Longitude of thz aircraft or of the center of the image from
EREP or satellite, in binary
Earth Resources Experiment Package.
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c. Altitude in meters, recorded in binary
d. Heading, in tenths of a degree
e. Ground speed, in meters per second
f. Roll — format specific to sensor
g. Pitch — format specific to sensor
h. Yaw — format specific to sensor,
i. Sun angle
other parameters mad be added, if required. 7
the ancillary block is given in the header.
C.3.2 MSS BLOCK
Following the ancillary block in each data set will be an M5,9
block consisting of the MSS data from all. of the active channels
for one scan. MSS blocks with-in a data run will always contain
the same number of MSS channels. Each MSS block will be the same
number of bytes in length. If MSS data are not available to fill
a block, fill :.er gs will be added to make it the same length as
preceding MSS blocks.
MSS data having
0
Pied in an 8-bit
having more than
many 8-bit bytes
to the le f t -
fewer than 8 bits per pixel will be right justi-
byte, with zeros added to the left. MSS data
8 bits per pixel will be right justified in as
as necessary to hold the pixel, with zeros added
If this tape contains -raw data, the pulse-code modulated (PCM)
sync words associated with the MSS data, if any, will be included
with the MSS data on this tape	 If this tape contains processed
data, no sync words will be present.
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If th y o tape contains raw imagery data, calibration data for each
channel used in each scan will be included, in the same sequence
in which the raw data appear in the data stream of the mission
tape. If this tape contains processed imagery data, the appear-
ance of the calibration data will depend on the specific sensor
requirements.
The combined length of tie ancillary block and the MSS block will
determine the relationship between data sets and physical
records., Some data runs may contain data sets iAich are so small
that more than one can be packed into one physical record.
Others may contain data sets which will require a whole physical
record for each. Still others may contain data sets ,hich are
so long that each data set will require two or more physical
records.
The way in which a data set is packed into a physical'record
depends on the length of the data set. The ancillary block will
always appear in the first physical record per data set. Follow-
ing the ancillary black, as many complete channels in this data
set will be recorded as will fit in 3000 bytes. If the data set
is too long to be recorded ir. one physical record, the second and
subsequent records will begin with the next active channel in the
data set.
If an MSS block is divided between records, the number of data
channels in the first record may differ from the number of Chan-
nels in the second and subsequent records; however, the number of
channels in all records after the first one in a data set will be
the same. The number of channels in the first record and the
number in the subsequent records will be given in the header
record. In records after the first, if insufficient MSS data are
available to allow all records to contain the same number of
channels, fill zeros will be added to make all of these records
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Channel 1
Line 1 Channel 2
Channel M
Line 2
Channel 1
:l
:
Channel M
the same length . Finally, till zeros will be added to either the
first record or all of the subsequent records, depending on which
is shorter, so as to make all of the records the same length.
Within the context of EOD--LARSYS, pixels within a scan of data
will be arranged by channel. The Universal format* will be as
follows:
Pixel 1
Pixel 2
Pixel N
Pixel 1
Pixel 2
Pixel N
Pixel 1
Pixel 2
Pixel N
Pixel 1
Pixel N
Pixel 1
Pixel N
i
If this tape contains raw imagery data, the PCM sync words, if
any, associated with the data on the mission tape will be
included with the data,.
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APPENDIX 0
MAPTAP FILE FORMAT
The file MAPTAP is output by the processor CLASSIFY. It contains
the statistics used in classification; the training field, cate-
gory, class, and subclass information; and the classified data.
Each file consists of the following type's of records;
°	 4 run heade* , records
1 field header record
Repeated for each N data records
classified field 	 1 end-of-field record
1 end-of-run record
1 end-of-file record
All records are written using unformatted Fortran WRITE
statements.
D.1 RUN HEADER RECORD 1
WRITE(MAPTAP)(DATE(I),I=1,2),BMFLG,BMCOMB,BMFEAT,NOCLS2,
NOFLD2,NOSUB2,NOFET2,TOTVT2,NOCAT,VARSZ2,
(FETVC2(I},I=1,NOFET2)
Fortran name
and dimension
	 Description
DATE(2)	 Date the classification was performed
BMFLG	 Flag indicating B-matrix was used in
classification
BMCOMB	 Number of linear combinations in B-matrix
BMFEAT
	 Number of channels used in computing the
B-matrix
NOCLS2	 Number of classes
D-1
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Fortran name
and dimension
	
Description
NOFLD2	 Number of training fields
NOSUB2	 Number of subclasses
NOFET2	 Number of channels used in classification
TOTVT2	 Number of vertices in training fields
NOCAT	 Number of categories
VARSZ2	 Size of covariance for each .subclass
FETVC2(NOFET2)	 Actual channels used in classification
D.2 RUN HEADER RECORD 2
WRITE(MAPTAP)(CATNAM(I),I=I,NOCATI),(CLSMTX(I),I=ItNOCLS2),
(SUBNO(I),I=I,NOCLS2),(SUBDES(I),I=1,NOSUB2),
((FLDMTX(I,J),I=1,4),J=1,NOFLD2),
((VEP.TEX(I,J),I=1,2),J=I,TOTVT2),
(SUBCAT(I),I=1,NOSUB2),(CLS4'^2(I),I=1,NOSUB2),
(KATNO(I),I=1,NOCLS2),(KEPPTS(I),I=1,NOSUB2)
Fortran name
and dimension
CATNAM(NOCATI)
CLSMTX(NOCLS2)
SUBNO(NOCLS2)
SUBDES(NOSUB2)
Description
Category names (if available)
NOCATI = number of categories if CATEGORY
classifier was applied
NOCATI = number of classes if STANDARD
classifier was applied
Class names
Number of subclasses in each class
Subclass names
D-2
0
Description
Training field information:
1 -- field name
2 .number of class to which field belongs
3 r number of subclass to which field
belongs
4	 number of vertices in this field
Fortran name
and dimension
FLDMTX(4,NOFLD2)
VERTEX(2,TOTVT2)	 Vertices for all the fields; ordered
(sample,line)1,(sample,line)2,•••.
(sample,line)TOTV2
SUBCAT(NOSUB2)	 Contains the number of the category to
which each subclass belongs
CL3VC2(NOSUB2)	 Contains the number of the class to which
each subclass belongs
KATNO(NOCLS2)	 Contains the number of the category to
which each class belongs
KEPPTS(NOSUB2)	 Contains the total number of training
field pixels in each subclass
D.3 RUN HEADER RECORD 3
WRITE(MAPTAP)((COVMTX(I,J),I=1,VARSZ2),J=1,NOSUB2)
((AVEMTX(I,J),I=1,NOFET2),J=1,NOSUB2)
Fortran name
and dimension	 Description
COVMTX(VARSZ2,NOSUB2) Original or B-matrix-transformed
covariance matrix for all subclasses
AVEMTX(NOFET2,NOSUB2) Mean vector for each subclass
D.4 RUN HEADER RECORD 4
WRITE(MAPTAP)((COVMTX(I,J),I=1,VARSZ2),J=1,NOSUB2),
(CON(I),I=I,NOSUB2),(DET(I),I=1,NOSUB2)
a
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rFortran name
and dimension	 Description_
COVMTX(VARSZ2,NOSUB2) Modified Cholesky factorization of the
covariance matrix for all subclasses
CON(NOSUB2)	 Natural logori.thm of determinant divided
by a priori value squared
DET(NOSUB2)	 determinant of covariance matrix for each
subclass
D.5 FIELD HEADER RECORD
WRITE(MAPTAP)(FLDINF(I),I=1,6),PTS,LINES,FLDESC,NC,
(VERTCS( I),I=1,NC),(VERTCS(I+NC),NC=1,NC)
Fortran name
and dimension	 Description
FLDINF(6)	 Rectangular coordinates surrounding the
field classified:
1 — line staid
2 _.. line stop
3 — line increment
4 — sample start
5 i sample stop
6 _.._ sample increment
PTS	 Number of points in the rectangular field
defined in FLDINF
LINES	 Number of lines in the rectangular field
defined in FLDINF
FLDESC	 Name of the classified field
NC	 Number of vertices in the classified field
VERTCS(2,NC)	 Vertices for the classified field; ordered
(sample,line)l,(sample,line)2,•••I
(sample,line)NC
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D-6 DATh RECORD
WRITE(MAPTAP)ILINE,(IR(I)rl-1,PTS)f(VR(I),Ivl,PTS)
Fortran name
and dimension	 Description
ILINE
	
Line number in reference to the MSS data
tape
IR(PTS)	 Subclass number to which each classified
data point belongs
VR(PTS)	 Likelihood that the point belongs to that
subclass
D.7 END-OF-FIELD RECORD
An end-o,f-field record has the same format as a data record with
ILINE = 0.
D.8 END-OF-RUN RECORD
An end-of-run record has the same format as the field header
record with PTS = 0.
fif
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APPENDIX E
NHSTUN FILE FORMAT
The interface file written to the NHSTUN is output by the NDRIST
processor and read by the SCTRPL processor.
All records are written usi,ig unformatted Fortran WRITE state-
ments, The header record is always the first file on NHSTUN.
The format of NHSTUN is as follows:
	
File 1	 Header record
EOF
Record 1
Record 2
Record 3 (optional)
Data file 1 Record 4
Record 5
Record 6
Record 7 (optional)
EOF
	
Data file N	 SOF
The contents of each record are as follows.
E.1 HEADER RECORD
Fortran name
and dimension	 Description
TOTMNS
	
Total number of means computed
SIZE
	
NOFET2 divided by 4 	
,&I
E:-1
. 1H j
(FETVC2(I),I=l,NOFET2)
NCLRCH
(CLRVEC(I),I-1,NCLRCH)
TOTVT2
NOVEC
E.4 RECORD 3 (OPTIONAL)
Fortran name
and dimension
( MEANS (I) , ,,.= l , TOTMNS )
Description
Number of channels to
histogram
Actual channels to histogram
Number of color code channels
Actual color code channels
Description
Number of fields histogrammed
Number of subclasses
histogrammed
Number of vertices
Number of unique vectors
histogrammed
Description
Class name
Subclass names
Field information
Field vertices
Description
Mean statistics for input
fie.' ds
Fortran name
and dimension
NOFET2
E.2 RECORD 1
Fortran name
and dimension
NOFLD2
NOS UB 2
E.2 RECORD 2
Fortran name
and dimension
CLSVC2
(SUBVC2(I),I=1,NOSUB2)
((FIELDS(I,J),I=1,4),J=1,NOFLD2)
((VERTEX(I,J),Im1,2),J=1,TOTVT2)
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
E.5 RECORD 4
Fortran name
and dimension	 Description
((PLOT(I,J),I=1,SIZE),J = 1,NOVEC)	 Data vectors
E.6  RECORD 5
Fortran name
and dimension	 Description
(ID(I),I=1,NOVEC)	 Class, subclass, and field to
which the data vectors belong
E.7 RECORD 6
Fortran name
and dimension
(COUNTR(I)1I=1,NOVEC)
E.8 RECORD 7 (OPTIONAL)
Fortran name
and dimension
(COLOR(I),I=I,NOVEC)
Description
Number of occurrences of the
data vectors
Description
Color extracted from MSS data
file
^a
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILIVIE0
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DOTUNT FILE FORMAT
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AVPI-',NDIX F
MITLINT FIT--,E FORMAT
The file written on thel
 DOTUNT is Output by the DOTDATA P1:00-
essor. The records are wrttttin using un.L':ormatted FOrtran WRITE
Statements .
A file is Output EOV Q,1Q11 type Of field. Tile file ConoiSto of
the following records:
Record 
11
	
Field information
Repeat for
	 Rwoord .") I
each type	 Record 3	 C)'1 to record
EOF
In the COntoXL Of Procedure Ir type I dots are US(-"d for ClUstor
see-ding and labeling; type 2 dots are used for bias correction of
proportion estimates
F.1 RECORD 1
WRITE (110TUNT) MOCAT I NO F EAT I NOFLD j20TVRT, TOTDOT, NOS LIN,
(CATNA',1 (1) F I=1,N0CAT) S1."JE
Parameter Dimension
	 (words) DOfinition
NOCAT 1 Number of category names
NOFEAT 1 Number of channels
NOFLD 1 Number of t ie lds
TOTVRT 1 Numb-t-7 of vertices
TOTDOT I Numbut Of dots
NOS ON 1 Number of Sun	 :Angles,
, , I
1) ti I: a M e t ki, 1:	 Dimension (words)
C A TN A,% I	 MOCAT
S I 'Zi r,	 1
Definition
Ar'ray containing the category
names
4 + NOPEAT
F.2 RECORD 2
WRITE(DOTUNT)(FETVEC(l),1=1,NOFEAT)I
((FLDSAV(I,J),I=1,4),j=i,Nopr,D),
((VERTEX(II-)11-112)tJ=1,TOTVRT)f
(ANGLE(I)rI,I,N0SUN)
Parameter	 Dimension (words)	 Definition
FETVEC	 NOFEAT	 Array containing the channel
numbers
FLDSAV	 (4,NOFLD)	 Array containing the field
description
VERTEX	 (21NOFLD)	 Array containing the field
vertices
ANGLE	 NOSUN
	
Array containing the Sun angles
F.3 RECORD 3
WRITE(DOTUNT)((DOTS(I,J),1=1,SIZE),J=ItTOTDOT)
Parameter	 Dimension (words)
DOTS	 (TOTDOT,SIZE)
Definition
Array containing the dot
information
DOTS(l,I) = sample number for
dot i
DOTS(2,I) = line number for
dot i
DOTS(3,I) = type number for
dot i
F- 2
Par am(-, to I:	 Dimension (woris)
	 Definition
DOTS (4 f I) - category number
for dot i (optional)
DOTS(Stl)
dot vector i
DOTS (4+NOP EAT II)
0
F-3
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ArVENDIX G
VESCHIPTION OF CLUSTER IMAGE DISPLAY
WITH COLOR KEYS
The cluster image data tape output by the ISOCLS proce s sor con-
tains the mean vector to which each corresponding pixel was
assigned during clustering and a color key. The color key con-
oists of n square images, each 10 sampler, by 10 lines in dimen-
sion. Each color code square represents the mean vector for a
given cluster. The color codes are ordered according to cluster
number or greenness. The grc:?nness ordering (G) is a function of
the f our Landsat channels:
G 4..	 0.56o,	 + 0. 60	 + 0.49i f N ^3 -0-99p l,N	 - IN	 u3rN	 p4tN
tyl
C, ijN
where
i = number of pass
N = cluster number
4 1 = first channel of pass i
0 2 = second channel of pass i
P3 = third channel of pass i
V1 4 = fourth channel of pass i
M = number of passes for multitemporal Landsat data
The number of color codes per scan line is computed by
K = number of samples per scan line 	 (G-2)11
G-1
The number of lines required to display the color codes is
Computed L)y
L y (number of clusters - 1) +
L 
The cluster fiolO and color key are separated by a scan line of
zeros# Each color code square is separated from the next by a
vertical line of zeros.
The data are output in LARSYS II/III or Universal format (see
appendixes B and C, respectively).
The structure Of the file is aS follows .
HEADER RECORD
Inter-record gap (IRG)
N records
	 Mean vector for each corresponding pixel
IRG
Record (N + 1)	 Scan line of zeros
IRG
0	 0	 0
0	 0	 0
Record (N + 2) — 10 lines color
	 0 color	 0 ... 0 color
code 1 - code Y	 code K
0	 0	 0 '% -----------
10 samples
IRG
Record (N + L) __ Color code (last cluster)
EOF
G-2
APPENDIX H
SCTRUN FILE FORMAT
APPENDIX R
SCTRUN FILE FORMAT
The scatter plot image, written to the SCTRUN, contains two-axis
color-coded spectral, plot(s) and is output in the Universal
format (appendix C) by the SCTRPL processor. Each file on SCTRVN
contains (1) a single scatter plot image, of which N - 1 channels
are color assignments and the Nth channel is the frequency
channel, and (2) a color key, unless the color assignment is
made up of the radiance values of each output pixel.
The color key consists of n square images dimensioned 10 samples
by 10 lines. A color code square is composed of the colors
assigned to a given cluster. The color codes are ordered
according to their cluster association; i.e., the color code
assoc ia ted w i th cluster 1 is output first, followed by the color
code associated with cluster 2, etc. The number of color codes
per scan line is computed by
K = number of samples per scan line
11
The number of lines required to display the color codes is
computed by
L = [(number of clusters - 1) + 	 (H-2)
K
The scatter plot image and color key are separated by a scan line
of zeros. Each color code square is separated from the next by a
vertical line of zeros.
The dimensions of the output tape are user controlled via the
control cards SIZE and CHANNELS (see section 16, table 16-1, and
section 15, table 15-1, respectively), where the number of
samples per scan line = XSIZ; the number of channels = dimensions
of color pixel plus the frequency channel; and the number of scan
lines = YSIZ + L.
H-1
rc
Tile structure ci-t the file io ari follow;; .
HEADER RECORD
IRO
YOIZ vocordo	 Scatter plot image
IRG
or
EOF (if color ko ►
 io omittod)
Record (YSIZ + 1) — scan line of were
IRG
00
0	 0
Record (YSIZ + 2) — 10 lines) color
	 0 color
	 0
code 1	 code 2
0
00 color
code X
10 samples
IRG
Record (YSIZ + L) — Color code (last cluster)
EOF
H-?
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
AP99NDIX I
DIAGNOSTIC -k1E00AG P.$S
HEST - SUBROUTIZIE SETUPS
MG- 
-al 0—
a CHANNEL IS NOT ONE
OF THE CHANNELS GIVEN
ON CHANNELS CARD.
b. TOO MANY CHANNELS ARE
BEING HISTOGRAMMED AND
PLOTTED -- NO. OF CHAN-
NELS WAS RESET
TO
c. XHIGH - XLOW WAS LESS
THAN 
14AV O 	 X4 1"1 1"GH WAS
RESET TO XXX I OR XLOW
WAS RESET TO XXX.
d. ERROR ON DATA CARD.
e. BAD SUPERVISOR CONTROL
CARD.
f. INVALID CARD	 IGNORED.
Exg.^anatic^n
A channel do tA q DISPLAY card is
not -a member )r, the ,et of chan-
nelo on the C114" SJRLS card.
User requested too many hioto-
grams, to be plotted. The num-
ber of histograms plotted varies
according to the number of chan-
nels histogrammed.
Range of pixel radiances required
to be >1100.
Check unit assignment and file
number.
Check spelling of keywords.
Inappropriate or defective card
read. Make sure cards are
punched correctly.
I-1
1. 2 GRAvMAV
1.2.1 SUBROUTI'NE PICT
meosaqe
a. THE NO. OF CHANNELS FOR
THIS FIELD HAS BEEN
REDUCED TO 'AX.XX SO ALL
THE INFORMATION WILL FIT
ON DISK.
MAKE ANOTHER RUN TO
GRAYMAP OTHER CHANNELS*
b. FIELD TOO LARGE,
TERMINATING.
0. YOU HAVE ASKED FOR TOO
mamy ahMprvS. THE LASTWrl z-&J "
	 0
SAMPLE IS
1.2.2 SUBROUTINE SETUP6
Message
a. THIS CHANNEL IS OUT OF
NUMERICAL RANGE AND WAS
IGNORED.
b. THIS CHANNEL IS NOT
HISTOGRAMMED.
c. ONLY 16 SINLEVELS
PERMITTED.
d. ERROR ON DATA Cis? D.
e. BAD SUPERVISOR CONTROL
CARD.
Explanation
Sol I.:-explana to ry .
Data exceed allocated otorage.
The last sample is rosot to the
	
1 d-i- -,-s - -	 0,4-. t-^^
	
ot^,AIII LA-- 014	 3"",T-A	 #
Explanation
All channels requested must
be in the range 1 to 30.
Check. CHANNELS control card
and make sure all channels
requested have been histogrammed.
Reduce the number of bin levels
to 16.
Check for format error and
unit assignment.
Check spelling of keywords.
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2.3 STAT
2.3.1 SUBROUTINE SETUPI
:message
a. ///// "'ROM SUBR. SETUPI --
BAD CONTROL CARD ENCOUN-
TERED -- INPUT CARD IS
'CCCC ... CCC'
b. *** STAT/SETUPI --
ERROR IN OPTIONS)
REQUESTED -- SCAN OF
OPTIONS) DISCONTINUED
AT CARD COLUMN XX ***
C. ERROR ON DATA CARD
d. ERROR ON STATE' I LE CARD
f
E
Explanation
The input card read has none of
the legitimate keywords to
identify it as a recognizable
control card. The faulty card
is printed out as part of the
message. Although the proc-
essor will continue to read
more control cards, this is
an indication of an error in
the deck. setup. The deck
should be checked for proper
control cards and proper
sequence of cards.
An OPTION control card is not
acceptable to the processor.
The scan of the options will
be discontinued by the proc-
essor, and any options speci-
fied beyond the erroneous one
will not be activated for the
run. The processor continues
by reading the next control
card. (See section 3.2.2
and table 8-1 for correct
OPTION control card usage.)
Check format and unit
assignment.
Check format and unit
assignment.
I-3
4 c Ll_
a ,aE 1c?
* * MAXSPB =XX -- MAX,
NO, OV SUBCLASSES CAN-
NOT BE GREATER THAN YY
MAX iVB SET=YY PROCEEDINGDI
TO NEXT OPTIONNS) ***
d^ a WHlJ4',iCOM SUBR. SSTUPI «^.
DECREASE OPTIONS * ****
'l'HRMINATINQ PROGRAM
EXECUTION FROM SUBRo
SE,TUP1 ***'**
e;x A a na'1t on
`I.'he maximum oubolaos numbor;
input on the OPTION MAXSVB
control card exceeds the maxi-
mum number of oubolassoo that
can be handled by E OD-LARSYS .
The processor will no t tho
maximum number of subclasses,
which will apply to subola ssos
read in from the input subolaso .,
field definition deck.
The b'1AT pr cacti Sor has run out
of internal s tovaqo to handle
the comb ination of the quanti-
ties of input training fields,
,ubolaZ 8os, and channels.
Internal, storage is fixed at
_ltd 600 looations. Each sub-
class required roughly
l/" ( number A channels) r,2 loca-
tions for the subclass s ta li a--
tios. if hi p
 togvams or spectral
plots of subolaosos and4or .Cieldo
are requosted t
 additional inter-
nal Wra qe is r 0ouired . The
options specified in the run dock
(i .e ., histograms and spectral
plots) and pon sihly the quanti-
ties of subclasses, channels, and
training fields must be decrea sed
or e l iminated in ardor to got a
successful :run within the core
storage limitation.
1-4
NP)
ExplanationMessage
tj
C11EV.K CHNNNEW OR CLASS
NOS. REQUESTED --
CANNOT BE LESS THAN OR
EQUAL 0, OR GREATER
THAN 3 0
***** TERMINATING PROGRAM
EXECUTION PROM SUBR-
SETUP1 *****
IF the channel numbers spec i-
ii ed on a HISTO or CHANNELS
control card are riot integers
within the range 1 throutjh 30,
this IneSsage, results. The
processor halts after printing
this message. Check the Eormat
of the applicable processor con-
trol cands (see section 3.2.2
and table 8-1).
^ I
1.3.2 SUBROUTINE LEARN
Explanation
a. STAf1'0fLEAA1'"4
 -- 
MAX
OF XX SUBCLASSES EXCEEDED
-- FIRST XX SUBCLASSES
USED -- REMAINDER
IGNORED
b. * * * * * STAT/LEARN -- MAX,
OF XX FIELDS EXCEEDED
-- XX FIELDS RETAINED
FOR YY SUBCLASSES --
REMAINDER OF INPUT
TRAINING FIELDS NOT
USED
The processor has real the
maximum allowable number of
subclass names and associated
training fields. The first
MAXSUB subclasses and associated
training fields input are com-
puted and the remainder are
ignored by the processor.
The STAT processor has read
they
	allowable number
of training fields. The
available internal storage
has been filled, and no further
training fields can be accepted.
Training statistics will be
computed for the subclasses and
Fields which have been read to
this point, and the remainder
are ignored by the processor.
I.4 ISOCLS AND TESTSP
1.4.1 SUBROUTINES ISOCLS AND TESTSV
Mul ss) aq 0
a. NO. CHANNELS FOR STARTING
NOT EQUAL THAT FOR
CLUSTER.
Explanation
The number of channels of
st,i-',.',ng vectors from the STAT
fi?, , 	-.!:1 t- Qqual the number of
recl ....,ted data channels.
b. DIMENSION LIMITS EXCEEDED	 Tilt-, User haS t1,xQ-eeded StOrlge -
IN ISOCLS BY
	
4	 The number of Channels Or I'llaXiMUM
REDUCE CHANNELS OR MAX.	 clusters per class should be
CLUSTERS.	 reduced.
c. DIMENSION LIMIT OF	 Sallie.
FOR COVARIANCES EXCEEDED.
1.4.2 SUBROUTINES PSPLIT AND PSPPAT
. Mess-1 TO,	 Expianation
ERROR READING DISK ---	 Operating system returns non-
ISTAT=XXXX.	 standard status from disk input
output.
1.4.3 SUBROUTINES RDDATA AND RDDPAT
Message_	 Explanation
a. TOO MANY DO OR DU FIELDS. 	 There can be up to 10 DO fields
THESE IGNORED.	 anti 10 DU fields.
b. TOO MUCH DATA REQUESTED -- Disk file will not hold all of
PIXELS * (CHANNELS + 1)	 the data for one class. Reduce
CANNOT EXCEED	 channels or size of fields.
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ExplanationMessage
c. STORAGE REQUIRED FOR FIELD
DEFINITION INFORMATION
EXCEEDS THE DIMENSION
LIMIT OF	 0
d. END OF TAPE REACHED BEFORE
END OF FIELD.
All vertices, names, and
rectangular coordinates are
saved for each field. The ose^r
has exceeded storage. Reduce
the number of fields.
A field has been defined beyond
the limits of the MSS DATAPE.
e. INPUT ERROR -- A CLASS
	 See section 9.5.4 on defining
CARD MUST BE INPUT BEFORE	 classes and fields.
A GROUP OF FIELDS.
E. NO. OF PIXELS TO BE	 Decrease the number of channels
UNPACKED PER SCAN EXCEEDS	 or pixels per scan line in the
THE DIMENSION LIMIT OF	 field.
1.5 SELECT
1-5-1 SUBROUTINE AVEDIV
Message	 Explanation
a. REDUCED COVARIANCE MATRIX	 Check subclass/cluster statistics
FOR CLASS XXX IS MOT	 for singularity.
POSITIVE DEFINITE.
b. MORE STORAGE NEEDED IN
SUBR. AVEDIV FOR WORK
ARRAY -- 1WRKS2=XXXXXXX.
1.5.2 SUBROUTINE BHTCHR
Message
a. COVAR. FOR CLASS XXX IS
NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE.
Storage inadequate; adjust
parameters.
Explanation
Check subclass/cluster statistics
for singularity.
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b. COVAR. FOR SUM OF CLASSES
XXXX t XXXX IS NOT POSITIVE
DEF.
C. NOT ENOUGH WORK AREA
AVAILABLE IN BHTCHR --
IWRKSZ=XXXXX.
1.5-3 SUBROUTINE BSTCHK
Message
a. "BEST" XXX IS GREAT"!,'R
THAN OR EQUAL TO NO. OF
FEATURES IN GIVEN DATA
-- IGNORED.
b. , INVALID EVALUATE
REQUEST.
Exl2lanation
Same as above.
Storage inadequate; adjust
parameters.
Explanation
The channels included in "best"
must be a subset of the input
channels.
The channels whose separabilities
are to be evaluated must be a
subset of total input channels.
1.5.4 SUBROUTINE DAVDNI
Message
ERROR ON DISK FILE --
SUBR. DAVDN1 -- ISTAT=XXX.
Explanation
Tape hardware read error.
1.5-5 SUBROUTINE DAVDN2
Message
MINIMUM IS AT ORIGIN ---
PROGRAM CANNOT CONTINUE.
Explanation
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell itera-
tion has reached an unusable
minimum.
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1.5.6 SUBROUTINE DAVDN3
Me-21222.
*DAVDN3* -- EITHER SIGYI OR
Y11Y TOO CLOSE TO ZERO TO
UPDATE H MATRIX --
SIGYI=XXXXXXX.XXXXXXX.
YHY=XXXXXXX.XX.X. ',XXX-
Explanation
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell itera-
tion cannot continue.
1.5.7 SUBROUTINE DAVIDN
Message
a. NOT ENOUGH WORK AREA
AVAILABLE IN DAVIDN --
IWRKSZ=XXXXXX.
b. ERROR ON DISK FILE --
SUBR. DAVIDIL111
LSTAT=XXX.
Explanation
Storage inadequate; adjust
paraMeters.
Read error on disk file.
1.5.8 SUBROUTINE DIVER,'',
Message
a. COVAR. FOR CLASS XXXX IS
NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE.
b. NOT ENOUGH WORK AREA
AVAILABLE IN DIVERG --
IWRKS Z=XXXXX.
1.5.9 SUBROUTINE GTSTAT
Message
NOT ENOUGH WORK AREA IN
GTSTAT -- IWRKSZ=XXXXX.
Explanation
Check subclass/cluster statistics
for singularity.
Storage inadequate; adjust
parameters.
Explanation
Storage inadequate; adjust
parameters.
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1.5.10 SUBROUTINE SELECT
Message
a. ERROR 
IN 
INPUT CHANNELS.
b. CORE OVERFLOW IN SUBRAY --
NN STORAGE LOCATIONS
NEEDED FOR THIS PROBLEM.
Explanation
User should review choice of
input channels with respect to
input parameters related to
channels.
User might reduce the number of
subclasses or channels or try
another procedure. The SUBRAY
array is used for temporary
storage in SELECT only. (See
restrictions, section 10.6.)
c. CORE OVERFLOW IN ARRAY --	 See suggestions for previous
NN*2 STORAGE LOCATIONS	 diagnostic message. The ARRAY
NEEDED FOR THIS PROBLEM.	 is used throughout the system
for variably dimensioned storage.
1.5.11 SUBROUTINE SETUPS
Message
a. ERROR ON STATFILE CARD.
b. TOO MANY EVALUATE
REQUESTS -- REMAINDER
IGNORED.
c. GROUP CARD IN ERROR --
IGNORED.
d. PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS
LESS THAN 2 CHANNELS.
Explanation
Check format.
The buffer to hold EVALUATE
requests is dimensioned 100.
The number of channels and
channels to be evaluated for
each EVALUATE request are
stored in this array.
Check format of GROUP option.
At least two channels must be
input.
11	 9
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Explanation_
At least two classes must be
input.
Cheek spelling of keyword.
:Ses afIQ
e . PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS
LESS THAN 2 CLASSES.
f. INVALID CONTROL CARD ---
IGNORED.
g. CORE NEEDED IN ARRAY FOR
THIS PROBLEM IS XXXXXX
WORDS.
I.S.12 SUBROUTINE TRNDIV
Message
a. REDUCED COVARIANCE MATRIX
FOR CLASS N IS NOT POSI-
TIVE DEFINITE.
b . NOT ENOUGH WORK AREA IN
TRNDIV -- IWRKSZ=XXXXX.
I.5.13 SUBROUTINE WGTCHK
Message
SUBCLASS IS NOT AMONG INPUT
SUBCLASSES -- WEIGHT INPUT
IGNORED.
Storage is inadequate; adjust
parameters.
Explanation
The indicated covariance matrix
Cannot be inverted.
Storage is inadequate; adjust
parameters.
Explanation
Weights for every pair involving
this subclass are ignored.
.
1.5.14 SUBROUTINE WGTSCN
Message	 Explanation
a. SYNTAX ERROR ON WEIGHT	 Self-explanatory.
CARD -- REMAINDER OF CARD
IGNORED.
b. WEIGHT BUFFER IS FILLED -- Buffer storage is inadequate for
ONLY XXXXX CLASS NAME
	 all class name pairs.
PAIRS ALLOWED.
I-11
1.5-15 SUT BROLITVNI
 
WEIRPLC
ate f'20a20-	 Explanation
THE INCLUDE REQUEST FOR CHAN-	 The indicated channel to be
NEL N IS NOT 4% LEGITIMATE	 included is not among the input
REQUEST -- IGNORED.	 channels.
1.6 CLASSIFY
1.6,J S1,18ROUTINE CLSFYI
0
Explanation
The determinant of each subclass
covariance matrix io, chocked by
CLASSIFY to see that it is a
positive value. A zero value,
indicates a singular matrix, and
a negati l.je valu indicat-es a non-
positive definite matrix. If
either condition, occurs for any
subclass covariance matrix to be
used in classification, the proc-
essor will stop.
(NOTE: A probable source of an
invalid covariance matrix is a
module STAT dock which has been
incorrectly formatted and thus is
not producing good training class
statistics. Another possible
source is a SAVTAP file which
does not contain valid statis-
tical data.)
Message
***** CLSFY/CLSFY2 -- THE
COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR SUB-
CLASS XX IS EITHER SINGULAR
OR NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE --
TEEN DETERMINANT=: XXXX.XXXX
* * * * * TERMINATING PROGRAM
EXECUTION *****
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1.6-23 SUBROUTI'NE CLSFY2
Lmes s ^e
a. WIDTH OF RECTANGULAR
FIELD SURROUNDING
CLASSIFICATION FIELD
CANNOT EXCEED 1000 POINTS.
b. AS THE COMPUTER CANNOT
EXPONENTIATE A NUMBER
SMALLER THAN EXP (-88),
XXXXXX PTS. WERE NOT CLAS-
SIFIED IN THIS FIELD.
xplanatio r.
The difference between the
largest sample number of the
classification field and the
smallest sample number-of the
classification field cannot
exceed 1000. Reduce count of
samples per scan line.
Self-explanatory.
C. TOO MUCH DATA REQOE qTED4	 When too much data has been
requested, (1) for the standard
classifier, reduce parameters
so that
C
number of - 1 number of
subclasses
	
)(subclasses
+ ( number of + (points per
` subclasses/	 scan line
x (number of)	 12 500; or
channels
(2) for category classifier,
Reduce data so that the number
of points per scan line x num-
ber of channels < 12 500.
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1.6.3 SUBROOTINE REDIF2
meosa^'e
a. ERROR ON CHANNELS CARD.
b. **** CLSFY/REDIV2 -- BAD
CARD INPUT DETECTED ON
ATTEMPT TO READ B-MATRIX
INFORMATION AS DIRECTED
BY CONTROL CARD...
**** TERMINATING PROGRAM
EXECUTION FROM REDIF2 ****
C. **CLSFY/REDIF2 -- B-MATRIX
INPUT FROM BMFILE -- BAD
VALUES DETECTED: NO. COM-
BINATIONS (BMCOMB)
NO. CHANNELS
(BMFEAT) =	 I CHANNEL
VECTOR (BMVEC) =
***** TERMINATING PRO-
GRAM EXECUTION FROM
REDIF2 *****
d. ***CLSFY/REDIF2 -- BAD
CARD INPUT ON APRIORI CARD
-- DEFAULT A PRIORI
PROBABILITY VALUES WILL
BE USED.
e. AT LEAST TWO (2) CATE-
GORIES MUST BE ASSIGNED.
EXITING FROM REDIF2.
ExI21'anation-
Check job Getup and Unit
assignments.
The input B-MATRIX control card
is printed out as part of the
error message. One of the data
cards following it is incorrectly
formatted, Check dock Getup and
B-matrix card file.
Invalid data from the BMFILF have
boon deleted.
Check format of APRIORI card.
In exorcising the category
option, two or more categories
must be used.
f. **** CLSFY/REDIF2 -- BAD	 Check spelling of keyword.
PROCESSOR CONTROL CARD
**** TERMINATING PROGRAM
EXECUTION FROM REDIF2 ****
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1.6.4 SUBROUTI'NE SETUP2
11^ 12 1-1 0 111 I I a
AN 2RROV HAS OCCURRED IN
GROUPING CLASSES INTO
CATEGORIES. CHECK THE
FOLLOWING:
NOT ALL OF THE CLASSES
HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED TO A
CATEGORY.
A CLASS NAME ON THE CASE-
GORY CARD HAS BEEN MIS-
SPELLED. CLASS NAMES FROM
SAVTAP PILE ARE:	 0
CLASS NAMES FROM CATEGORY
CARDS AREA
ExElanation,
When an error occurs in grouping
classes into categories, either
one or more class names (1) have
not been assigned or (2) have
been misspelled. The program
lists the class names as oub-
mitred from the SAVTAV filo or
the module STAT deck. Check
these for ocroro. If neither
(1) nor. (2) is applicable,
check the module STAT deck to
assure that class names are
left justified in the field.
b. USER-INPUT A PRIORI VAT TIJES Self-explanatory.
DO NOT SUM TO I-0. INPUT
VALUES WERE NORMALIZED."
c. ** ERROR IN A PRIORI CON-	 Check format of APRIORI card.
TROL CARD, USER-INPUT
VALUES IGNORED.**
d. NO. OF CHANNELS REQUESTED	 Self-explanatory.
FROM DATA TAPE AND NO. OF
CHANNELS ON STAT FILE MUST
BE EQUAL.
1.7 DISPLAY
1.7.1 SUBROUTINE DISTCV
I i
1,',e s s aq e
	 Explanation
OVERFLOW.	 Error flag set by CHIN indicates
overflow condition.
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I - 77 - 2 0 fil B 21 0 7 T 111 E D 10 1) L A Y
ate
	 Explanation
DISPLAY ** FIELDS MUST LE	 Self-explanatory.
DEFINED FOR SUBCLASSES FOR
EMPIRICAL THF2SHOLDS.
1. 7 .3 SUBROUTINE DSPLY1
11110 0sa q 0 Explanation4  A
NOT ENOUGH STORAGE FOR COVARL- Adjust parameters.
"ICE MATRICES -- DSPLY1.
1.7.4 SUBROUTINE DSPLY2
Me 0 s, a
a. DISPLAY WILL ACCEPT ONLY
1000 PTS/SCAN LINE.
b. **** DSPLY2/DOTSUM --
DISCREPANCY IN DOT FILE
INFORMATION
NO. OF DOT CATEGORY LABELS
MATCHING MAPTAP CATEGORY
NAMES = XXXXXX.
NO. OF MXT CATEGORIES IS
GIVEN AS = XXXXXX.
C, **** DSPLAY/DSPLY2
NO. OF DOTS = XXXXXX
-- EXCEEDS THE MAX.
ALLOWABLE (250) ****
DOT PERFORMANCE SUM-
MARIES WILL NOT BE
PRODUCED.
Explanation
Adjust parameters.
Check if correct dot file iv
used.
Maximum number of data exceeded.
z
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1.7.5 SUBROUTINE EMTHRS
Message
ERROR BACK SPACING MAPTAP.
ISTAT = XXXXX.
Explanation
Hardwaze tape-read error.
1.7.6 SUBROUTINE FDIST
Message
FDIST -- OVEF. LOW CONDITION
IN FISHIN ROUTINE FOR
SUBCLASS = XXXX. THRESHOLD
SET T.0 999.999.
Explanation
The FISHIN system subroutine
has returned an overflow con-
dition. The threshold value
is set to 999.999 by the program.
1.7.7 SUBROUTINE PRTSUM
Message	 Explanation
THE CROP NAME XXXX DOES NOT
	
Check spelling on CROP cards.
MATCH A CATEGORY, CLASS, OR
SUBCLASS NAME.
THE INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUM-
MARY REPORT CANNOT BE PRINTED.
1.7.8 SUBROUTINE REDIF3
Message	 Explanation
a.	 DSPLY/REDIF3 --	 Check format and spelling of
ERROR IN 'OPTION' CARD	 parameter.
**** SCAN OF THIS CARD
DYSCONTINVED -- PROCEED-
ING TO NEXT CARD ****
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ti L
messaoe
b. FISHER THRESHOLD
REQUESTED -- NOT PERFORMED
-- NO. SAMPLES FOR SUB-
CLASS NAME ( =N) IS LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO NUMBER
OF CHANNELS (=m).
c. ERROR IN ACREAGE CARD ---
CARD IGNORED.
d. * * * A THRESHOLD VALUE IS
OUTSIDE THE ALLOWABLE
RANGE 0 - lr THEREFORE
NO THRESHOLDING HAS BEEN
DONE !N THIS RUN _"
XXXXX f
 XXXXXXXXX-XXXXX
Explanation
The program compares the number
of samples to the number of ,han-
nels. if the number of sam-
ples < number of channels, the
threshold request is b.ypassed.
Check format.
Check format of THRESHOLD card.
The first number is the cluster
number. The second number is the
threshold value for that cluster.
e. * ERROR ON SUBCLASS NAME	 Self-explanatory.
CARD XXXX DOES NOT MATCH
A SUBCLASS FROM THE MAPTAP
FILE.
f. * ERROR ON CLASS NAME CARD Self-explanatory.
XXXX DOES NOT MATCH A
CLASS NAME FROM THE MAPTAP
FILE
g. INVALID CONTROL CARD -- 	 Self-explanatory.
CHECK SPELLING OF KEYWORD.
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1-7-9 SUBROUTINE SETUPS
11,I )
DISPLAY/ SETUP3 --
ERROR CONDITION ON ATTEMPT
TO POSITION MAPTAP OVER
FILES	 FSBSFL
STATUS CODE
-- ABORTING RUN
b. ****** DISPLAY/SHTUP3 --
CORE OVERFLOW (TOP - TOPI-)
BY XXXXXX -- EXECUTION
TERMINATED ******
c. CLASSIFICATION BY CATEGORY
(ON MAPTAP) IS REQUIRED IN
ORDER TO PROCESS THE DOT
DATA ***
* * * DOT PERFORMANCE
SUMMARIES WILL NOT BE
OUTPUT ***
Explanation
The system routine for posi-
tioning files (FSBSPL) has
encountered difficulties in
positioning MAPTAP to the
correct file. The error
occurred in the SETUP3 routine
for DISPLAY.
User should mike sure that the
Correct file nL1mb(,_,r for MAPTAP
has been indicated and that
MAPTAP does in fact have the
correct number of files.
Subroutine SETUP3 has computed
the storage needed for the
specific problem; if more is
needed than is available, this
diagnostic is printed.
Procedure 1 Uses C,'.1teg0rV,
classifier only.
I .3 DATATR
I.8.1 SUBROUTINE LNTRAN
Iessaqe_
a *	 THE NUMBER OF COMPO-
NENTS IN Y-VECTOR TIMES
THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES
EXCEEDS THE SIZE OF
STORAGE AREA
TERMINATING
b. *** NUMBER OF CHANNELS
TIMES NUMBER OF SAMPLES
EXCEEDS 10 600 ***
C. ***** DATATR/LNTRAN *****
ERROR ON INPUT FIELD DEFI-
NITION CARD, FOR FIELD
NAME XXXX ***** CONTINUING
TO NEXT FIELD DEFINITION
CARD.
1.8.2 SUBROUTINE SETREM
Message
SETREM ERROR -- THERE WERE XX
SCALE FACTORS AND MINIMUM
VALUES INPUT THROUGH THE
SCAFAC OPTION. YY LINEAR
COMBINATIONS WERE REQUESTED.
THERE MUST BE A SCALE FACTOR
AND A MINIMUM VALUE FOR EACH
T^!NEAR COMBINATION. THE PRO-
GRAM WILL TERMINATE THROUGH
CMERR.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Storage exceeded. Adjust
parameters.
Check format and parameters.
Ex lanation
This message indicates that the
number of input s6aling parameter
pairs does not correspond to the
number of components of the
transformed data. Too many or
too few pairs were input.
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1.8.3 SUBROUTINE SETUP8
Message.
a. *** BAD CONTROL CARD --
DATATR/SETUP8 ***
b. ***** DATATR/SETUP8 *****
ERROR ON INPUT DATA CARD
-- CONTINUING TO PROCESS
INPUT *****
c. ***** DATATR/SETUP8 *****
ERROR ON INPUT STATFILE
CARD -- CONTINUING TO
PROCESS INPUT *****
d. *** INVALID CONTROL CARD
REJECTED BY DATATR/
SETUP8 ***
Explanation
Check spelling of keyword.
Check control card, correct,
and resubmit.
Check control card, correct,
and resubmit.
Check spelling of parameter.
i
1.9 TRETAT
1.9.1 SUBROUTINE SETUP9
	
Message
	 Explanation
a. ERROR ON STATFILE CARD.	 Check spelling of keyword
and parameters.
b. NUMBER OF CHANNELS FROM	 Self-explanatory.
STAT FILE DOES NOT EQUAL
THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS ON
A-MATRIX FILE. CHANNELS
ON STAT FILE
CHANNELS ON
A-MATRIX =
C, *** BAD SUPERVISOR CONTROL Invalid control card. Check
	
CARD SETUP9 ***
	
spelling of keyword.
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d. INVALID CONTROL CARD
REJECTED *** SETUPS
1.9.2 SUBROUTINE TRAMTX
Message
ERROR IN TRYING TO POSITION
TRANSFORMED STAT FILE TO
BEGINNING OF FILE XXX-
1.10 NDHIST
I.10.1 SUBROUTINE ADDRES
Message
TOO MUCH DATA REQUESTED.
REDUCE NO, OF SAMPLES PER
SCAN LINE AND/OR NO. OF
CHANNELS.
1.10-2 SUBROUTINE NDHSTI
Message
a N VECTORS WERE NOT HISTO-
GRAMMED t BUT USED IN
COMPUTING FIELD MEANS,
IF APPLICABLE.
b. ERROR IN FIELD CARD.
ABORTING.
ExElanation
The parameter field of the
control card is in error.
EX planation
Check file ass ignmont.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Explanation
The histogrammed vector table
is full. N unique vectors were
not histogrammed.
Check format and parameters.
1-2 2
f- 11 
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Expl
Self-explanator
1.10.3 SUBROUTINE NDHST2
Message
CORE LIMITS EXCEEDED. MAXI-
MUM NO. OF VECTORS ACCEPTED
IS
1.10.4 SUBROUTINE RESTO
Message
ERROR READING DISK.
1-10.5 SUBROUTINE SETIO
Message
a. ERROR ON CHANNELS CARD.
b. ERROR ON DATA FILE CARD.
C. ERROR ON DAS FILE CARD.
d. ERROR ON N-DIM HISTOGRAM
FILE CARD.
e. ERROR ON OPTION CARD.
f. INVALID CONTROL CARD --
IGNORED.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Explanation
Check parameter field of
CHANNELS control card.
Check parameter field of DATA
control card.
Check parameter field of MAPFIL
control card.
Check parameter field of HISFIL
control card.
Check parameter field of the
OPTION control card printed out
just above this message.
Check spelling of keyword.
1.10.6 SUBROUTINE STODAT
Message
NOT ENOUGH DRUM SPACE TO
STORE DAS TAPE DATA.
Explanation
Actually refers to the disk space
used to store the MAPUNT file.
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1.11 SCTRPL
I-11.1 SUBROUTINE LINPLT
Message
A TOTAL OF	 POINTS WERE
NOT DISPLAYED ON THE LINE-
PRINTER GRAPH. THE POINTS
WERE OUT OF RANGE OF EITHER
THE X DIRECTION OR THE Y
DIRECTION.
1.11.2 SUBROUTINE SETADR
Message
NOT ENOUGH DISK SPACE.
TOTAL WORDS OF DISK
SPAC E  	 A A A 4% ". x A
TOTAL WORDS OF DISK
SPACE AVAILABLE
XXXXXXXXXXXX.
1.11-3 SUBROUTINE SET11
Message
a. ERROR IN POSITIONING
NHSTUN FILE TO FILE
b. ERROR ON N-DIM HISTOGRAM
FILE CARD.
C. ERROR ON CHANNELS CARD.
d. ERROR ON STATFILE CARD.
e. ERROR ON B-MATRIX CARD.
Explanation
Data may be rescaled to a
resolution of 100.
Explanation
Adjust parameters.
Explanation
Physical tape error occurred.
Resubmit. run.
Check parameter field of HISFIL
card.
Check parameter field of
CHANNELS card.
Check parameter field of STATFILE
card.
Check spelling and parameter,
1-24
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f. NO. OF PLOTTING CHANNELS
AND NO. OF B-MATRIX CHAN-
NELS MUST BE EQUAL.
CHANNELS ARE	 AND
RESPECTIVELY.
g. ERROR ON SCALING CkRD.
h. ERROR ON TAPE SIZE CARD.
i. ERROR ON SCATTER PLOT
TAPE CARD.
j. ERROR ON OPTION CARD.
k. DATA MUST BE RESCALED
BEFORE PIXEL FREQUENCY
PLOT OPTION MAY BE
SELECTED.
1. INVALID CONTROL CARD --
IGNORED.
1.11.4 SUBROUTINE SORTr.'_'
Message_
ERROR IN SORTING VECTORS.
Explanation
Number of channels to be trans-
formed must equal the number of
channels in transformed matrix.
Check parameter field of SCALE
cards.
Check parameter field of SIZE
card.
Check parameter field of PLOTAP
ca r d .
Check parameter field of PIXPLT
cards.
Transformed data must'be rescaled
for line-printer plot.
Check spelling of keyword.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
a I
1.11.5 SUBROUTINE VECSCN
Message	 Explanation
ERROR OCCURRED SCANNING	 Check keypunching error on
VECTOR CARD.	 cards.
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1.12 DOTDATA
1-12.1 SUBROUTINE MTS
Messa2e -
NOTE -- TOTVEC 
WAS
GREATER THAN 250, THEREFORE
TOTVEC WAS SET TO 250 ****
Explanation
Total number of dots allowable
is 250 of type 1 and 250 of
type 2.
1.12.2 SUBROUTINE SET13
Messag e
aw INVALID CONTROL CARD
IGNORED.
b. ERROR ON DATA CARD.
c. ERROR ON DOTFIL CARD.
d. ERROR ON OPTION CARD.
Explanation
Check spelling of keyword.
Check parameter field.
Check parameters.
Check format and parameters.
a`-
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1.13 LABEL
1-13.1 SUBROUTINE ALLKIN
message
.
	Explanation
a. LABELING BY ALL-OF-A-KIND
PROCEDURE,
b. ** DEFAULTING 
TO K-NEAREST- Supervisory messages.
NEIGHBOR PROCEDURE **
c. A TIE OCCURRED. THE FOL-
LOWING DOTS WERE DISCARDED.'^
1.13.2 SUBROUTINE FILERD
Message	 Explanation
a. NOT ENOUGH CORE TO STORE
	
Revise data par , 	 "s
DOT FILE.
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jl
9:3 all	 Explanation
b	 ?NOT ENOUGH DISK SPACE FOR	 Revise data parameter pi.
CLUSTER MAP INFO.
1.13.3 SUBROUTINE KNRAR
.Message	 Explanation
a. LABELING BY XXX NEAREST
NEIGHBOR PROCEDURE.
b. A TIE OCCURRED. THE 	 Supervisory messages.
FOLLOWING DOTS WERE
DISCARDED.
1.13.4 SUBROUTINE LABLR
.Message
CATEGORIES HAVE NOT BEEN
DEFINED.
1.13.5 SUBROUTINE MANORD
Message
a. ERROR IN INPUT OF CLASS
NAMES. NAMES ON STAT
FILE ARE:
b. NAMES INPUT ARE:
1.13-6 SUBROUTINE SET14
Message_
a. ERROR ON CHANNELS CARD.
b. NO. OF STAT CHANNELS AND
DOT DATA CHANNELS MUST
BE EQUAL.
Explanation
Check spelling and keywords on
CATEGORY control card.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
Explanation
Check format and parameters.
Self-explanatory.
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c. ERROR O'N STATFILE CARD,
d. ERROR ON MAPFIL CARD.
p. USER HAS NOT INPUT ONE OF
THE REQUIRED FILES-
SAVTAP, MAPUNT, OR DOTUNT.
f. ERROR ON MAPTAP CARD.
g. ERROR O,, PROCEDURE CARD.
h. A LABELING PROCEDURE MAY
NOT BE CHOSEN WHEN UPDAT-
ING THE DOTUNT OR SAVTAP
FILE.
i. ERROR ON OPTION CARD.
j. INVALID CONTROL CARD --
IGNORED.
Explanation
Chock format and parameters
Check format anti parameters on
both the MAPFIL and the DOTFIL
card ,
Control cardo missing.
Check format and parameters.
Check spelling and parameter.
You may want to go through $LABEL
again after files have been
updated.
Check parameter.
Check spelling of keyword.
1-13.7 SUBROUTINE STOMAP
	
Message	 Explanation
NOT ENOUGH DISK SPACE TO STORE A MAPTAP output unit should
DAS TAPE DATA.	 be assigned.	 . I
1.14 DAMRG - SET18
	
I 
Message	 Explanation
a. INVALID CARD -- IGNORED.	 Self-explanatory.
b. ERROR ON ABOVE INPUT
	 Self-explanatory,
CONTROL CARD.
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Me 0 o a tj Exelanation
a. ERROR I'l  FIELD	 OR .)END Ater the *END card, at least one
LARD HISSING. field de.r inition card must aVVear.
d. NUMBER OF CHANNEL CARDS Self-explanatory.
DOES NOT MATCH NUMBER OF
DATA FILES	 0
o. NUMBER OF SUN ANGLE Self—explanatory.
CARDS -- DOES NOT W'XII
NUMBER OF DATA FILES
E. NUMBER OF FEATURES Self-explanatory.
ON -- FILE -- IS NOT
EQUAL TO NUMBER OF
FIRST FILE	 0
g. FEATURES ADD UP TO A EOD-LARSYS is restriCtt^d to
NUMBER GREATER THAN 30 channels.
30	 $	 EXITING.
I	 I
0
1..15 GTDDM
1.15.1 ALPHA
"Iessne
THE SYMBOL — CANNOT BE USED.
1.15.2 SET19
Message
ao INVALID CONTROL CARD
IGNORED.
b. ERROR ON TRANSFORMATION
CARDS. DEFAULT TRANS-.
FORMATION USED.
Explanation
The characters must be alphabetic.
7I
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
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C. ERROn ON READ TAPE CARD.
ERROR 0"'I WRITE FILE CARD,
ERROR ON MASK CARD///
TRANSITION YEAR MASK USED.
f. ERROR ON CONVERT CARD.
1.16 GTTCN - SET17
.M2 ^ a 
a. INVALID CONTROL CARD --
IGNORED.
b. ER,iUR 01 1 CONVERT CARD.
c. ERROR ON OPTION CARD.
d. ERROR ON WRITE TAPE CARD.
1.17 UTILITY SUBPROGRAMS
1.17.1 SUBROUTINE BUFILL
Message
XXXX BYTES EXPECTED.
XXX BYTES ON RECORD.
Explanation
Either the word UNIT or the. word
FILE is miosing from the READ
control card.
Either the word UNIT or the word
FILE is miooing from the WRITE
control card.
Self-explanatory.
DUMP card is not written properly.
The word FILE has been omitted.
,Fxnlanation
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
0
Explanation
Sclf-explanatory,
'I
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Explanation
Either by the SUBCLASS control
card or by default, a subclass
number has been requested for
use in classification which is
greater than the largest subclass
number available in the input
training subclasses. The
CLASSIFY processor ignores the
requested subclass number and
deletes it from use in
classification.
A subclass number input by either
the SUBCLASS or the GROUP control
'card is greater than the largest
training subclass number avail-
able. The requested subclass
will be ignored in classification.
A channel requested on the
CHANNELS control card or in the
B-matrix input for use in clas-
sification is not in the set of
channels which was used to obtain
training subclass statistics.
The available set of channels is
printed out as part of the diag-
nostic message. Message d or e
is added to this, d when the
B-matrix is not involved and e
when B-matrix channels are input.
1.17.2 SUBROUTINE CLSCHK
Message
a. ** CLSCHK ** REQUESTED
SUBCLASS NO. XXX I5 NOT
AVAILABLE IN INPUT
STATISTICS FILE --
REQUEST IGNORED.
b. ** CLSCHK ** REQUESTED
SUBCLASS NO. XXX FOR
GROUP NO. XXX IS NOT
AVAILABLE IN INPUT
STATISTICS FILE ---
REQUEST IGNORED.
C. ***** CLSF'Y/FETCHK --
CHANNEL XX NOT IN TRA1N-
ING DATA -- TRAINING
DATA CHANNELS ARE
C1rC2rC3,...,CN.
I	 I
,if
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3
***** B-MATRIX C
MUST BE EQUAL TO
SET OF AVAILABLE
DATA CHANNELS --
B-MATRIX CHANNEL
BlIB21—orn m 
0
MNNELS
OR A SUB-
TRAINING
THE INPUT
S ET is
***** CHANNEL XX IGNORED
(NOT USED) IN
CLASSIFICATION.
If the B-matrix is not boinci
input to the CLASSIFY prOCOV,001:
(i.e., B-matrix channels are not
involved) # the rogues tech channel
causing the previous message will
be deleted from the list of chan-
nels and ignored by the CLASSIFY
processor. In this ca0e, MC1.13-
sage d is added to message c.
If the B--matrix is input to the
CLASSIPY processour the P--matrix
channels become the set to be
used in classification; and if
one of the B-matrix channels is
not in the training subclass
statistics, the processor can-
not continue. In this case,
message a will be added. to
message c.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
1.17.3 SUBROUTINE CMERR
Message
ERROR HAS OCCURRED.
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77 . 4 S, V 11 RO (IT I N E C R DS T A
41101 -3i I- L,
EXCEEDED CORP, Lr'N'1ITS- REDUC"'E,
NO. OF TRAINING CLASSES OR
FEATURES. EXITING FROM
CRDSTA.
1.17.5 SUBROUTINE DSTAPE
Messac"o
`THE'; NUMBI-12 OF CHANNKLv, TIMES
THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES 11AS
EXCEEDED 11500. DECREASE THE
NUMBER OF CHANNELS OR THE
NUMBER OF SAMimEs. TERMINAT-
ING RUN FROM DSTAPE,-
1.17.6 SUBROUTINE FLDINT
Message
a. FEATURE NUMBERS XXXXX AND
ABOVE ARE NOT ON DATA
TAPE.
b. FIRST SCAN ON THIS TAPE
IS NV'MBERED XXXXXX. FIELD
DEFINITION IN ERROR.
o. NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER
SCAN LIN'S ON THIS TAPE IS
XXXXXX. FIELD DEFINITION
IN ERROR.
E's lanation
The oombination of total numbor
of channels, subc-lasses, and
training fitildo must be roduced
to fit in the internal core
storage availablc to tho proc-
osoor. Total stora(lo is 10 600
locations .
Explanation
t3torago% available has boon
exceoded .
Explanation
User has requostod a channel not
on MSS DATAPE.
Self-explanatory.
Sol f-explanatory.
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d. THIS TAPE CONTAINS ONLY
XXXXXX CHANNELS.
1,17.7 SUBROUTINE FSBSFL
Message
FSBSFL ONLY SKIPS FORWARD.
1.17.8 SUBROUTINE VSFMFL
Messaqe
F,3FMFL ONLY SKIPS FORWARD.
Explanation
Self-explanatovy.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
^	 I
1.17.9 SUBROUTINE GSTST
Message	 Explanation
a. ERROR IN POSITIONING	 Self-explanatory.
UNIT XXX TO FILE XXX.
b. REQUESTED SUBCLASS IS NOT	 Self-explanatory.
ON STAT FILE. STAT FILE
CONTAINS XXX SUBCLASSES.
c. CHANNEL NO. XX IS NOT ON	 Self-explanatory.
TRAINING STAT FILE.
CHANNELS ARE
C l fC 2' C 3 r*** 'CN*
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Explanation
one of the class numbers listed
on the GROUP control card (1) is
not in ascending orderr, (2) is
greater than the largest class
number allowable (30), or (3) has
already been used in another
group. The erroneous GROUP con-
trol card is printed as part of
the message. The processor will
delete the erroneous class number
from the list and proceed to
group all Wither listed classes.
Explanation
The data for all channels for one
scan line are unpacked into an
array dimensioned 12 000. If the
number of channels times ((sample
end - sample begin)/sample incre-
ment] exceeds 12 000, this diag-
nostic is printed. Sample end is
reset to fit the dimensions and
execution continues.
1.17.10 SUBROUTINE GRPSCN
Message
///// FROM SUER. GRPSCN ---
CLASS XXXXX INCORRECT --
CLASS XXXXX IGNORED. CARD
BEING SCANNED IS XXXX-••XXXX.
1.17.11 SUBROUTINE HISTGM
Message
TOO MUCH DATA REQUESTED --
SAMPLE END WAS RESET TO XXXXX.
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1 0 1" .1" SUBROUTINE HISTIC
6
Message
ONLY THE FIRST 50 FIELD
DESCRIPTIONS WERE PRINTED,
BUT ALI, THE FIELDS WERE
INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL
HISTOGRAMMED STATS.
1.17.13 SUBROUTINE 14AlBN
Message
Explanation
The user has input more than
50 fields, and only the first
50 field descriptions will be
pr anted in the "Data Blocks
Histogrammed" portion of the
total report; however, all the
input fields wert^ included in
the calculations of the "Total
Histogrammed Statistics."
Explanation
ESCDIC TO BINARY INTEGER CON-
	
EBCDIC is the Extended Binary
VERSION ERROR AT CHARACTER	 Coded Decimal Interchange. Code.
XXXXX OF XXXXX CHARACTER
FIELD: XXXX•••XXXX.
1.17.14 SUBROUTINE LABMAN
mes^L^	 Explanation
ERROR IN POSITIONING SIG.	 Self-explanatory.
EXTENSION TAPE TO FILE XXX.
OUTPUT FILE NOT WRITTEN.
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1.17.15 SUBROUTINE LAREAD
1105 age
a. ERROR IN FIELD CARD.
TERMINATING RUN.
b. INCORRECT FIELD CARD.
TERMINATING RUN.
1.17-16 SUBROUTINE LINERD
Message
a. FIELD BOUNDARY FOR THIS
FIELD DEFINED BEYOND SCOPE
OF DATA. THIS FLIGHT LINE
CONTAINS XXXXXX SCAN LINES.
b. FLDINT MUST BE CALLED TO
INITIALIZE PARAMETERS FOR
A NEW FIELD.
Explanation
A field description card has an
incorrect format. All vertices
must be separated by commas and
enclosed in parentheses, and
sample and lint-, number.,  must be
integers. The card which caused
the error is printed out with
this message .
Same .
Exolanation
User has requested scan line not
on MSS DATAPE.
For every field input there must
be a call to FLDINT to reset
parameters for positioning the
MSS DATAPE.
I	 a
1.17.17 SUBROUTINE RANK
Message	 Explanation
THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS ARE NOT Currently used greenness/
A MULTIPLE OF 4. THE COLOR	 brightness transformations
KEYS WILL BE ORDERED BY 	 require four channels per pass.
CLUSTER NUMBER.
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I .1"  - 18 SUBROUTINE RDVOTS
I2 10 1 ^Sa age?
. CHANNEL XX IS NOT ON DOT
FILE. CHANNELS ARE
c i fC 1 1* 04 1C2	 N'
b. WT NO. XXX IS NOT ON
DOT FILE. FILE CONTAINS
XXX DOTS.
1.17.19 SUBROUTINE RDMEAN
Message
MEANS FOR CHANNEL XXXX ARE
NOT ON FILE -- nu:,my
 VALUES
WILL NOT BE USED.
1.17.20 SUBROUTINE RDMODK
Message
ERROR IN TRYING TO POSITION
STAT FILE TO FILE XXX IN
CRDSTA.
1.17.21 SUBROUTINE REDDAT
Message
CHANNEL NO. XX IS NOT A
TRAINING CHANNEL. XX TRAIN-
ING CHANNELS ARE Cl ? C 2 1 * . . 1C N*
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
0
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Explanation
An error occurred in position-
ing the SAVTAP file, and no
statistics were written.
Resubmit the run.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
:i I
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1.17.22 SUBROUTINE REDSAV
m Ls E, a ^ Cl o	 Explanation
a. STAT FILE WAS NOT CREATED. An error occurred in positioning
EXITING FROM **REDSAV**
	 the SAVTAP file, and no otatio-
tics were written. Resubmit run.
b. ERROR IN POSITIONING STAT Same.
FILE TO FILE XXX. EXITING
FROM REDSAV.
C. USER HAS REQUESTED XX
CHANNELSr XX SUBCLASSES,
AND 
XX CLASSES. THIS
COMBINATION OF STATS WILL
NOT PIT IN CORE. PLEASE
REDUCE REQUEST.
1.17.23 SUBRCLUTINE SEARCH
Message
a. SEARCHING FOR LINE.
b. RECORDS PER SCAN, XXXXX.
SCANS PER RECORD, XXXXX.
Tile fixed amount of internal core
storage available to the proc-
essor for storing class descrip-
tions, number of subclasses in
each class, subclass descrip-
tions, field information, ver-
tices, covariance s, means, and
working area has been exce,:!ded.
The total amount of storage
available for the above informa-
tion is 10 600 locations.*
Reduce the requested combination.
Explanation
Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
The equation for computing the require--d storage is STORAGE
2(number of classes) + (number of subclasses) + 4(number of
fields) + 2(total number,
 of vertices for all the fields) +(number of subclasses + 1)[(number of channels)(number of
channels + 1)/2] + (number of subclasses)(number of channels).
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Messaqe Ex2lanation
c. FOUND IT AFTER XXX TRIES. Self-explanatory.
d FAILED AFTER XXXXX TRIES Sel f-explanatory.
-- ABORTING.
e. SCAN XXXXX IS MISSING -- Self-explanatory.
USING PREVIOUS SCAN
INSTEAD.
1.17-24 SUBROUTINE SETUP7
Message Explanation
a. ERROR ON CHANNEL CARD. Check format.
b. ERROR ON DATA CARD. Check format.
Q. ERROR ON STATF!1",E CARL). Check form"-t.
d. ERROR ON DOTFIL CARD. Check format.
e. INVALID INPUT -- CARD Check table 9-1 for correct
IGNORED. spelling of keywords for card
input and make sure the keyword
is left justified	 in the	 field.
f. CHANNELS CANNOT BE CHANGED The channels to be used should be
UNTIL THIS EXECUTION OF included in the first set of con-
ISOCLS IS COMPLETED. trol cards input after the ISOCLS
card,	 That set of channels will
be used	 for all classes.	 If the
user attempts to input a CHANNELS
card into the SETUP routine on a
later entry, the card will be
ignored.
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Nesnage
g . NO. OF LASSES CANNOT
BE CHANGED UNTIL THIS
EXECUTION OF ISOCLS IS
COMPLETED.
h. **WARNING** NMIN IS LESS
THAN NO. OF CHANNELS,
COVARIANCES WILL NOT BE
INVERTIBLE.
1.17.25 SUBROUTINE TAPHDR
ttessae^e
a. UNRECOVERABLE ERROR READ-
ING HEADER RECORD.
b. A LINE NO. IS LESS THAN
OR EQUAL TO ZERO.
C. LAST SCAN LINE, READ XXXXX.
ISTAT = XXXXX.
d. INTERNAL DIMENSIONS TOO
SMALL FOR DATA. NUMBER
OF CHANNELS ON DATA TAPE =
XXXXXXX. NUMBER OF
POINTS/CHANNEL = XXXXXXX.
e. DATA TAPE IS NOT IN
UNIVERSAL OR LARSYS
FORMAT.
Explanation
The number of classes to be
clustered mint be input only
in the first net of control
cards input after the ISOCLS
card. If the user attempt; to
change this parameter, the input
will be ignored.
NMIN Should be made greater than
the total number of channels.
Explanation
Error occurred while trying to
read header record.
The first line number on the
data tape is less than or equal
to zero.
Self-explanatory.
The maximum record size of the
data record exceeded 6800 words.
The MSS DATAPE must be in
Universal or LARSYS II/III
format.
iI
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,k I( ,, s	 EX lanation
f. ONLY ONE RECORD OR LESS	 All of the samples of ore chan-
PER CHANNEL ACCEPTABLE	 nel must be contained within one
AT THIS TIME.	 record.
ti	 NO. OF RECORDS PER DATA	 Ono data se-t cannot contain more
SET :1 XXXXX, MUST BE	 than 15 records.
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 15.
h. NO. OF BITS."! PIXEL = XXXXX-
ONLY 8 BITS ACCEPTABLE AT
THIS TIME.
i. DATA ORDER INDICATOR
XXXXX. DATA MUST BE
ORDERED 13Y PixEL.
According to the header record,
the samples on the MSS DATAPE do
not equal 8 bits. It is assumed
that the heador record is in
error, and execution continues.
information from header record
indicates data are not ordered
properly. All radiance values
in channel I must be given first,
followed by the radiance values
in channel 2 1 and so on for each
scan line.
1.17.26 SUBROUTINE WRTHED
•	 Message
NUMBER OF SAMPLES WAS RESET
TO 2998.
-Explanation
Number of samples per line
cannot be more than 2998.
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APPENDIX J
SP"MPL *vj PROCEDURE I EXECUTION
OF EOD-LARSYS
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APPENDIX K
LACIE-FORMATTED DOT FILE FORMAT
APPENDIX K
LACIE-FORMATTED DOT FILE FOR4MAT
The LACIE-formatted dot file card images appear as follows:
Columns Parameter Description
1-3 DOT The three letters DOT
4 Blank
0
5 ill Dot type
l21
6-7 Blank
8-9 Category name (The EOD-LARSYS allows
(left	 justified) two-charmter cate g ory names.
If a one-character name is used,
it should appear	 in column S).
10	 Blank
11-30	 nl,n2,•••,nN	 Dot grid numbers (integers)
separated by blanks
The LACIE dot grid numbers correspond to sample andtne numbers
as follows:
'	 Dot grid number	 Sample Line
1 10 10
20 10
19 190 10
20 10 20
39 10 30
209 190 110
K-1
,*1
See figure K-1.
There L13 ^:o continuation character from one card to the next;
i.e., each card must have DOT in columns 1 through 3.
Limitec' provisions have been made for specifying off-grid dots.
The dot, nu,,,:)er
LI x 1.00000000 + SI x 10000 + LACIE num'oer
corresponds to the LACIE grid position offset by LI lines up and
SI samples to the right (increasing sample numbers). This method
of encoding does not correspond to the latest method used in
LACIE operations and a reconciliation may be made in the future.
This format is used for EOD-LARSYS files GTUNIT, AIUNIT, and
PPUNIT.
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